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E D I TO R ' S N OTE

The scholarly narratives comprising the ethnic stud ies project
take i nto the mu ltidi mensional worlds of diverse ethn i c com m u n ities
both i n the Un ited State and abroad. Using the conceptual,
analytical and experiential lenses of eth nic stud ies scholars we are
presented opportu n ities for learn i ng more about the m u ltifarious
experiences of ethnic groups.
While we are challenged to subject both the lenses and the
narratives to scholarly scruti ny, we are also chal lenged to be
opened to the prospects and possibil ities of new learn ing which
comes from different perspectives, views, and i nterpretations. It is
through the tension of the dynam i c of scholarly exchange that we
are brought closer to an accu rate u nderstanding of the complexities
of the human experiences central to the scholar's narration .
The articles i n th is issue of ESR conti nue the trend long establ ished
in th is jou rnal . Namely, using the tools of i nterdisci p l i narity to
explore, represent, and i n effect, further the didactic m ission of ESR.
Towards th is end, each piece makes a worthwh i le contri bution.
Ph i l ip Q. Yang and Starl ita Sm ith i n the article, "Trends i n B lack
Wh ite Church I ntegration" provide a contemporary analysis of data
demonstrating that 1 1 o'clock on Sunday morni ngs i l lustrates the
extent to which patterns of Black-Wh ite segregation contin ues in
the Un ited States. Dina Fachin's " I nside the I mage and the Word:
the Re/Membering of I ndigenous I dentities" argues that ind igenous
peoples in the Americas, drawing from ancient writi ng systems
and more contemporary visual technologies, are able to represent
their own identities and in doing so offer critiques of western
representations of ind igenous cultures.
Quan Man h Ha's article "Trey E l lis's Platitudes: Redefining
Black Voices" chal lenges African American authors to adopt
a more authentic and relevant African American aesthetic for
writi ng post 1 980's fiction. This article asserts that attending to
the messages of the Harlem Renaissance and the 1 960s Black Arts
Movement are essential to form i ng an authentic voice that does
not repeat weary platitudes. In "Sacred Hoop Dreams: Basketbal l
i n the Work of Sherman Alexie," David S. Goldstein provides an

analysis of how Native American writer Sherman Alexie uses both
the sport of basketbal l and the bal l as l iterary tools for analyzing
and commenting on the complexities of the lives of the Native
Americans i n Alexie's short stories and novels.
A path towards pol itical trends is taken i n the last two articles.
Ravi Perry's article "Black Mayors in Non-Majority Black (Medium
Sized) Cities: U n iversal izing the I nterests of Blacks" is a research
based study of the several chal lenges faci ng both candidates and
incumbents i n cities where the Black electoral base is small and in
some cases d i m i n ishing. This article is based on a paper selected
by the National Association for Ethnic Stud ies for the Ph i l l i ps G .
Davies Award for the top graduate paper. "Ethnic Pol itics, Pol itical
Corruption and Poverty: Perspectives on Contending I ssues and
Nigeria's Democratization Process," authored by Dewale Adewale
Yagboyaj u, explores the several issues negatively impacti ng
N igeria's abi l ity to create a democratic society. The author holds
leadership at all levels responsible for the prevai l i ng corruption
and poverty i n this nation and suggests strategies for implementi ng
processes for democratization .
Col lectively these thought provoki ng articles shou ld prompt
much reflection.
Otis L. Scott
Cal iforn ia State University, Sacramento
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Trends in Black-White Church Integration*
P h i l i p Q. Yang
Texas Woman's U n iversity
Starl ita S m ith
U n iversity of North Texas

H istorically, the separation of blacks and wh ites in churches was
wel l known (G i lbreath 1 995; Schaefer 2005). Even in 1 968, about
four years after the passage of the landmark Civil Rights Act of
1 964, Dr. Marti n Luther King, J r. sti l l said that "eleven o'clock on
Sunday is the most segregated hour of the week" (Gi l breath 1 995:1 ).
H is reference was to the entrenched practice of black and white
Americans who worshiped separately i n segregated congregations
even though as Christians, thei r faith was supposed to bring them
together to love each other as brothers and sisters. Ki ng's statement
was not just a casual observation . One of the few places that civi l
rights workers fai led to i ntegrate was churches. B lack m i n i sters
and their al l ies were at the forefront of the church integration
movement, but their stiffest opposition often came from wh ite
ministers. The i rony is that belonging to the same denom i nation
could not prevent the racial separation of their congregations. I n
1 964, when a group of black women civi l rights activists went to a
white ch urch i n St. Augusti ne, Florida to attend a Sunday service,
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the women were met by a phalanx of white people with thei r arms
l i n ked to keep the activists out (Bryce 2004). Ki ng's classic " Letter
from a Birmingham Jai l" was a response to white ministers who
criticized h i m and the civil rights movement after a major civi l
rights demonstration (King [2002]).
Since Ki ng's remarks i n 1 968, progress i n black-wh ite church
i ntegration has supposedly been made. Surprisi ngly, however, there
is l ittle quantitative evi dence that documents such progress or a
lack of it. It is important to understand the status of, and change
in, black-white church i ntegration because i ntegrated worship is
an i mportant measure of interaction, closeness, and race relations
between blacks and wh ites. Even though American society is no
longer j u st black and white, black-white relations have remained
a central focus i n race relations i n th is nation. Social distance
between blacks and whites has remained the greatest (Bon i l la-Si lva
2003; Warren and Twine 1 997; Yancey 1 999). B lacks and wh ites
often have total ly different views of events and problems in our
society. Whites blame blacks for being hypersensitive and quick
to make accusations of racism, while blacks say that whites have
no idea how much discri mi nation and prejudice sti l l control their
l ives. Wh ites find race a very uncomfortable subject to discuss, so
many j ust do not tal k about it. Some even go so far as to say that
we have a color-blind society.
B l acks find this refusal to tal k honestly about race clear
evidence of some form of racial bli ndness, but certainly not a good
ki nd (B launer 2006; Bobo 2006; Gal lagher 2006; Omi and Winant
1 98 6). Many blacks argue that as long as we all don't see the racial
landscape clearly, we wi l l never make the kind of substantial,
permanent progress that we could. Although segregation between
blacks and wh ites in residential neighborhood and workplace has
been wel l researched and documented (see, for example, Farley et
al. 1 978; Farley and Frey 1 994; Feagin and Feagin 2003; Herring
2006; Massey and Denton 1 987, 1 993; Ol iver and Shapiro 1 995;
Royster 2006), one can hardly find systematic i nformation on
black-white church segregation or i ntegration (Yancey 1 999). This
is certainly an area that cries for research .
One difficu lty of studying black-white church segregation
2
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or i ntegration is the dearth of representative samples, especially
at the national leve l . Fortu nately, the 1 978-1 994 General Social
Surveys (GSS's) provide some usefu l i nformation to address this
issue. Although church i ntegration cou ld be defi ned broad ly,
we choose a narrow defi n ition of it i n this paper because of its
avai lable measurement. We defi ne black-white church i ntegration
as the i nterm ixing of black and wh ite worshippers in the same
church, which is the opposite of black-wh ite church separation.
We measure it by the attendance of the same church by black
and white worshippers. At the individual level, attending the
church of another race i ndicates an action of racial i ntegration
in congregations. At the aggregate level, rate of attending the
same church by members of different racial groups measu res the
degree or level of church racial i ntegration . We seek to answer
three questions: (1 ) What were the trends i n the rate of black-white
church i ntegration i n the period of 1 978-1 994? (2) H ow had the
l ike l ihood of attending the same church by blacks and wh ites
changed in the period under study, holding other relevant factors
constant? (3) What variables predict the attendance of churches of
other race among blacks and whites?
The next section briefly reviews the l iterature. We then offer
our hypotheses that answer our research questions. The subsequent
section describes our sample, variables, measurements, and
methods of data analysis. This i s followed by the presentation of
our research resu lts. The final section summarizes the findi ngs and
discusses their i mp l i cations.
Most of the literatu re on the subject of blacks and wh ites
attending church together confirms the concern that churches have
remai ned highly segregated; yet there exists very l ittle quantitative
research on th is issue. Based on the National Congregations
Survey, Emerson (2006) esti mated that only 7 percent of
American congregations are racially i ntegrated. Protestant churches
were least racial ly mixed at a rate of 5 percent; Catholic churches
(1 5 percent) were three times more l i kely to be m u lti racial than
Protestant congregations; and all other non-Ch risti na congregations
were 28 percent m u lti racial (Emerson 2006).
One black pastor of a smal l integrated congregation in
3
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B i rmi ngham, Alabama placed the onus for the lack of i ntegration
on both blacks and whites. "The church is segregated now because
that's what we l i ke. In Ki ng's era, churches were segregated because
whites didn't want to be around blacks. Now it's two-sided. Today
we both choose to be separate," said the late Spencer Perki ns, son
of the Rev. John Perki ns, one of the founders of the rel igious racial
reconci l iation movement (G i l breath 2000: 1 1 )
Another study found a difference i n worship patterns of blacks
and wh ites.
" B l acks were much more l i kely than either wh ites or H ispanics
to read the B i ble, pray to God, attend Sunday school, partici pate
in a small group, and have a qu iet time during a typical week.
Church attendance levels were the same among all th ree groups,
and the l i keli hood of born again individuals sharing thei r faith with
nonbelievers was also equivalent across al l three of the major
ethn i c groups" (Barna 2001 : 3).
Some denomi national studies confirmed a pattern of segregated
worship and the often discri mi natory practices and halti ng efforts
of some denom inations to try to bring blacks i nto their mostly white
flocks. We did fi nd some work that tried to explai n the segregation
in American churches i n terms of history and cu lture.
One of the fi rst detai led sociological studies of black rel igious
l ife was done by W. E . B . D u Bois i n his book, The Philadelphia
Negro: A Social Study, i n 1 899 (Zuckerman 2002). I n fact, many
credit Du Bois with creating the sociology of rel igion . Du Bois
praised the African Methodist Episcopal Ch u rch of American as
"the most remarkable product of American Negro civi lization,"
and he theorized that the black church was the way in which
African Americans preserved and mai ntai ned their African cu ltu re
i n slavery and after emancipation .
Larry L. H u nt and and Matthew H unt (1 999) studied attendance
at black churches i n the rural South using data from the 1 972-1 994
General Social Surveys and the 1 984 National Alcohol Su rvey.
They found that attendance at black churches was "i nvolu ntary"
and driven more by the segregated natu re of the ru ral South than
choice.
"The thesis suggests that segregation has shaped two major
4
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forces that mobilize involvement in the black church, especial ly in
the historical main line denominations: (1 ) the structural absence of
secu lar outlets for achievement that has indirectly made the black
ch urch the comm unity context in which status, leadership, and
respectability can be achieved, and (2) the cultural presences of
powerfu l commu nity moral pressu res to support the institution
that provides both material and spiritual nourishment to the black
commu nity" ( H u nt and H u nt 1 999: 780).
Although H u nt and H u nt used the 1 972-1 994 GSS's, they did
not examine whether or not blacks or whites attended each other's
ch urches. Nor did their fol low-up study ( H u nt and H u nt 2001 ),
which focused on whether African Americans have a distinctive
religiosity and whether there is support for the "semi-involu ntary"
interpretation of African American religious involvements.
Evans, Forsyth and Bernard (2002) studied the continued
existence of segregated churches in the Catholic Diocese of
Lafayette, Louisiana. They pointed out that for the Catholic
Church, there are practical considerations involved in maintaining
segregated churches, as it becomes more difficult to staff smal l
parishes with a dwindling n umber of new priests, and the clergy
al ready in place age and become unable to fu lfill their duties. The
researchers used su rveys, interviews, and historical documents to
conduct their study of the diocese. They found that blacks had not
really been integrated into the white ch u rches of the parish . When
they were allowed to attend the white churches, they were often
permitted to sit in segregated sections of the ch u rch or treated in
some otherwise discriminatory ways to the point that many blacks
left the Catholic Church in favor of Protestant denominations where
they cou l d have their own congregations. Finally, the diocese did
establish some black churches, but u ntil the 1 93 0s, there were no
black priests to staff these African American churches. I n the 1 970s,
the church attempted to reintegrate the churches with uneven
resu lts. There was friction among the black and white parishioners
that led to boycotts and other problems. Another impediment to
reintegration was that blacks had developed their own distinctive
worship practices infused with their music and cu ltu re that were
more meaningfu l to them than those employed by the white
5
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churches, and they did not want to give those practices up in the
name of integration (Evans, Forsyth and Bernard 2002).
The hidden segregation among the Catholic ch urches points
to a pattern of racism within church denominations. In the past,
white Ch ristians have used their religion to justify support for such
racist practices as slavery, ban on inter- racial marriage, and racial
segregation . When the National Council of Churches decided
to support the civil rights movement during the 1 960s, several
southern denominations and churches protested. Some decided to
withhold their donations to the organization and some congregants
even left their churches (Wood 1 972). White evangelical Christians
supported various forms of segregation until the 1 990s. Several,
incl u ding Bil ly Sunday, held separate services and meetings for their
black and white followers. One of the first to chal lenge segregation
was international ly known evangelist Billy G raham, who in 1 953
caused a furor by removing a rope that separated his audience
according to race Chattanooga, Tennessee (Gilbreath 1 995). Among
the best known of the openly discriminatory denominations was
the Church of Latter Day Saints which forbade black men to be in
its priesthood until 1 978 (Kimbal l 2006).
However, even churches that had no written sanctions against
blacks have in their roots some form of discriminatory practice
toward people of African descent. I n her study "The Black
Experience Within the Episcopal Church," McAdams (1 998)
described a denomination that has a long history of exclusionary
practices dating back to the 1 4th centu ry when it was believed
that slaves shou ld not be baptized because that might make them
want to be free. Later in 1 623, the Church of England, a precu rsor
of the Episcopal Ch u rch, baptized slaves at jamestown, Virginia,
but the old idea that baptism wou ld lead to ideas of freedom
res urfaced. After the Revolutionary War and the formation of the
Protestant Episcopal Church in America, the church formed black
congregations. In 1 602, Absalom jones, a former slave, became
the first black minister ordained by any denomination in the United
States. jones, an Episcopalian, and Richard Al len, a Methodist, were
the first leaders of the African Methodist Episcopal (AM E) Church
in Philadelphia in 1 81 6 (McAdams 1 998). Another sou rce set the
6
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date of the founding of the AME Church as 1 81 9 (Mu rray 1 989).
By the tu rn of the centu ry, there were only 1 5,000 black
members of the Episcopal Church in the u.s. Throughout the 20th
century, there were various efforts to form groups within the church
to minister to blacks, but blacks were not consecrated as bishops
and could not have fu l l representation in some church bodies. I n
the 1 960s, i n response to the civil rights movement, Episcopalians
decided to merge black parishes with white ones. " B lacks were
expected to assimilate into the cu ltu re of white ch u rches, but
instead became u nwelcome second-class citizens. There was a
distinct lack of opportu nities for black clergy in white or integrated
parishes, and for this reason, the Church had difficu lty in recruiting
young blacks to the clergy"(McAdams 1 998: 5).
Finally in 1 994, the church adopted a statement called "the Sin
of Racism" in which it acknowledged complicity in the genocide
of Native Americans, slavery and racism, apologized, committed
itself to work for a better futu re, and, two years later, established
an anti-racism commission. McAdams wrote that only 4-6 percent
of Episcopalians are black. " I n the black comm u nity, the Episcopal
Church carries an image of exclusiveness, open only to whites and
light skin ned professional African Americans" (McAdams 1 998:
6). This image harks back to Weber's ideas of stratification as
embodied by churches as an institution (Weber [2001 ]).
The Methodist Church, now known as the U nited Methodist
Ch urch, also has a long history with black membership. At the
begin ning of the 20th centu ry, most blacks were Baptist or Methodist
(Murray 1 989); however, despite the importance of black Methodists
to the church, racism has also been part of Methodism in America.
For this reason, most black Methodists have worshipped in all
black Methodist denominations since 1 81 9 when Richard Al len
organized the AME Church and 1 821 when James Vargic organized
the African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church.
Like the Methodist and Episcopal chu rches, the Presbyterian
Church USA is also overwhel mingly white. An article published
by the church's Racial- Eth nic Ministries said that "It is also worth
noting that while 71 .9 percent of the total population of the U nited
States is white, 94 percent of the members of the Presbyterian
7
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Church (U.S.A.) are white" (Koenig 2001 : 1 ).
B l ack Christians have seen thei r churches as islands of freedom
and self-expression in a racist cu ltu re (Murray 1 989). Wh ile Murray
(1 989: 69) does not provide any numbers, he wrote that
"By defi n ition Methodists were Protestant, gentile and
church members, and the black membership was a m i n ute
portion of black Americans. Yet the experience of the
church was very simi lar to that of American society. Racial
incl usiveness i n the Methodist Church origi nated because
wh ite Methodists did not see the depth of racism i n
society, and black Methodists, l i ke other black Americans
were not wi l l i ng to accept changes that simply gave a new
appearance to American racism."
Over time deep phi losophical differences arose between black
denomi nations and churches and white ones. "African Americans
lean toward a social emphasis; the white chu rches lean toward the
evangel ical, especially i n the South, and for some reason, we have
not been able to get those two to work in concert," said the Rev. E.
Bailey, an African American pastor i n Dal las (G i l breath 2002).
Other historical studies documented the rise of black churches
i n response to second-class treatment at wh ite churches (Bauer
1 992; Col lins 1 998; Gravely 1 984; Li ncoln 1 999). These black
ch u rches became a power base for blacks who went to church not
only for rel igious solace and celebration, but also to coalesce to
fight the discri mi nation and other social problems that beset them .
G ravely (1 984) poi nted out that the Afri can Methodist Episcopal
ch u rches of Phi ladelphia fought slavery in the South not only
because it was morally wrong, but the members had a personal
vested i nterest i n eradicati ng an institution that cou ld th reaten their
own freedom.
Sometimes tryi ng to foster more diversity with in a denomi nation
has meant a total reevaluation of the denom i nation's origi ns. The
Southern Baptist Convention (SBC) i n 1 995 issued a statement
denou ncing its racist begi nnings and its su pport for slavery (SBC
1 995). The denomi nation was fou nded i n Augusta, Georgia in 1 845
when slaveholders spl it from the main Baptist body. In the resol ution
8
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of 1 995, the Southern Baptists asked for forgiveness from African
Americans. Remarkably, the resol ution acknowledged that many
congregations had either intentionally or u nintentionally barred
blacks from worshipping in white Southern Baptist congregations.
At the time the resolution was issued about 500,000 blacks were
members of the Southern Baptist Convention (SBC 1 995).
Even political ly and theological ly liberal denominations have
had their problems with integration . Mark D. Morrison- Reed
(1 994), a black Unitarian minister, who was e lected president of
the U nitarians in Canada about a year ago, described the problems
black Unitarian ministers had kept their congregations going.
Although the U nitarians boast about being liberal, Morrison- Reed
wrote that at its height in 1 968 before a painfu l schism between
black and white U nitarians, black membership in the church was
only 1 percent. He described the pain of being in an extreme
minority:
"I am a black-born, U nitarian-bred minister of the liberal faith .
I a m a n anomaly. This uniqueness has placed me i n a dilemma. My
allegiance is split. My long and enriching experience with U nitarian
Universalism has led me to a com mitment to the liberal ministry.
At the same time, I am proud to be an Afro-American, and I realize
my fate is tied to that of the b lack comm unity. . . . The quandary
I face is twofold. First, given my chosen vocation as a minister
in a white denomination, how can I serve the black community?
And, second how can I inform the Unitarian U niversalist tradition
through the black experience? (Morrison-Reed (1 994: xii)"
It wou ld be far from fair to say that on ly black ministers like
Morrison-Reed are concerned about the segregation on Sunday
morning. There have been some research and reports on the "racial
reconciliation" movement among mostly white churches concerned
with finding the ways to become more diverse (Chaddock 1 998;
Davies and Hennessee 1 998; Gilbreath 2002; Okholm 1 997; Peart
2000; Sherkat and El lison 1 999). However, most of the researchers
note that most churches wil l have a difficu lt time convincing their
own congregants that such an effort is necessary. One of the more
successfu l attempts has been undertaken by the United Methodist
Church, which for decades was strictly segregated (Col lins 1 998).
9
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Col lins describes how resistance to the civil rights movement
carried over into many congregations which equated whiteness
with god liness and patriotism and a defense of "our way of life."
I n 1 959, one Alabama state senator even introduced legislation
that would allow any congregation to withd raw from the parent
denomination if it disagreed with the parent group and maintained
ownership of its property (Col lins 1 998:55).
Drew R. Smith (2001 ) studied the church attendance patterns
of residents of predominantly black Indianapolis public housing
complexes to determine how churches relate to poor black people
in the cities. Although dozens of churches were near the housing
complexes, for one of them located in a white neighborhood, there
was very little substantive integrated interaction among church
members and housing complex residents. Smith found that while
the white churches said they were involved with the residents of
the housing complexes, it was only as providers of charity. Seldom
did this vol u nteer work lead to actual invitations to the poor blacks
to visit the white churches.
It appears that much still has to be done to bridge the gaps that
have widened over hundreds of years.
Hypotheses

We propose that in the period u nder study, the rate of black
white church integration had slowly increased. We also expect
that the likelihood of attending the same ch urch by blacks and
whites had slowly increased . The gradual rise in the rate and
likelihood of black-white church integration was due to progress
in American society and new efforts to bring people of different
racial backgrounds together. As a result of the enforcement of the
Civil Rights Act of 1 964, the most overt racial discrimination in
daily life and social institutions incl uding church attendance had
declined (Bobo 2006; Bonilla-Silva 2003; B ryce 2004; Chaddock
1 998; Col lins 1 998; Davies and Hennessee 1 998; Farley and Frey
1 994; Gal lagher 2007; Lincoln 1 999). Anti-black racial prej udices
had also decreased (Firebaugh and Davis 1 988; Schuman, Steeh,
and Bobo 1 997). As American society became more open, racial
integration in general and church integration in particu lar shou ld
10
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have increased. Moreover, there have been some accelerated
efforts, most notably the racial reconciliation movement, to bring
more integration to churches since the late 1 980s (see Emerson
and Smith 2000). For example, there has been an explosion of
racial-reconciliation conferences, books, articles, study guides,
videos, speeches, organizational practices, formal apologies, and
even mergers of once racial ly segregated organizations in the
evangelical comm unity since the late 1 980s (Emerson and Smith
2000). These efforts shou ld have contributed to an increase in black
white church integration . While m u ltiracial congregations were
rare in the 1 950s and 1 960s, the n umber of such congregations
has increased significantly across the nation since the 1 970s (see
DeYoung et al. 2003 for details).
The slow progress in black-white church integration can be
explained by a number of cu ltu ral and structu ral factors. The cu ltu ral
explanation argues that blacks and whites feel more comfortable
to worship with people who share the same racial background
(Emerson and Smith 2000). This in-group preference due to similar
worship styles, desires to be with familiar people, and similar
expectations about congregations tends to resist change. Similarities
of like people in social associations engender group consensus
and stability, which enable the creation of meaning and belonging
(Verbrugge 1 977). Chaves and Montgomery (1 996) provided some
evidence on the congregational preferences of people with similar
characteristics through an experiment. However, direct evidence
of black-white in-group congregational preferences is still lacking.
Furthermore, structu ral factors probably play even more important
roles in the internal homogeneity of congregations among blacks
and whites.
One such structu ral factor is the persistent residential segregation
between blacks and whites. This structural explanation contends
that continuous residential segregation between blacks and whites
severely limits the ability of churches to attract people outside their
cu rrent dominant racial group, resu lting in continuous black-white
church segregation . Since people normal ly attend church in the
neighborhood they live, a high level of continuous black-white
residential segregation becomes a barrier for progress in interracial
11
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congregations (Emerson 2006). Emerson (2006) documented some
effects of neighborhood diversity on m u ltiracial congregations,
although he also claimed that this is neither a necessary nor a
sufficient factor for m u ltiracial congregations.
Social network theory, another structural explanation, maintains
that people are recruited to join a congregation through social
networks that are themselves homogeneous. The recruitment of
racial ly diverse people cou ld lead to the marginalization of people
who are different and the instability of congregations. Competition
from churches of other race could fu rther increase the internal
similarity of congregations. Empirical studies of Popielarz and
McPherson (1 995) and Emerson and Smith (2000) confirm these
principles.
A third structural explanation is that differences between blacks
and whites in average social class standing further increases the
internal similarity of their churches, because people with atypical
socioeconomic characteristics tend to have a higher dropout rate
in vol u ntary associations incl uding religious organizations (B lau
1 977, 1 994). Another structu ral explanation is that internal ly similar
congregations are less costly than internally diverse congregations
because the latter have greater potential for internal conflict and
require greater efforts necessary to maintain social solidarity and
group identity (Emerson and Smith 2000). The final structu ral
explanation is that black-white racial tensions remained high as
shown in such events as the consternation over the Rodney King
trials (Feagin and Vera 1 995), and efforts at black-white church
integration were limited (Davies and Hennessee 1 998; Evans,
Forsyth and Bernard 2002; Gil breath 2002; Lincoln 1 999; Okho lm
1 997; Yancey 1 999). A combination of these cu ltu ral and structural
factors at the individual, community, and societal levels, accou nts
for the tenacity in the internal homogeneity of black-white
churches.
Within each group, blacks or whites with a higher socioeconomic
status should be more likely to attend the church of other race
than their respective counterparts with a lower socioeconomic
status because a higher social status is normal ly associated with
less prej udice and more tolerance. I n addition, people at the top
12
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of the social hierarchy often associate with each other to maintain
their status and separate themselves from those who do not have
as much prestige and power; on the other hand, blacks or whites
of lower class backgrounds may find less necessity of attending the
same churches.
Political leanings also have an impact on how likely blacks
and whites are to worship together (Morrison-Reed 1 994). Blacks
or whites who are more conservative are expected to be less
likely than their respective counterparts who are less conservative
to attend each other's church because conservatives, such as
the evangelical Christians, have been less likely to favor racial
integration than liberals.
Religion also has an infl uence on whether blacks and whites
are likely to worship together. Protestant ch u rches have for the most
part maintained segregated congregations (Bryce 2004; Col lins
1 998; McAdams 1 998; Mu rray 1 989). In most cities, some black
churches and white churches mirror each other. For example, there
often exist a large, wealthy, infl uential white Protestant church, and
a large infl uential, solidly middle-class black Protestant church .
However, there is a movement to have some integrated worship
as some blacks seek out denominations that have not been the
traditional choices for black people. For both blacks and whites,
Protestants shou ld be less likely to worship with the other race
than non-Protestants because of historical tradition .
Blacks a n d whites in u rban areas are hypothesized to b e more
likely to attend each other's churches than their corresponding
counterparts living in non-u rban areas because opportu nities and
options for interracial congregational interactions are greater in
u rban areas than in non-urban areas. Region is an important factor.
Blacks and whites in the South, Midwest, and Northeast shou ld be
less likely to attend church with each other than blacks and whites
in the West because the West has a progressive reputation and
fewer historically segregated comm unities.
Age shou ld be negatively associated with the likelihood of
attending the church of other race because earlier generations
were more likely to be socialized into the environment of church
segregation than later generations. Men wil l be less likely to attend
13
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the church of the other race than women since men are more
likely to be on the conservative side on social issues than women.
Data and Methods

We use data from the General Social Surveys 1 978-1 994, the
years during which respondents were asked: "Do (Blacks/Negroes/
African-Americans)/Whites attend the church that you, you rself,
attend most often, or not?" The GSS's are nationally representative
samples of the adu lt population aged 1 8 or over. We restricted
our analysis to respondents who were black or white and who
provided valid responses to the question . This yielded a sample
of 1 , 848 blacks and a sample of 1 0, 3 1 0 whites. We did separate
analyses for blacks and whites and present them side by side for
an easy comparison .
Ideal ly, covering the periods before 1 978 and after 1 994 would
allow us to u nderstand the trend in black-white church integration
more thorough ly. However, the question on church integration
was not asked in the GSS before 1 978 and after 1 994 so that the
earlier and post-1 994 trends cannot be quantitatively documented .
The GSS asked the question on black-white church integration
for the first time in 1 978 because of a growing concern about
a persistently high level of black-white chu rch segregation even
in the mid 1 970s. I n the period prior to 1 978, the level of black
white church integration was at an even lower level because of
anti-black prej udice and discrimination and historical black-white
congregational segregation . Another limitation is that the q uestion
was not asked in 1 979, 1 981 , 1 982, 1 985, and 1 992 . Only data
for 1 2 years during the 1 978-1 994 period are incl uded. Finally,
the q uestion does not provide information on the regularity and
frequency of attending the chu rch of other race. These limitations
notwithstanding, this national ly representative data set spanning
16 years offers a unique opportunity to u nderstand the trends in
American church integration .
Our dependent variable i s church integration, which is
measured by a dichotomous variable with 1 indicating attending
the same church of other race and 0 indicating otherwise.
We use a number of independent variables including year of
14
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the su rvey, education, family income, political orientation, religion,
region, u rban residence, age, and sex. In logistic regression analysis,
we created a n umber of du mmy variables for year with 1 for a
designed year and 0 otherwise and used 1 978 (the earliest year)
as the reference category. This allows us to detect any non linear
effect of year on the likelihood of ch u rch integration . Education is
measured by years of schooling completed. Family income is an
ordinal variable with 1 2 categories ranging from u nder $ 1 ,000 to
$2 5,000 or more. Political orientation is a 7-point ordinal scale
with 1 indicating "extremely liberal" and 7 indicating "extremely
conservative." Religion was coded as a dummy variable with 1 for
Protestant and 0 otherwise. U rban residence is a d u m my variable
with 1 for u rban and 0 otherwise. We created regional dummy
variables for the Northeast, Midwest, South, and used the West as
the reference category. Age is a ratio variable measured by years.
Sex is a dummy variable with 1 for male and 0 for female.
We first computed the rates of black-white church integration
by year from 1 978 to 1 994. We then did logistic regression analysis
separately for blacks and whites. For each subsample, we tested
two models. The first model incl udes du mmy variables for years
only, and the second model adds other socioeconomic, political,
demographic variables to the first model to see how the likelihood
of church integration changed over time after holding these
variables constant.
Resu lts

Table 1 presents descriptive statistics for b lack and white
respondents separately. For both groups, females out-numbered
males, especially for blacks (65 percent females versus 35 percent
males). On average, blacks were th ree years younger than whites.
A large majority of the respondents lived in u rban areas, more so
for blacks. The white respondents were somewhat more evenly
distributed across regions with higher proportions in the South and
Midwest. Blacks, on the other hand, were highly concentrated in
the South (52 percent). Whites had higher levels of education and
family income than blacks. However, in terms of political orientation
both groups were moderate based on the median scores. For both
15
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grou ps, Protestants constituted the majority, especially among
blacks; Catholics also comprised a large proportion (29 percent)
among whites, but a smal l proportion among blacks; other religions
made up around 6 or 7 percent for both groups. The proportions
before 1 988 were somewhat higher than later years, and the 27
percent for blacks in 1 987 was due to over-sampling.
Figu re 1 shows the trends in black-white church integration
for the period under study. It is evident that the rates of whites
attending the same church with blacks slowly increased with
fluctuations from 37 percent in 1 978 to 57 percent in 1 984, then
leveling off at the 40 percent range for almost a decade except
for 1 988, and finally jumping to 61 percent in 1 994. The rates of
blacks attending the same church with whites fol lowed a similar
trajectory except for a slight decline in 1 994. The overall trends for
both blacks and whites were slow increases in church integration
over time. This is in agreement with our hypothesis. The levels of
whites attending black churches were slightly higher than those of
blacks attending white churches with the exception of 1 990 and
1 993 . For the period of 1 978-1 994, the rate for whites attending
black churches was 47 percent, and the rate for blacks attending
white churches was 41 percent.
We use logistic regression analysis to answer our second
research question . The resu lts of logistic regression models for
both the black sample and the white sample are presented in Table
2. Note that in the black sample, the black respondents reported
whether whites attended their chu rches. Model l shows the logistic
regression coefficients (i.e., B's) and odds ratios of the dummy
variables for years only. All the logistic regression coefficients are
positive, indicating that the likelihood for whites to attend the black
ch u rches in later years was higher than that in 1 978 (the reference
category), but only 1 980, 1 984, 1 986, 1 987, 1 988, and 1 994 were
significantly different from 1 978 . The overall pattern is similar to
the pattern shown in Figure 1 (whites attending black church)
gradual increases with fluctuations. The odds ratios show the same
pattern but are easier to interpret. For example, an odds ratio of
2.662 for 1 994 means that the odds for whites to attend black
ch urches in 1 994 were about 2.7 times the odds for whites to do
16
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so in 1 978 .
Our main interest lies in Model 2, which includes
socioeconomic, political, and demographic variables in addition
to the year dummy variables. The sign of the logistic regression
coefficients does not change although the magnitudes of B's and
odds ratios do and fewer coefficients are statistically significant
at the .05 level. Figu re 2 based on the odds ratios of Model 2
shows that holding other variables constant, the likelihood of
whites attending the same church with blacks had stagnated over
time except for 1 984 and 1 994. This pattern is different from the
pattern shown in Figu re 1 and Model l . It suggests that the slowly
increasing pattern observed in Figure 1 and Model l can be largely
explained by the differences in these socioeconomic, political, and
demographic variables. However, control ling for these variables,
there was little progress over time.
Was the pattern of blacks attending white churches any
different? Models 3 and 4 show evidence. In the white sample,
the white respondents reported whether blacks attended their
churches. Model 3 replicates the pattern shown in Figu re
1 -gradual increases in the likelihood of blacks attending the same
church with whites with fluctuations. Except for 1 983, all other
years were significantly different from 1 978 in the likelihood of
church integration . However, control ling for other variables in the
equation, the likelihood of blacks attending white churches did not
increase much as shown in Figure 2 based on the odds ratios from
Model 4.
Turning to our last question "What variables predict the
attendance of the same ch u rch with other race among blacks and
whites?", we examine the effects of socioeconomic, political, and
demographic variables on the dependent variable in Models 2 and
4. In the black sample, urban blacks were about 2.3 times (3 .257
1 2 .257) more likely to report that whites attended their churches
than non-urban blacks. Blacks in the South and the Midwest were
75 .9 percent (.241 - 1 -. 759) and 62 .3 percent (. 377 1 -.623),
respectively, less likely than those living in the West to report
that whites attended their churches. B lacks in the Northeast were
not significantly different from those in the West in that regard.
-
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Black Protestants were less likely to report that whites attended
their churches than their non-Protestant cou nterparts. However,
education, family income, political conservatism, age, and sex do
not make significant differences in reporting church integration .
I n the white sample, the majority of the predictors show effects
consistent with our hypotheses. For example, urban residence
significantly increases the likelihood of black-white church integration.
Whites in the South, Midwest, and Northeast were less likely to
report blacks attending the same churches with them than those in
the West. Education and family income are positively associated with
reporting black-white church integration. White Protestants were less
likely to see blacks attending their churches than their non-Protestant
counterparts. However, consistent with the finding from the black
sample, political orientation appears to be not a good predictor of
black-white church integration, so does gender. Albeit significant, age
shows only a slight yet positive effect of reporting black-white church
integration because of the very large sample size.
Concl usion

Using the 1 978-1 994 GSS data, this paper analyzes the trends
in black-white chu rch integration, a topic of great importance but
little systematic research. Our bivariate analysis indicates that both
the rate of whites attending black churches and the rate of blacks
attending white churches had slowly increased with vacillation in
the period under study. However, multivariate logistic regression
analysis reveals that the likelihood of whites attending black churches
and of blacks attending white churches had remained stagnant,
holding socioeconomic, political, and demographic variables
constant. We also find that urban residence, region, and religion
are good predictors of black-white church integration, but political
orientation and gender are not, and the effects of education, family
income, and age vary depending on the specific samples.
Our findings suggest that progress in black-white church
integration had been very sl uggish or almost non-existent if
socioeconomic, political, and demographic variables are held
constant. We argue that an array of cultural and structu ral conditions
including tenacious in-group congregational preferences, persistent
18
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black-white residential segregation, social network recruitment and
competition, black-white disparity in average social class standing,
lingering black-white racial tensions, and limited efforts in black
white church integration explains this lack of progress. This also
suggests that merely eliminating racial prej udice and discrimination
cannot bring black-white church segregation to an end (Emerson
and Smith 2000), and structural and cultural changes are required
for black-white church integration . As a J udeo-Christian nation,
church attendance is a significant indicator of the kind of society
we have. As long as blacks and whites do not attend church with
each other, then the inj u ries and separation of the past are not only
in the past, but they are alive and wel l among us. Faith is at the
core of the belief systems of many Americans. Church attendance
provides a significant and meaningfu l opportunity for contact
between members of different races. M u ltiracial congregation can
increase egalitarian, cooperative, and intimate contact between
different races, which can decrease racial prejudice and encou rage
racial harmony (Yancey 1 999). M u ltiracial congregation is perhaps
one of the sol utions to the race problem in America (DeYoung et
al. 2003). Racial reconciliation is a move in the right direction, but
the movement appears to have made a minor impact on the racial
separation of worshipers. Real consorted endeavors must be made
at the national, state, and local levels to boost black-white church
integration .
Today, when o n e visits various chu rches, it i s stil l likely that
congregations wil l be completely segregated or very slightly
integrated-one or two white families in a black church, or five or
six black ones in a white congregation . It is a profound statement
on the state of race relations that Sunday morning remains such
a segregated time that integrated congregations still merit news
coverage because of their rarity. Because of the limitation of the
GSS, we can not document the changes after 1 994. Futu re research
shou ld fil l this gap with nationally representative samples.
*An earl ier version o f this paper was p resented a t the 1 02n d A n n ua l meeting of
the American Sociological Association in N ew You r City, August 1 1 -1 4, 2 007.
We appreciate the usefu l comments and suggestions of the ESR ed itor and
anonymous reviewers.
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Table 1 . Descriptive Statistics of Black and White Samples

Gender
Male
Fem a l e

Blacks

Whites

35%

42 %

65%

58%

Mean Age

43 years

46 years

Res i dence
U rban
R u ral

92 %
8%

84%
1 6%

Region
N o rtheast
M i dwest
South
West

1 8%
24%
52%
7%

20%
30%
33%
1 7%

Mean years of schoo l i ng

1 1 .55

1 2 .56

Mean fam i ly i ncome

$8, 000-$9,999

$ 1 5, 000-$ 1 9, 999

Po l itical vi ews

Moderate

Moderate

Re l i gi o n
Protestants
Cathol i cs
Other

87%
7%
6%

64%
2 9%
7%

8%
7%
8%
9%
9%
2 7%
6%
6%
5%
7%
6%
3%

11%
1 1%
1 2%
1 0%
1 0%
1 0%
7%
7%
6%
7%
7%
3%

Yea r of S u rvey
1 9 78
1 980
1 983
1 984
1 9 86
1 98 7
1 988
1 989
1 990
1 99 1
1 993
1 994
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Table 2 . Logistic Regression Estimates Predicting
Black-White Church Integration, U.S., 1 978 -1 994

Wh ite Sample

B lack Sample

Model 4

Model 3

Model 2

Model l

---- -- - ---- --- ---- - -- - --- - -- - - - - --- --- - --- - --- --- ---- --- ---- --- - - - - --- - - - - - - - ---- - - - ---- --- ---- ---

Pred ictor

B

Odds Ratio

Odds Ratio

B

Odds Ratio

B

Odds Ratio

B

Year (ref.� 1 9 78)
.544'
(.246)
.1 1 5
(.240)
. 839***
(.235)
. 3 3 6"'·

1 9 80
1 9 83
1 9 84
1 986

(.229)
. 5 1 6**
(.1 93)
.61 8*·
(.258)
.365
(.263)
.31 1
(.268)
.385
(.247)
.233
(.262)
.979***
(.323)

1 9 87
1 988
1 9 89
1 990
1 9 91
1 993
1 994

1 . 72 2
1 .1 2 2
2.313
1 . 399

1 . 675
1 .855
1 .440
1 . 365
1 .469
1 .263
2 . 662

Po l . conservatism
Protestant
U rban
Region

1 . 802
1 .0 1 3

(.262)
.361
(.2 2 1 )
.220
(.293)
.098
(.299)
.207
(.3 1 4)
.139
(.286)
.007
(.298)
.820**
(.400)

1 .435
1 .246
1 .1 03
1 .2 3 0
1 .1 49
1 .007
2.271

M idwest
South
Northeast
Age
Male
-.544***
(.1 7 1 )

Constant

.581

1 .462
1 .076

(.090)
.375***
(.089)
.61 9***
(.099)
.265***
(.1 00)
.412***
(.1 04)
.473***
(.098)
.593***
(.099)
.43 1 ***
(. 1 2 5)

1 .456
1 . 857
1 . 304
1 . 509
1 . 605
1 . 809
1 . 539

1 .031
. 5 74
3.257

1 . 324
.91 7

(.1 00)
. 2 1 4**
(.099)
.42 7***
(.1 09)
.090
(.1 1 1 )
.268"'*
(.1 1 6)
.2 76**
(.1 09)
. 3 78**·
(.1 1 0)
.207
(. 1 3 7)

1 .2 3 8
1 . 533
1 .094
1 . 307
1.318
1 .459
1 .2 3 0

-.623***

.377

.241
.355
.998
. 8 82
.784

1 .2 8 8
1 .2 1 4

.077***
(.009)
.023**
(.01 0)
.022
(.01 8)
-.420***
(.050)
.986***
(.076)

1 .034

(.267)
-1 .423***
(.257)
-1 .037
(.074)
-. 002
(.004)
-.126
( . 1 1 7)
-.243
(.569)

.253***
(.096)
. 1 94
(.1 1 8)
. 2 8 1 ***
(.098)
-.086

.514

-.665***
(.063)

1 .080
.023
1 .022
.657
2 . 680

.536

(.069)
-.444***
(.067)
-.3 84***
(.274)
.004***
(.001 )
-.047
(.046)
-.1 46***
(.1 93)

. 642
.681
1 .004
.954
.1 1 7

87.442

1 3 85 5 . 2 75

1 1 040.457

1 33.647

96.360

700.748

.01 8

.1 1 7

.013

Pseudo R2
Degree of freedom

1 . 058

24.855

2 5 3 1 .3

-2 Log l i ke l i hood
Model f

1 .350

300***
(.088)
.056
(.088)
.380***
(.089)
.073'

1 .008

-.975***

(ref.�West)

N

1 .2 1 4

.033
(.022)
.008
(.01 8)
.030
(.039)
-.554***
(.1 72)
1 .1 8 1 * **
(.2 54)

Education
Fam i l y i ncome

* p�.OS**

1 .428

.357
(.2 79)
.194
(.329)
. 5 89**
(.2 69)
.012

11
1 , 84 8

p<:.Ol

. 1 05

21

11

21

1 ,459

1 0, 3 1 0

8,628

***p�.OO1

Notes: The odds ratio is the a n t i l og of the B, a n d standard errors are i n parentheses.
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Figure 1. Rates of Blacks or Whites Attending the Same Churcb with Whites or Blacks, U.S.. 1978-1994
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Figure 2. Odds Ratios o f Attending the Same Church with Other Race b y Year and
Race, 1 980-1994 (Reference
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Inside the I mage and the Wo rd :
The Re/mem be ring of Indigenous Identities*
Dina Fac h i n
U n iversity o f Cal ifornia, Davis

I ntrod u ction

By appropriating the power of writi ng of the phonetic Lati n alphabet
and recent visual technology, new generations of indigenous
people from the Americas have been able to articulate and
rei nforce thei r own sense of identity from "with in" thei r cu ltural
constructs. In so doing, they have been shaping new narratives
of i ndigenous adaptation and su rvival based on native ontologies
and epistemologies that critically decolonize the homogenizing
forces of national and global rhetoric. I argue that the texts under
exami nation put forward ways to conceive and to know i ndividual
and com m u nal identity that cannot be u nderstood outside specific,
ancient notions of territoriality and re/membering.
In the fol lowi ng essay developed out of an ongoi ng, larger
project on self-representation i n indigenous literatu res and video
making in Mexico, I extend my research to the works of u.s.
indigenous writers and scholars such as Lagu na Pueblo L. M .
Si l ko a n d the late Acoma Pueblo Simon Ortiz i n order to foster
a hemispheric approach to the problematizing of i ndigeneity. I
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believe that a comparison between the indigenous h istories from
North and Latin America of the last two decades is imperative
to the fostering of intercu ltu ral dialogues and to the form u lation
of research methodologies that respond to the demands and the
protocols of the indigenous nations themselves.
In line with most indigenous studies scholars, I claim that
self-representation is used by indigenous writers and commu nity
videomakers hemispherical ly as a proposal for social change, as
a decolonizing, empowering strategy that u n ravels the history of
colonization . Even though popu lar culture manifestations ranging
from musical bands, fashion, style, and mass media imagery show
that younger generations of indigenous men and women in North
and Latin America are inclined to assimilate into the mainstream
and to leave traditional heritages behind, this essay focuses on
alternative responses to the commodization of cu lture.
My fieldwork in Mexico in 2006 and 2007 as wel l as some
archival research on contemporary indigenous political and cu ltu ral
grass root movements led me to the conclusion that several you ng
people are indeed taking a critical look at the homogenizing forces
of global and assimilationist policies within their countries. While,
for example, some rural commu nities from the Costa Chica of
Oaxaca, Mexico, have materialized these efforts in the realization
of community projects for the handmade production of textiles,
artifacts and the fostering of self-su bsistence economies, the
Zapatistas in Chiapas have internationalized their struggles through
the consistent and innovative use of comm unication technologies.
By the same token, several indigenous tribes from the u.s. have
engaged in language revitalization and educational projects that
clearly testify to the need to keep local identities alive and carry on
the elders' knowledge and teachings in the native languages. One
of the best examples in this direction being the "Harrington Project"
coordinated by Prof. Martha Macri at the U niversity of California,
Davis and realized with the col laboration of California indigenous
tribes. Given these examples and among several significant ones,
I believe that a close look at literatu re and visual production wil l
help u s not only u nderstand the potential of images and creative
language in fostering cultural awareness, but also the "theoretical"
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and epistemological foundations of contemporary indigenous
activism and grassroots work -both literature and videomaking
constituting "organic", intellectual activities within the context of
commu nity building.
Over the past twenty years, indigenous and mixed-blood
cu ltu ral producers have engaged in a conversation with cu rrent
historical and social changes and made their struggle for su rvival
"visible" by re-mapping key concepts such as eth nic identity,
comm u nity, autonomy and sovereignty, and territoriality from an
emic point of view. I n light of this, I wil l discuss how literature and
videomaking offer major contribution to the u nmaking of the flat
cartography of the conquest and therefore to the restoration of the
sacredness and the vitality of the native space to their cosmological
order, balance, and mu ltidimensionality. In these textual dynamics,
creativity and imagination play the crucial roles of traditional truth
seekers and of depositaries of (oral) col lective and sacred memories;
that is to say, cu ltural practices related to language and to the visual
image recontextualize tradition in a process of innovation and
transformation that guarantees its su rvival, "it is also the case that
the "real" tradition is to break with tradition, to desacralize and
actualize it." While this approach invites us to acknowledge the
epistemic value of the landbase and traditional knowledge as the
most important commonalities between indigenous discou rses, it
also u rges us to look at difference as a fou ndational, decolonizing
paradigm that leads to a re-thinking of indigenous identities as
specific and distinct from one another. This paper, therefore, is
part of a decolonizing project because it ultimately seeks to prove
that "self-representation" is a viable tool in the dismantling of
hegemonic representational frameworks, and in the assertion and
dissemination of local indigenous worldviews.
As we wil l see in the fol lowing pages, indigenous philosophies,
pedagogies, spiritual beliefs, political engagement and history are
profoundly embedded in languages, storytel ling, ritual ceremonies,
and in the creative works of most contemporary indigenous
cu ltu ral producers. By the same token, the works of indigenous
studies scholars offer major contribution to "cu ltural ly appropriate"
theoretical frameworks that question hegemonic canons in the
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investigation and conceptual ization of indigenous experiences
across the Americas. I argue, therefore, that only by putti ng in
dialogue such different sources wi l l we be able to u nderstand the
healing power of both "creative" and academ ic works, as wel l as
the complementary role that they fu lfi l l in relation to one another.
The fi rst part of this essay, "Understanding through
contextualization" looks at the i ntersections of i n digenous
cu ltu ral production and political activism: I explai n that wh ile
imperialistic notions of progress and modern ization clash with
ind igenous perspectives, the texts u nder examination speak to the
appropriation and reframing of such notions in more indigenous
terms. The fol lowing section, "Set i n Stone: the language of place
writes back to the cartography of the conquest" offers some
theoretical reflections by Native American Studies scholars on
the epistemological, cosmological and ontological value of the
"language of place". The last section, "Choosing the right word:
reposition ing knowledge, the self, and the comm u n ity with i n the
cosmos," revolves around the works of some indigenous writers
and commun ity videomakers and exam i nes how their narratives
contribute to the formu lation and enhancement of both individual
and collective identity across different, i n digenous contexts.
U nderstand i ng throug h contextual ization

Since its very inception, Native American Stud ies has cal led
for a dialogue across different, academic disciplines and, as most
recent scholarship shows, between com m u n ities of i ntel lectuals
from different eth nic backgrounds, be they native or not. One of
the most significant factors in the establ ishment of Native American
Studies as an academic discipline was the indigenous activism of
the late 1 960s-70s, along with the prol ific production of socially
committed art and writing. The i nterdisci plinary, hemispheric
natu re of this scholarship undermi nes the social science oriented
notion of a specialized knowledge by cal l i ng for a holistic approach
to Native American experience. This, in fact, is based on an over
encompassing knowledge of indigenous pol itical, economic, belief
systems, literary works, oral accou nts, and traditions.
As ever, the hemispheric framework is now in tune with the
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expansion, in the international arena, of contemporary activism .
Given the problematic relationship between linear notions of
progress (promoting modernization, capitalism and globalization)
and longstanding principles of sustainability, reciprocity, and moral
economy, such an approach helps us u nderstand how Northern
and Latin American indigenous people alike have been debating
on the "macrohistorical context in which the present world social
system developed." Since Col u mbus' arrival, ideologies of progress
and evangelization predicated upon the perception of indigenous
territories and natu ral resou rces as terra n u l lius have endorsed
imperial designs of expansionism both at the national and
international level. Although the modalities of the conquest were
different in the two hemispheres, [for the Spaniards] "Ia conquista
no solo significaba la ocupacion de territorios sino la conversion
de los vencidos. [for the English] la nocion de evangelizacion tuvo
u n l ugar secundario en la expansion colonial inglesa" genocide,
diseases, forced assimilation and moral oppression were historical
traumas shared by entire populations throughout the continent.
I n digenous activism has thus ai med at healing the ruptu res of
colonialism by recollecting the memory of the earth and of its
people, by fostering commu nity cohesion as wel l as indigenous
notions of sharing and reciprocity. These, in fact, should be taken
as fu ndamental, guiding principles in the building of a global world
that val ues ethnic and cu ltu ral differences over homogeneity, and
that puts the natural environment at the center of international
agendas of political and economic development. In the article
"Globalization and Traditional Cultures" Shelton Davis couples the
role that local com mu nities have in rural (alternative) development
with "the recent su rge of interest in global environmental issues."
However, I argue that political economy and environmentalist
approaches are not the only branches of knowledge to which
we shal l turn to in order to u nderstand the devastating effects of
genocide and Eu ropean invasions on indigenous territories today.
Rather, indigenous conceptualizations of the territory, place and
the cosmos are deeply rooted in pre-colonial history; these find
some of their best expressions in the rich repertoires of traditional
storytel ling and knowledge that constitute, in their turn, the
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foundations of contemporary indigenous writing and of visual
production.
Thanks to translation in literature and to the immediacy of the
visual media, indigenous people have furthered the dialogue within
-and between- com mu nities across borders. It is the case of
Maya-Jakaltec Victor Montejo's translations of Simon Ortiz's work,
of Carlos Montemayor's anthological translations of Mexican
indigenous poetry, prose and theater, into Spanish (and English) as
wel l as of the recently published anthology of Mexican indigenous
poetry Reversible Monu ments. By the same token, community
videos are being shown not only locally, but also at international
festivals: Seeking for Wel l-Being, for example, was awarded the
prize for the Proceso Socio-Organizativo de los Pueblos I ndfgenas
in 1 999. With regard to indigenous organizing and political
mobilization, these narratives speak to a common, joint effort
in the affirmation and preservation of i n digenous knowledge in
the face of encroaching globalization . Some may also argue that
especial ly the visual image -as in the case of Kayapo videomaking
in the Brazilian Amazon- can give way to remarkable examples
of "staged" ethnicity. In the "meta-representation" of ritual life,
mimesis and replication become contiguous strategies for the
construction of social and cu ltu ral realities, as wel l as for the
fostering of political engagement,
. . . their supreme dramatic role, their greatest feat of
creative m i mesis, has undoubtedly been their enactment
of themselves in their self-representations to B razilians
and other Westerners , from environmentalists to World
Bank executives. These self-representations have played a
crucial role in their successfu l political actions over the past
decade. There has been a complex feedback relationship
between Kayapo self-dramatization in these political
encounters, many of which have taken on an aspect as
guerrilla theatre, and the Kayapo use of video media.
On a political level, these narratives u nsettle official narratives
and bring to the forefront the necessity for "glocal" agendas that
legitimize autonomy and self-determination as integral parts of
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national (if not post-national) and international processes: issues
of land claiming, environmental policies, and religious rights
constitute the core of most video projects both in the Northern
and in the Southern hemisphere. Quite i l l ustrative is, in this sense,
the Declaration of 2003 World Summit on the information Society
that in taking up "the chal lenge of creating an all-incl usive and
equitable information society by bridging the digital divide between
developed and developing nations" has come to acknowledge (at
least on the paper) indigenous peoples' rights to self-determination
in the use of information technology. As Wil mer claims, far from
total ly rejecting modernization and progress, indigenous people
adopt them "in a manner consistent with their own cu ltu ral context.
They advocate the right to choose the degree and terms of their
interaction with other cu ltu res." In so testifying to this negotiation
between "colonial and indigenous" u nderstandings of the world,
these works stand out as sound examples of cultural resilience and
as inval uable tools of inquiry into the complexities of contemporary,
indigenous identity.
Set i n stone: the language of place writes back to the
cartog raphy of the conquest

I n his essay "Una dialectica negada. Notas sobre la multietnicidad
mexicana," Stefano Varese stresses on the role of language in the
shaping of distinct, ethnic identities,
EI fndice sintetico de una etnicidad ergo de su cu ltu ra es
el idioma. Las lealtades del grupo social hacia su universo
semantico, la solidaridad individual hacia aquel los que
comparten este universo semantico, es la definicion
operacional con la cual puede manejar un concepto
antropologico tan manoseado como el de la cultu ra.

If, on the one hand, his analysis is undoubtedly appropriate
in relation to (indigenous) cu ltu res from Mexico, a country where
native languages are still widely spoken, on the other, it leaves
room for more reflections on the colonial history of the u.s. That
is, how can we apply the linguistic criteria to the definition of a
cu ltu re/ethnicity in those contexts where the language has been
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completely eradicated or is on ly now in the process of being
revitalized? I suggest considering the term "language" beyond
its "verbal" connotation and extending it to the sphere of social
practices that weave in the fabric of indigenous "cu ltural identities."
In fact, the long history of indigenous resistance to colonial practices
on both hemispheres testifies to the resilience of indigenous ways
of signifying the world not only th rough the use of language but
also ceremonies, dances, visual representation, etc.
As recent decolonizing projects ranging from creative, to
environ mental, educational, political initiatives etc. clearly show,
shared histories of genocide, forced assimilation, and social
dismemberment have produced discourses of eth nic and cu ltural
identity articulated and rooted in notions of cu ltu re that put the
land at the center of the individual experience and within the
context of original peoples' ethics, ways of knowing, belief-systems
and (as noted above) of ancient memory. Consequently, native
perceptions of the space and the time we are living in emerge from
views of existence that can not exist outside the grammar of respect
and reciprocity between individuals, com m u nities and the land.
The earth itself is also the sou rce and n u rturer of the language of
place whereby native people articulate and renew their own sense
of identity and respond to centuries of colonialism and of forced
accu ltu ration.
Although this emphasis on the con nection between the
individual and the place has been dismantled by postmodern
theories in order to j ustify the formu lation of a hybrid, "un rooted" and
-I would add- "placeless" identity, I agree with Sandy G rande's
observation that, "While American I n dian intellectuals also seek
to embrace the notion of transcendent subjectivities, they seek a
notion of transcendence that remains rooted in historical place and
the sacred connection to land." This, however, is not to say that
identity is static and predetermined -and even less so, is this the
case for place and time; indeed, it is mostly positional, strategic,
and largely (but not exclusively) a fu nction of remembering, ". . .
our individuality is not produced in a vacuum; rather, the available
social forms and, of cou rse, our interactions with others help shape
it." While the verb re/membering suggests that the recapturing of
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indigenous identity is anchored to a memorial recol lection of the
past, it is also true that its etymology refers to the act of putting
together the individual -and, by extension, the col lective- body
again in the present time. Far from advocating the idea of an
authentic indigenous identity -which, for that matter, wou ld be
q uite in tune with the act of stereotyping itself- I propose resorting
to the paradigm "individual (and col lective being) rooted in place
and place intertwined with time" in dynamic terms and look at it
as a fou ndational principle for the construction, transformation
and understanding of indigenous identity across history.
As I wil l discuss more in-depth in the next section, far from
being an alienating act, digging into one's own personal story,
that is to say "taking history so personal" is instrumental to the
decolonization of the mind, an obliged passage for the successive
(and successfu l) deconstruction of official historical narratives.
I n so u sing the word as a means to explore and to inquire into
family and personal history, the writer detects the wou nds left by
centu ries of genocide and Eurocentric "problematic accu ltu ration ."
Nez- Perce Chicana/Tejana scholar and writer I nes Hernandez-Avila
also suggests how integral the act of creativity is to the process of
autonomy and therefore to the assertion of both individual and
col lective values, " Lo que esta en juego es nada menos que la
creaci6n misma, porque la creatividad, el acto creativo, rechaza
el control e insiste en la autonomfa, tanto al nivel individual como
al colectivo." In this context, the creative act constitutes a tool of
discovery and recovery that, along with imagination, al lows for
the re-shaping of reality from the ontological and epistemological
standpoint of the "oppressed ." not only does such a process allow
for a re-examination of traditional cultural val ues but it offers the
space to fight back against past and ongoing politics of conquest
and colonialism.
The re-tel ling of oral traditions is, therefore, the quintessential
embodiment of a decolonizing act that integrates ritual, col lective
memory and present time in the restoration of holistic, cosmocentric
ontologies; that is to say, the cosmos, and not the hu man being,
lies at the center of existence. The reciprocal, dynamic relationship
between commu nity, tribe and nature becomes therefore essential
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to the nourishment of what we can cal l "chorographic ideologies;"
these refer to the practice of specific languages, religions, territorial
sovereignty and self-determination as inalienable eth nic rights.
Guillermo Delgado's il l uminating insights into the notion
of indigeneity sheds fu rther light onto this, "indigeneity is a
coming together, or re/membering of a native ethic, it articulates
renewed senses of being in society and comm u nity, beyond
anth ropocentricity." As he goes on to explain, not on ly does such
a view debunk the fou ndations of anth ropocentrism, but it also
offers precious contributions to an u nderstanding of ethnicity in
terms of cultu ral constructivism . The dynamic, m u ltidimensional
and "mobile" notion of indigeneity subscribes to the view of a
topos that embraces the migratory experience as a transformative,
regenerative process of individual and col lective identity formation,
which is at best expressed by the voices of uprooted indigenous
groups (and living away from their ancestors' lands) now speaking
from different places and historical moments.
Territoriality transcends the limits of geographical notions of
space, and finds its most eloquent explanation in the m etaphor of a
re/membered body, an "inhabited territoriality" where indigenous
people re-discover and simu ltaneously experience thei r histories,
heritages, and sense of belonging both at home and across borders.
This "coming together" legiti mizes the articulation of several,
different stories as integral parts of a polyphonic u niverse whose
vision is based, similarly to the natu ral world, on the cu ltu ral logic
of (bio)diversity and m u ltiplicity, " Diversity, on the other hand,
as defined by Scott, "refers to the plurality of identities, and it is
seen as a condition of h u man existence rather than as the effect
of an enunciation of difference that constitutes hierarchies and
asymmetries of power."
As 1 wil l fu rther elucidate in the next section, any discussion
of indigenous experience needs to acknowledge this sense of
responsibility towards the land and its geocentric role; in quoting
Lakota writer Cook- lynn's notion of "language of place" as the one
that literally and -I wou l d add- symbolical ly embodies the space
where culture is reproduced, Varese suggests that "a paradigmatic
shift that accentuates topos rather than logos is needed to
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understand indigenous people." I n this context, the revitalization
of indigenous languages in literary and visual narratives has
offered major contribution to the refash ioning and dissemination
of localized, historical narratives such as origin, migration stories,
and legends.
C h oosing the rig ht word : reposition i ng knowledge
the self, and the com m u n ity wit h i n the cosmos

The details of my story are given here not as a point of
interest in and of themselves but as a vehicle to deconstruct
the images of I ndians as victims in this war dance in the
blood of colonization (G loria Bird)
The works of indigenous writers in Mexico and the U.S.,
as wel l as of commu nity videomakers, eloquently speak to
the cu ltural producer's responsibility i n the dissemination and
reinforcement of the commu nity's voice(s) and of what I wou l d
cal l a "cosmo-historical" identity. I n the latter, I condense the
idea according to which -as I explained earlier- indigenous
identity cannot be understood out of indigenous paradigms
of space, time, and commu nity. In this sense, both written and
visual narratives constitute the space where the author grounds
her/his own epistemological message. Specifically, I argue that
the narratives under examination account for enduring believes in
ways of living, of expressi ng one's own individuality in society and
sense of belonging to the commu nity that are total ly foreign to the
effects of modern alienation and individualism . Although dominant
societies have often portrayed indigenous cu ltu res as static and
conservative, these works show that resistance to assimilationist
practices can translate into a dynamic negotiation, dialogue and
mutual transformation between different traditions. Given the
crucial role that oral tradition has been playing in the su rvival of
Native American cu ltures, these new narratives shed light onto a
mu ltiplicity of longstanding, native imaginaries that constitute the
soil of indigenous peoples' worldviews. Leslie Marmon Sil ko's
"The Pueblo Migration Stories" illustrates this quite eloquently:
here she elaborates on the openness of migration stories' structu res
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and pinpoi nts the pivotal role that the comm u n ity fulfi l l s in their
transmission . The end result bei ng, as she goes on to explai n, that
the truth emergi ng from thi s cycle is a "communal" vis-a-vis an
"absol ute" one, "The ancient Pueblo people sought a communal
truth, not an absolute truth . For them this truth lived somewhere
with in the web of differing versions, disputes over m i nor points,
and outright contradictions tangling with old feuds and vil lage
rivalries."
In contrast to western dogmatism, the val idation of several,
loose versions of the same story emerges from an epistemological
framework that finds its raison d'etre in p l u ralistic and d iversified
views of existence that change over time and generations. The
memory of S i l ko's comm u n ity constitutes, therefore, a space of
identification where Laguna pueblo people share the same roots
and ancestry, but also where futu re generations can create new
meani ngs and refash ion the complexities and dynam ism of tradition
in their own terms, " Las cu lturas indfgenas son (y eran) complejas,
no monolfticas, sino l Ienas de contradicciones, ambuiguedades,
conflictos, prestamos, i n novaciones, (re)creaciones." The
transformative process embedded i n storyte l l i ng contributes
also to the enhancement of col lective consciousness whereby
indigenous people si mu ltaneously perceive themselves as subjects
and objects of their own, origi nal "stories." Although, from a
theoretical standpoi nt, the subsequent processes of selection and
ed iting (especial ly with regard to video production) can nonetheless
make the repl ication of these narratives partial and reified, from a
political perspective the articulation of the voice "from with i n" is
crucial to break up the silence i mposed by centu ries of colon ial
and patriarchal oppression.
As I previously mentioned, not only do these works emerge and
spread out i n consonance with ongoi ng struggles for autonomy and
self-determi nation, but they also express indigenous people's wi l l to
appropriate and transform western ways of producing knowledge.
With regard to th is, Nahuatl scholar Natalio Hernandez remarks
that in the cultural encou nter between native and mainstream
cultures, indigenous people strip themselves of the stereotypical
labels of pri m itive, i narticulate, mythical and exotic perpetuated
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by colon ial, evangel ical and -I would add- twentieth-centu ry
ind igenist discou rse. Hence, in the works of Javier Castel lanos and
Victor de La Cruz, Natalio Hernandez, Benjam i n Gonzales Urbina,
Gerardo Can Pat "podemos encontrar otra vision de 10 ind igena
otra forma de i nterpretar 10 cotidiano, 1 0 circu nstancial, 10 sagrado
y otros valores aut6ctonos."
Most i mportantly, such narratives conflate i nto a decolonized
conceptual ization of a "territorial identity" which subscri bes to a
critique of an ideology that considers the val ues underlyi ng the
moral fou ndation of indigenous peoples' cu ltu res as backwards
and antithetical to the dominant modern world order. Besides
being i nformed by an "emic" native perspective, territorial identity
departs also from postmodern theorizi ng.although paving the
way to a radical critique of western scientific axioms, this has
overlooked -if not fai led to acknowledge- the values and eth ics
of indigenous cultures. Not only does the act of territorial rei
membering advocate specific histories and ways of producing and
passing down knowledge, but it also recon nects the i ndividual to
hi mlherself and to the commun ity by means of what Assiniboi nel
Nakota scholar Kath ryn Shan ley cal ls a "thi nking heart."
Hence, the territorial body-metaphor stands for an everlasting
encou nter between the human being and the place, a retu rn i ng home
that, i n so transcending most recent theorizing on the i ndividual ized
body, aims at restoring the "members" of the com munity to their
original birthplace. I n th is context, the use of i ndigenous languages
in the works of Mexican writers and videomakers undoubted ly
contributes to the preservation of traditional stories, myths, and
local eth nic val ues and, most i mportantly, it allows to regain
control over a wide, diversified range of both natu ral and cu ltu ral
resou rces, and a relationsh ip with the world whereby the h uman
being final ly re-knows the "sacred forces of nature." In the video
"Searching for Wel l-bei ng" (di rected by G u i l lermo Monteforte and
Marfa Santiago Rufz) Eucario Angeles explains i n Zapotec how the
homonymous organization was started with the precise goal to
red iscover and restore traditional ways of l iving "las seiiales, los
cuentos, las formas de antes: el conocimiento de como vivi r. . . .
au nque los padres no fueron a la escuela . . . las costumbres de
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antes . . . [para] revivi rlas y usarlas."
More specific i n theme, the video E I arbol del jab6n revolves
around Zapotec people's resistance to an econom ic system that
exploits and eventually destroys the natural environment. Here,
a group of women from one of the rural com m u n ities in the
mun icipal ity of San Pedro Quiaton i decide to do away with the
laundry detergents advertised by the media, and to learn the
techn iques for the homemade production of soap. The idea of
resorti ng to a plant that grows i n the area as wel l as the conscious
and ecological use of it bri ngs us back to the deeply engrai ned
notion of reciprocity between natu re and h uman labor. The elders'
knowledge -that, in th is case, is epitom ized by la abuela Rosa
and oral tradition are pivotal in the perpetuation of a l i festyle that is
constantly jeopardized by the logics of consu merism and of market
economies. By the same token, the dialogues in Zapotec reinstate
the women's sense of belongi ng to a comm u n ity that, however
constantly exposed to the national language (Spanish) -this being
successfu l ly conveyed by the commercial appearing on Dona
Juana's TV set at the begi n n i ng of the story- sti l l identifies itself
with the language of the ancestors and of the place.
I nteresti ngly, the "critique" of market economy portended i n
these narratives provides also t h e ground for engaging discussions
on the social val ues of indigenous comm u n ities: as I previously
mentioned with regard to S i l ko's essay, commun ity elders and
ancestors are the "teachers" and depositaries of the knowledge of
place and natu re. showing the central ity of the elders' i n the oral
transmission, from time i mmemorial, of agricu ltu ral techniques,
weather forecasti ng, econom ic and trade systems, both of these
videos critical ly respond to the mainstream "consecration" of the
youth as the on ly actor in the econom ic and cultural progress of
society. In a simi lar fash ion, in her short story " Lo que contaron
nuestros abuelos y tatarabuelos," Tojolabal writer Marfa Rosaria
J imenez looks at the elders as central figures in the preservation
of the commun ity's "collective memory." Although I am aware of
the scholarly debate around the term, i n this specific context I refer
to col lective memory as a self-representational practice that the
community carries out by means of the oral tradition and therefore
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in contrast with the historiographic process that -whether it is
performed by the indigenous or non-ind igenous i ntel lectual
is u lti mately i ndividualist. Conversely, this way of constructing
history "oral ly" lacks i n the critical and analytical approach that
characterizes the historiographic method, but it nonetheless
gives both the writer and the commun ity the simu ltaneous roles
of "authors," "readers" and "listeners." Thus, i n so representi ng
themselves th rough the story or the myth, they articulate thei r own
agency in the weaving and in the perpetuation of the comm u n ity's
h istory. Most importantly, the story bei ng told is never the
same one withi n the same group and i s therefore subject to the
conti ngency of specific historical moments, social dynam ics, and
power relations.
Esto contaban nuestros abuelos y tatarabuelos sobre el
Ixk' i n i b', cerro que acompana al pueblo tojolabal Lomantam
del mun icipio de las Margaritas [ . . J Ese cerro posefa un
tesoro del que u n icamente podfan disfrutar gentes dotadas
de sabidu rfa y encantamiento. Ese cerro es el Ixk'in ib'
de Lomantam. Ahf los abuelos escogidos disfrutaban de
ese misterio del i nterior. Otros hombres 10 i ntentaron,
penetraron y nu nca encontraron nada. Pero el los decfan
que todo 1 0 consegufan en u n pi ntoresco y exuberante
l ugar, incomparable. [ . . .J EI cerro de ahf esta haciendo
companfa al pueblo tojolabal de Lomantam y conservando
en su i nterior el recuerdo de nuestros abuelos.
.

These passages unden iably i l l u mi nate the enduri ng, magic
relationship between the territory, its creatu res and the word; here
creativity fu lfi l l s the role of both origi nator and truth seeker, and
rei nscri bes both the self and the commun ity with i n thei r own,
cosmological time and place. As Si l ko wou ld say, "Whatever the
event or the subject, the ancient people perceived the world and
themselves with i n that world as part of an ancient, conti nuous
story composed of i nnu merable bund les of other stories [ . . . J
Pueblo oral tradition necessari ly embraced all levels of human
experience."
Similarly, i n the i ntroduction to the volume Speaking for
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the Generations, Simon Ortiz accounts for the "mythic sou rce"
of his people's exi stence and goes on to elucidate how native
contemporary writi ng pays homage to traditional ways of living
and to an endless cycle of cu ltural renovation,
Acoma Pueblo people believe they came i nto existence as
a human culture and comm u n ity at Shipapu, which they
know as a sacred mythic place of origin [ . . .J This belief
is expressed time and time again in traditional song, ritual,
prayer, and story, and in contemporary writing. Verbal izi ng,
articu lati ng, and practicing in social and rel igious activities
today is simply carrying on a traditional way of life.
Qu ite significantly, th is passage raises the concept of autonomy
as an individual act -namely the author's freedom and wi l l to
articulate his and his people's bel ief system- and as a col lective
one -i .e. the commun ity's right to exert it as a day-to-day practice
and in relation to other external col lectivities such as the nation
itself. However, it is also i mportant to note that O rtiz's timeless
notion (in the ind igenous sense of the word) of a resil iently
al ive "sacred myth ic place of origin", i nvites us to relocate our
sociopol itical defi n ition of autonomy with i n a more phi losophical
-if not rel igious- terrain. "Territorial autonomy" is, i n this sense,
autonomy, sovereignty of time, embedded i n a cosmological
history that knows no boundaries between the tangible and the
intangi ble world,
En forma h u mana deambu lan
En la soledad de la noche.
J i netes de cabal los dorados
Que roban espi ritus i ngenuos.
G uardianes de la tierra
Que recolectan tributes.
Ojos de la l u na que vigi lan la noche.
Reflejos de estrel las
Que i l u m i nan el cielo.
Native American visual production i n the U n ited States also
puts forward themes that revolve around the survival of indigenous
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identities, cultural and rel igious val ues in today's society. The
documentary I n the Light of Reverence (2001 ), co-prod uced
by Christopher McLeod and Lumbee Mali nda Maynor offers a
compe l l i ng analysis of the ways i n which I ndian Cou ntry has been
respond i ng to the govern mental pol icies that jeopardize rel igious
practices, territorial and cu ltural sovereignties. Even though the
narrative specifically focuses on th ree tribal experiences (the
Lakota and Devil's Tower, the Hopi and the Colorado Plateau, and
the Wi ntu and Mt. Shasta), it nonetheless opens up a discussion
on how the American I ndian Rel igious Freedom Act (AI RFA) fi rst
signed i n 1 978 is sti l l mostly overlooked and violated by the U .s.
government.
The narrative portends two "antithetical" perceptions of the
land as a sacred site and as a commodity through the voices of
spiritual leaders, elders, ind igenous and non-indigenous scholars,
lawyers, park officers, local people, and entrepreneurs. Doing so,
it i nvites the viewer to reflect upon the chal lenges that different
cu ltu ral and rel igious systems inevitably bring about. To what
extent are these reconci lable? And if so, how? Rather than trying
to give a specific answer to the complexities of such an issue, the
video aims at arising knowledge and educate the U.S. public on
indigenous com mun ities' sacred places.
For the indigenous groups presented, the right to practice
rel igious ceremonies is embedded in the respect and preservation
of the landmarks that carry symbolic mean i ngs about the genesis,
h istory, and spiritual existence of thei r peoples. For example, i n the
section on the Colorado Plateau, one of the Hopi spi ritual leaders
bri ngs to the viewer's attention the role that petroglyphs have in the
preservation of local h istory. As we previously discussed, the land
is trad itionally the carrier of indigenous peoples' sense of time and
existence i n their place of origi n . The loss of such a cu ltu ral and
existential patri mony to the advantage of large-scale i nfrastructural
projects is thus detri mental to the perpetuation of tri bal knowledge
and conceptualizations of history that, in this case, are undoubted ly
"geophysical" i n natu re. I n a simi lar way, the (voice over) narrator's
recou nting of creation stories and myths of origi n at the begi nning of
each section emphasizes the foundational role of the oral tradition
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in the explanation of the world outside western paradigms. The
stories presented throughout the documentary propose, over and
over again, cosmovisions and narrative structu res centering on the
interdependence between the supernatu ral, ani mal, vegetable,
geological and h u man worlds alike. Altering such a balance has
thus damaging consequences not only on the physical existence of
the earth, but also on the spi ritual and i ntel lectual form u lation and
su rvival of local knowledge.
Wh i le documentary making is widely used as a tool that
helps foster first person testi monial narratives, fiction allows
ind igenous and mixed-blood fi l m makers to q uestion mainstream
representational paradigms even more directly and effectively. I n
most cases, Hol lywood cinematic production a n d popu lar cu ltu re
have contributed to reify Native American peoples and represent
them either as "Wi ld West" savages, sports mascots, touristy
attractions, or commercial icons. Although this topic would
make for another enti re essay, it is worthwh ile poi nti ng out that
feature fi lms by Spokane/Coeu r D 'Alene writer Sherman Alexie
(The Busi ness of Fancy Danci ng, 2002) and Cheyenne/Arapaho
di rector and producer Chris Eyre (Smoke Signals, 1 998 and Skins,
2002) constitute strong critiques of mainstream representations of
ind igenous identities. I n particular, they bring to our attention the
transformative power of "independent" cinematic narratives by
Fi rst Nation di rectors/screen-players with i n the arena of popu lar
media cu ltu re. Endowed with cunning touches of i rony and
sarcasm, Alexie and Eyre's works sharply address the complexities
of contemporary indigenous and mixed-blood identities both
inside and outside the reservation "boundaries."
U n l i ke the documentaries previously discussed, the stories
presented in these movies pri marily revolve around the personal
experiences of some young men and women who come to terms
with the chal lenges and plights of l iving across "different worlds."
In Smoke Signals, Victor, a Cou r d'Alene Reservation I ndian sets off
on a jou rney to recover the body of the dead father, Arnold -an
abusive, alcoholic man- only to come to a deeper understand i ng
of his own, indigenous identity and of the reasons beh ind Arnold's
alcoholism. Although, at fi rst glance, the movie seems to do
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noth ing but perpetuate the stereotype of dysfu nctional Native
American reservation life, indeed its u lti mate goal is to show that
racism, margi nalization, and poverty are colon ial legacies that sti l l
affect the lives of i ndigenous people and especially of you nger
generations. But characters l i ke Victor demonstrate that, i n order
to heal, it is imperative to go through a process of self-analysis that
wi l l al low the individual to develop a more constructive attitude
towards the pl ight of his i mmediate fam i ly and of the reservation.
A critical look at these recent productions along with those by
many more u.s. ind igenous fi lm and videomakers such as Navajo
Sydney Freeland, Shonie de la Rosa, Rachael J . Nez, Bennie Klain,
etc . disproves the generalized idea accordi ng to which all indigenous
people have by now given i n to the forces of assi milation. In the same
way as the proliferation of commun ity video-docu mentary projects
in Mexico -and, for that matter, th roughout the Americas- testifies
to the proactive stance of younger generations i n thei r people's
struggles for self-determi nation, the increasing n umbers of fictional
narratives at indigenous F i l m Festivals, i nternational conferences,
forums and TV channels in the u.S. speak to indigenous peoples'
ongoing question ing and wi l l to bring onto the table d iscussions
about their own sense of eth nic belongi ng to (or alienation from)
both thei r commun ities of origi n and mainstream society.
Concl usion

The pu rpose of th is essay has been to discuss the importance
of a hemispheric approach to the study of i ndigenous people, to
look at the i ntersections of indigenous identity and territoriality,
and to u nderstand creativity i n relation to processes of autonomy
and decolonization. The centrality of the landbase in the narratives
here presented is i l l ustrative of a sense of being in and knowi ng
the world that, despite centuries of foreign dom ination and
exploitation, conti n ues to inform the lives of ind igenous peoples
throughout the Americas today. Most i mportantly, from a theoretical
standpoi nt, these texts bring forth the centrality of h u man facu lties
such as creativity, i magi nation and memory in the shaping of
representational narratives that critically respond to centuries of
stereotyping and misrepresentation. I n order to better u nderstand
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this, it is necessary to contextual ize issues of cu ltu ral production and
su rvival within a framework that wh i le val u i ng the contribution of
each si ngle com mun ity and tribal history emphasizes the col lective
work of ind igenous people i n the i nternational arena.
While I was writi ng a fi rst draft of th is essay, the state of
Oaxaca was hosti ng the VI I I Festival I nternacional de Cine y
Video de los Pueblos I ndfgenas, " Rafz de la imagen:" the event
had the goal not only to foster the production and d issemi nation
of com mun ity video projects, but also to reinforce networki ng
between ind igenous audiences and videomakers from Latin
America. Even if, as videomaker G u i l lermo Monteforte once
stated in a conversation with me, there is sti l l a lot of work to do
in this direction -given the pol itical and social real ity that the
communities have to struggle with on a daily basis, the impact of
video production is sti l l marginal and temporary- events l i ke this
and resil ience on the part of comm u n ity activists give hope and
opti mism for the futu re of indigenous video maki ng.
By the same token, writing in indigenous languages (as i n
the case o f Mexican writers) or appropriating Engl ish (as in the
case of u.s. Native American writers) helps re/member and carry
on ways of sign ifying the world that cal l for a reformu lation of
identity, creativity, territorial ity and comm u n ity cohesion primari ly
based on an indigenous framework. If on the one hand, literatu re
in indigenous languages (vi s-a-vis Spanish) i nevitably addresses
specific and l i m ited audiences, on the other it plays a pri mary role i n
the development a n d dissemi nation o f b i l i ngual education programs
in Mexico. These, besides fostering diversity, constitute an integral
part of a decolonizing agenda that promote the legiti mization of
indigenous languages in the processes of nation b u i lding not only
at home, but also with in the context of transnational, diasporic
experiences.
Notes

* T h i s article has gone th rough several revisions, and has benefited from the
insightful com ments of Stefano Varese, Gui l lermo Delgado and Sergio de la Mora
along the way. I am also grateful for the preci ous suggestions of the anonymous
reviewers for the Eth n i c Stud ies Review
i The past thi rty years have witnessed an unpara l l e led deve l opment of
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eth nopolitical movements; hence, I look at these l iterary and visual proj ects as
some of the most i l l u strative contemporary examples of resistance th rough self
representation . Although, for the pu rpose of this essay, I have l i m ited my time
frame to the last twenty years of production, we need to remember that a long
l egacy of "anti -colonial" texts produced by i nd igenous peop le has been i n place
si nce the begi n n i ng of Colonialism . Hence, the i mportance of looking at these
narratives as part of a long-term process of cu ltural res i l ience.
ii See I nes H ernandez-Avi la, "lQUe esta en j u ego? Las com u n i dades i ndfgenas
Mexico/Estados U n idos," in Renacera la palabra. Identidades y dia logo
i ntercu ltural, ed. j ose Manuel Valenzuela Arce (Mexico, D. F. : EI Colegio de la
Frontera N orte, 2003), 1 55-1 72 .
i i i Angela Cavender W i l son, " Reclai m i ng o u r H uman ity. Decolonization a n d the
Recovery of I n d igenous Knowledge," i n I ndigenizing the Academy. Tran sforming
Scholarsh i p and Empoweri ng Com m u n ities, eds. Devon Abbot Mi hesuha and
Angela Cavender Wi lson (Li nco l n and London: U n iversity of Nebraska Press,
2 004), 69-88. In her work, Dakota h i storian Angela Cavender Wi lson add resses
the issue as to how h i story has been written by non-ind igenous scholars and
argues for a decolonizing methodology that gives central ity to oral trad ition and
that voices the poi nt of view of tribal members. " Reclamation of i n d igenous
knowledge is more than resistance to colonial domi nation, it is also a sign i fier of
cu ltura l revita l i zation and mounting Native national i sm".
iv The fi rst term refers to i n d igenous peopl e i n Mexico and the second one to
the U . S ., i .e. to the nation to nation relationsh i p between tribes and the U . S .
gover n ment, as t h e h i story o f treaties i l l u strates.
v As I i m p l y th roughout my essay, this type of research moves in the d i recti on of
deco l o n i z i ng scholarship: its main p urpose is to start precisely from the demands
of the com m u n ities u nder exami nation as a gateway to the u nderstanding and
reformu lation of i n d igenous experiences i n i n d igenous terms and therefore to
the legiti m i zation of "non -academic" knowledge. I subscri be, therefore, to the
gramscian notion of "organic inte l l ectual" who comm its to the com m u n ity he/
she is working with, as wel l as bel i eve i n the pol itical and social rol e that the
researcher plays in bridgi ng the gap between the academia and the outside
world.
vi " I nterview with Tomas Ybarra- Frausto: The Ch icano Movement i n a
Multicu ltural/M u lti national Society," i n On edge: the crisis of contemporary Lati n
American cu ltu re, eds. George Yud ice, j ean Franco and j uan Flores (Min neapolis:
U n iversity of M i n nesota Press, 1 992), 2 1 4.
vi i Stefano Varese, "The Territorial Roots of Latin American I n d igenous Peoples'
Movement for Sovereignty," in The Future of I n d igenous Peoples. Strategies for
S u rvival and Development. eds. Duane Champagne and I smael Abu-Saad ( Los
Angeles: UCLA American I n d ian Studies Center, 2003), 48-65.
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vi i i Franke W i l m e r, The I n d igenous Voice in World Pol itics (London: Sage
Publications, 1 993), 7.
ix Octavio Paz, "Mexico y Estados U n idos. Posiciones y Contraposiciones.
Pob reza y Civi l i zacion" (1 978) in his EI Laberi nto de la Soledad (Madrid:
Ediciones Citedra, 1 998), 451 .
x I n this context, I use the term "genocide" as N ative American Stud i es
scholars in the U . S . have appropriated it i n order to exp l a i n the d e l i berate act
of extermi nation carried out aga i n st the i n d igenous peoples of the Americas.
N evertheless, I am aware that, h istorical ly, col o n ization has fol l owed different
paths in the several regions of the two hem i spheres: accord i ngly, i n d i genous
peoples' existence has been affected in various ways and degrees (physically,
cu ltu rally, emoti onal ly, etc.). Hence, i n some cases it wou l d be more appropriate
to use the term "eth nocide", namely the i ntentional erad ication of a c u ltu re and
ways of l i fe i n order to s u bj ugate its people.
xi Shelton Davis, "G lobal ization and Trad itional C u ltu res" N o rtheast I ndian
Quarterly (Spring 1 99 1 ) : 42 .
x i i Carlos Montemayor and Donald Frischmann, eds. Words of the True Peoples.
Pa labras de los Seres Verdaderos (Austi n : U n iversity of Texas Press, 2 0 04).
xi i i VI Festival Americano de C i n e y Video de los Pueblos I n d fgenas, Guatemala
1 999.
xiv Terence Tu rner, " D efiant I mages: The Kayapo Appropriation of Video"
Anth ropol ogy Today 8 ( 1 992): 1 0.
xv Jam ie B rown and Tara Tidwe l l C u l len, " I n d igenous People at the World
S u m m it on the I nformation Society" Cu ltural S u rvival 2 9 (Spring 2005): 1 3 .
xvi W i l mer, The I n d igenous Voice i n World Pol itics, 5 5 .
xvi i Stefano Varese, " U na d ia lectica negada. N otas sobre la m u ltietn icidad
mexicana" in E n torno a la cu ltu ra nacional ( 1 980): 1 48
xvi i i It is important to note, however, that th i s essay was fi rst p u b l ished i n 1 976
and, ever since, the author has been redefi n i ng h i s position in relati on to th is
issue by adopting a hemispheric approach to the understa n d i ng of i n d i geneity.
xix See L i nda Tu h iwai Sm ith, Deco l o n i z i ng Methodologies ( N ew York:
Zed Books Ltd ., 2001 ). Although mostly focusing on Maori research and
methodology, Tu h iwai Sm ith's work offers great contri bution to the re-th i n ki n g
and re-formu lation o f i n d igenous knowledge with i n t h e academia. I n the
chapter "Twenty-five I n d igenous Projects" she clarifies how struggles for self
determi nation, hea l i ng, reclai m i ng, cu ltural s u rvival, etc. have been taken up
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both by i n d igenous researchers and com m u n ity activists. The i r wo rk has thus
been articulated i nto a series of research projects that constitute, i n the i r turn, an
overarc h i ng research agenda.
In this essay, I am also formu lating an operational use of the concept of cu lture
with i n a dialectical perspective: specifical ly, I refer to cu ltu re as a system of
val ues, social practices, symbolic and spi ritual meani ngs that are constantly
sh ifti ng and re-adapted to new h i storical and soc ial contexts.
xxi Obviously, here I mean land in its b roader mean ing (natu re, environm ent,
home, etc. . . ). For further reference, see Stefano Varese and M ichael G rofe,
" N otas Sobre la Territorial i dad, Sacral i dad y Economia Pol itica: Tercera Mesa
Redonda de Monte A l ban" U C Davis: I nd igenous Research Center of the
Ameri cas, Department of NAS, no. 4 (2002), HYPERLI N K '' http://repositories.
cd l i b.org/i rca/territoriality/41" http://repositories.cd l i b.org/i rca/territoriality/4/
xxi i Sandy Marie Anglas G rande, "American I ndian Geograph ies of I dentity
and Power: At the Crossroads of I nd igena and Mestizaje" Harvard Educational
Review 70 (Wi nter 2000): 482 .
xxi i i Kwame Anthony Appiah, Daedal us, "The pol itics of identity" Daedal u s ( Fa l l
2 0 0 6) : 1 8 .
Such a perspective also i nvites us to reiterate the symbol ic function of territory
and time in the articu lation of eth n i c identity, "En el territorio etn ico el tiempo
y e l espaci o se conj ugan, ya que alii ha transcurrido la experiencia vital que
da sustento a la memoria h i st6rica de la sociedad. [ . . . J De todas maneras la
tierra sigue proporcionando u n sustento possible a la identidad, incl uso entre
los grupos m igrantes cuyas tierras ancestrales se transforman en referentes
m itificados." M iguel Alberto Bartolome, Gente de Costum b re y Gente de Raz6 n .
L a s identidades etn i cas en Mexico (Mexico D. F. : S i g l o Vei ntiuno Ed itores, 1 99 7),
87-89.
xxiv See G u i l lermo Delgado, note xxv i .
x x v H e rnandez-Avi la, "Tejana I ntonations/Nez Perce Heartbeat: Notes on
Identity and Culture" alb: Auto/B iography Stud i es 7, no. 2 ( Fa l l 1 992) : 2 92-3 0 6 .
Native American writers s u c h as G loria B i rd (Spokane), a n d I nes H e rnandez
Avi la often add ress issues of "decolonization of the m i nd" and the rewriting
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Texas Tec h U n ivers ity

Trey Ellis has emerged as a prominent African American
writer of the late-twentieth century, despite the small number
of his published works. "The New Black Aesthetic," an essay
that he fi rst published in CaUaloo in 1 989, one year after the
publication of his fi rst novel, Platitudes, stands as a manifesto
that defines and articulates his perspective on the emerging
black literary voices and cu lture of the time, and on "the future
of African American artistic expression" i n the postmodern
era.1 According to Eric Lott, Ellis's novel parodies the literary
and cultural conflict between such male experimental writers
as Ishmael Reed and such female realist writers as Alice
Walker.2 Thus, Ellis's primary pu rpose in writing Platitudes is
to redefi ne how African Americans should be represented i n
fiction, i m plying that neither o f t h e dominant approaches can
com pletely articulate late-twentieth-century black experience
when practiced in isolation . I n its final passages, Platitudes
represents a synthesis of the two literary modes or styles, and it
embodies q uite fully the diversity of black cultural identities at
the end of the twentieth century as it extends African American
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literature beyond racial issues. I n this way, the novel exemplifies
the literary agenda that Ellis suggests in his theoretical essay.
Whi le Ellis's essay has captured positive attention from
authors and critics, Platitudes unfortunately remains obscure,
although it best represents the literary ideology that he
describes in "The New Black Aesthetic." Too few critical
articles have been written about PlaUtudes, and those articles
generally have focused more interest on his essay than on the
novel itself. Yet the novel demonstrates Ellis's virtuosity in
employi ng innovative postmodern techniques in a narrative, and
i n "Hip-Hop Fiction," a review article on Platitudes, Lott notes
that the novel is "a call for truce in the black literary world "
and that Ellis accu rately perceives the prevalent "Reed-Walker
paradox" within African American literature, in which male
authors tend to focus on sexual freedom while female authors
emphasize black folkloric heritage and domestic harmony. 3
Lott categorizes Ellis's Platitudes as parody,4 but Doris Jean
Austin treats it as satire.5 The terms parody and satire often
overlap in thei r definitions. J.A. Cuddon points out that parody
itself "is a branch of satire,"6 so the two critics place Ellis's
novel under related rubrics.1...w hich I shall refer_to henceforth
as satire. U narguably, Platitudes is an innovative literary work
that thematically and stylistically deviates from the mainstream
of African American literature, which traditionally has focused
on racism, slavery, oppression, and black identity.
T. S . Eliot argues in his essay "Tradition and I ndividual
Talent" (1 920) that the individ ual writer of the Modern Age
cou ld create aesthetic unity by joining the "timeless" and the
"tem poral," or the diach ronic and synchronic dimensions of the
culture, in new works, so that a continuity with earlier literary
works by "dead authors" is maintained even as "living authors"
speak meaningfully to the audiences of their time.? In a very
innovative way, Ellis attempts to synthesize the tradition of black
literature and his own individ ual talent in Platitudes, and this
effort of synthesis is particularly discernable in Ellis's sati re. I n
"The New Literary Blackface," Jennifer Jordan observes that a
verbal tradition of satire has long been associated with African
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American literature because "[t]he very language that black
people created once they arrived in America is fi lled with ironic
rituals and stories, which like all satire point out failures and
foibles using humor."B According to Jordan, postmodernist black
writers draw upon the Western tradition of satire in their works
because it i mbues African American literatu re with a sense of
vitality.9 Trey Ellis himself states that Platitudes is "a satire of
every type of writing imaginable."1 0 Ellis extends the use of
this African American tradition in satire innovatively, without
straying far from the African American literary mainstream in
the exercise of his individual talent. It is undeniable at least
that his novel is fraught with humor, irony, and sarcasm, and
that it parodies writings by some of Ellis's notable contemporary
African American authors.
Ellis states that the New B lack Aesthetic has the Harlem
Renaissance and the Black Arts Movement as its m ost proximate
antecedents.11 Thus, it is crucial to examine how Platitudes
both preserves and extends these two movements in the arts
in order to posit a new, post-nationalistic African American
aesthetic in the post-1 980s era . Since the appearance of
Platitudes in 1 988, the few critics who have given consideration
to the work have focused thei r attention on how Ellis's literary
manifesto, "The New Black Aesthetic," shapes his novel. Thei r
assessments of the work have been both positive and negative.
On the positive side, Bertram D. Ashe notes that "Ellis's multi
dimensional exploration of a fluid black culture, com bined with
his experi mental approach to narrative form, fi rst coalesced
in Platitudes."12 Doris Jean Austin praises Ellis for his success
"when he's being irreverent about sacred subjects, social and
political, American and un-American."13 Maurice J . Bennett
argues that Platitudes "is more than j ust another story of
adolescent i nitiation (the loss of virginity, the discovery of love),
[and] more than another picture of the writer writing (about
how to tell a tale)."14 On the negative side, Penny Kaganoff says
that the novel is entertaining, but it "degenerates into tedious
attempts at wit and humor."15 J . Martin Favor questions the
authenticity16 of black voices that Ellis attem pts to represent in
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his novel, and he concludes that Ellis's overall vision of the New
B lack Aesthetic is "impractical," both in his literary manifesto
and in his novel.17
According to Ellis himself, however, the primary goal of
the New Black Aesthetic accords with the spirit of T.S. Eliot's
perception: it is to "expand the boundaries of traditional Black
art"; he suggests that African American literature should not
be characterized by its presentation of such common themes
as jazz, Africa, and poverty, because "Black folks deserve and
crave more choices."18 Ellis employs the word tradWonal broad ly,
but i n his writings, he suggests that the New Black Aesthetic
movement actually originates in the Black Arts Movement of
the 1 960s. I n general, Platitudes i llustrates Ellis's concept of the
contin uity of the traditional amid the experimentation of the
postmodern age. Thus, Ellis's view recalls in his own period,
through either direct or indirect influence, the similar vision that
Eliot had articulated for the modernist period: the aesthetic
dialogue taking place in Ellis's novel is between the tradition of
African American creative experience and the individual African
American writer who lives and creates art in his own era.
In Platitudes, Ellis presents a novel in which two author
characters, Dewayne Wellington (who speaks i n a voice stro ngly
reminiscent of that of Ish mael Reed) and Isshee Ayma (who
speaks i n a voice similar to that of Alice Walker)19 interact
and collaborate to construct a novel-within-the- novel, which
constitutes the focus of the literary discussion contai ned
withi n Platitudes. In the end, Ellis's two narrators, as well as
the mai n characters whom they create for the novel-within
the-novel, are reconciled harmoniously. Ellis is a "post-soul
era" author, according to Nelson George, "[and] despite the
rise of Afrocentric consciousness ... many young-gifted-and
black post-soulers practice integration without anxiety," as Ellis
recommends and does. George goes on to explain that because
most post-soul black authors have not experienced ghetto life
and have been educated in predominantly white schools, they
tend to make "race consciousness less central to thei r being,"20
which is an important observation for understanding how Ellis
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differs from the black modernist authors of earlier decades.
Dewayne has the primary narrative gaze within E llis's novel,
and his view of the events and the i nteractions of the characters
affi rms George's observation: nowhere does Dewayne focus
his attention on racial discrimination or social i nj ustice-the
themes that dominate earlier twentieth -centu ry African
American literature. He effectively incorporates new scenarios
in his writing that obviate the boundaries of race and class, and
his characters live relatively comfortably and happily, bridging
the various gaps between the black world of thei r families and
friends, the racially diverse metropolitan milieu in which they
live, and the dominant white cultu re of America.
The novel-within-the-novel that Ellis's characters, Dewayne
and Isshee, create actually is used to contrast their differing
perspectives on the social and economic circumstances of thei r
own two mai n characters, Earle Tyner and Dorothy Lamont.
Employing this innovative device, Dewayne and Isshee portray
Earle and Dorothy as two ambitious black teenagers, but
from Dewayne's and Isshee's differing authorial perspectives
simultaneously.
I n Dewayne's version, Earle and Dorothy represent second
generation, u rban, midd le-class African Americans whose
economic situations allow them to enter i nto mainstream
American life. As Ellis states in "The New B lack Aesthetic,"
Earle and Dorothy are "cultural mulattos, [who are] educated
by a multi- racial mix of cultures and [who] can navigate easily in
the white world " (emphasis added). 2 1 I n parallel to the opening
of Richard Wright's Native Son (1 940), the opening chapter
of Dewayne's novel depicts a morning in a black household .
However, while Bigger Thomas (the mai n character i n Wright's
novel) and his folks live in a dilapidated, rat-infested, ghetto
apartment, Earle lives in a decent, comfortable, midd le-class
apartment: "Light pours through the apartment window over
the large schefflera leaves; it fi lters past [the plastic models
of a] P38 Mustang and the fou r-stage Estes Saturn 5 rocket."22
The words light, M ustang, and Estes Saturn 5 rocket suggest a
higher level of optimism and imagi nation i n Earle's personal
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environ ment than that suggested by the gloomy, impoverished,
cramped conditions i n which Bigger Thomas's fami ly lives. As
an author, Dewayne is moving beyond the themes of anger,
desperation and poverty that prevailed in much of African
American literature of the previous era; he is depicting an
optimistic expectation of success for his protagonist. He is
interested in portraying black characters who have an education
and who anticipate opportunities for personal and professional
advancement similar to those of middle-class white people. For
instance, Earle's collection of college pennants and his u lti mate
dream of studying at Cal Tech or MIT suggest his reasonable
aspi rations for higher education-as a potential passport to
a comfortable, stable life in the postmodern era. The late
twentieth century witnessed a growth of black contributions
in fields that previously had been closed to them . Thus, Earle
represents an active participant in the social dynamic toward
American ethnic diversity and greater inclusion, especially i n
an era dominated by the consumer ideal. Earle, along with two
of his friends, is a member of a group of computer buffs, the
"Trinary"; thus, Earle i n himself debunks an assum ption held by
many people around him-the myth that the computer world is
owned by white people, so all computer nerds must be white.
Dorothy Lamont, in Dewayne's version of the novel,
attends St. Rita's Catholic School, where she is at the center
of the popular social crowd . She wishes to escape the stifling
atmosphere of her mother's family-style restaurant in Harlem
and live as a liberated middle-class sophisticate. Constructin g
h e r own American Dream, s h e looks forward t o t h e day when she
can say, "Goodbye ghetto,"23 and begin earning a good salary in
a business corporation. Her dream is clearly conceptualized in
her young consciousness:
after college and biz school I won't have to worry about
that [family business] no more 'cause it'll be Morgan Stanley
investment banking and Fifty Grand a Year City, yeah
buddy. No more crashing on Julie's or Olivia's floor like a
slave 'cause you absolutely cannot train it past one [a.m.] .
Yeah, I'll have me a dee- luxe apartment in de skyaaaay.24
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Basically, Dorothy j ust wants to be "rich and b/ack." 25 She
wishes to establish her black identity fi rst by pursuing higher
ed ucation at a prestigious academic institution and then
living a luxurious life. Although Dorothy lives i n H arlem, she
attempts to ignore that community and her worki ng-class family
background as she immerses herself i n New York urban life,
partying with such rich white friends as Janey Rosebloom and
Richard Manilow.
Ellis came from an educated family himself; his parents
grad uated from the U niversity of Michigan and Yale U niversity,
and he completed an MFA at Stanford U niversity. I n Dewayne's
version of the novel, it seems that Dewayne's authorial voice
echoes Ellis's, at least in terms of the i mportance of the
character's academic ambition . Dewayne's teenage characters
come from middle- and working-class families, but they either
plan to attend or already attend elite educational institutions.
They herald a movement among the second-generation,
metropolitan blacks who are capable of pursuing success as
defined by mainstream values and experimentation in the
arts. Both Earle and Dorothy are u rban black teenagers who
successfully integrate themselves into metropolitan society and
who are not constrained by thei r black ethnicity. Earle desires
to earn a degree in computer science at Cal Tech or MIT; Dorothy
plans to transfer to Stanford , and one of her sisters already
has become a Yale grad uate. These characters represent Ellis's
"rapidly growing group of cultural mulattos,"26 a loaded term
that Ellis seems to have coined. By emphasizing the value of
academic degrees from prestigious schools, Dewayne suggests
that second-generation African Americans no longer need to
accept the limited aspi rations of "second-class citizens," that
their future is promising, and that they no longer should be
disadvantaged by a slave mentality or a culturally instilled sense
of inferiority.
It is important to note that throughout his novel, Dwayne
describes black characters as beautiful and confident, and they,
in general, are appreciated in white society. I n fact, in Dewayne's
narrative, it often is difficult to discern which characters are
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black and which are white. Chapter 28 of Platitudes describes
Dorothy's successful integration into the sexuality of the white
world surrounding her, in which wealthy white people live
comfortably and happily. In this urban milieu, Dorothy is j ust as
beautiful and seductive as white teenagers, and the distinction
between blond hair and blue eyes or black hai r and ebony
ski n does not exist. In one nightclub, for example, Richard , a
charming, elegant white model, "was aiming for her [Dorothy]
from the start,"2? and they "go to the dance floor and spin
and bop like maniacs and together they make a great couple
because she's gorgeous of course and he's an absolute hunk."28
I n Dewayne's novel, black people are equal to white people,
and neither group feels superior or inferior to the other. Sexual
desi re is a cultural, as well as biological, phenomenon, and the
interracial couplings in Ellis's novel both embody and symbolize
the "cu ltural mulattoism" that he describes and to which he
calls attention .
I n the I ntroduction to Post-Soul Nation, Nelson George
makes a valid point that the black authors of the post-soul era
have "challenged the traditional views of black politics and
values,"29 and Ellis's Platitudes unarguably challenges com mon,
stereotypic images of African Americans. I n an interview for
the People Weekly conducted by V. R. Peterson , Ellis comments,
"U nfortunately, there are people who sti ll try to pigeon hole black
men and see us only as Africa, as a problem, or as something
to be pitied and feared ."3 0 African American literature of the
Harlem Renaissance period and of the 1 960s typically portrays
a crisis of racial and personal identity in the struggle of black
com m unities against the ethnic constructs projected upon
black people by the racist society around them . Characters in
African American literature of the pre-Civil Rights, Modernist
era, generally focus their thoughts and actions upon the rift
that blatantly separated the black and white worlds i nto two
strictly deli neated realms of consciousness. For example, in
Wright's post- Harlem Renaissance novel Native Son, Bigger
Thomas is constantly conscious of his ski n color, which he
believes to be the main cause of his family's poverty: "We
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black and they white. They got thi ngs and we ain't."31 However,
Dewayne's narrative approaches ski n color with a different
mindset criticizing the generalizations or assumptions made
about or among black people. For instance, when Dorothy
proudly declares that "black most always are [good kissers] , ...
Sheena always objects, because she says you can 't stereotype
our race" (em phasis added) . 32 I n this exchange, Ellis articulates
his stance on the cultural discourse as it pertains to racial
authenticity. Mark Anthony Neal, in his discussion of the "post
soul intelligentsia," accurately observes that Ellis's New Black
Aesthetic "attem pts to rearticulate traditional conceptions
of blackness [and] ... to animate and deconstruct popular
assumptions of black identity" by parodying and democratizing
black critical discourse.33 Readers should perceive this effect in
the scene mentioned above.

Another racial cl iche that Dewayne addresses i n his version of
the-novel-with in-the-novel is the relationship between ski n color
and the sexual revolution, which is another of E l l is's prom inent
themes. On this topic, Mark Anthony Neal points out that "for
some African American men it has been difficult to separate their
race pride from their anxieties about their mascu l i nity," which
represents thei r black identity.34 As his narrative i l lustrates repeatedly,
Dewayne's black and white characters l ive harmoniously, and
racial differences do not characterize thei r sexual encou nters.
Richard dances and fl i rts with Dorothy in a club, as mentioned
above, and both seem preoccupied by each other's physical
beauty, wh ile remai n i ng unconscious of thei r differing skin colors.
I nterestingly, a sexual encou nter between Earle and Janey (a wh ite
friend), presented in immodest detail in Chapter 54, focuses
upon each character's libido. The description of consummation
is purposefu l ly explicit: "She kisses his dark ear. Both his brown
hands replace the white bra," and " [hl er pearl hands pad his inky
shou lders" (emphasis added).35 It is obvious that Dewayne gives
attention to skin color, but it is not the attention that Earle and
Janey give to each other in thei r erotic play. It is the attention that
Dewayne, the author, gives his characters, using his own authorial
gaze. Color loses its usual defin i ng importance for the characters,
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and the readers' i nterest remains on the sexual fu lfi l l ment that the
scene coveys, but attention to racial differences appears only in
the author's perspective. According to Susan Koshy's discussion of
sexual naturalization i n American history and culture, i nterracial
heterosexual ity and miscegenation have demanded a new way of
reconsidering issues of "race, representation, and nation hood" i n
eth n i c studies. Koshy states that the early twentieth-fi rst centu ry has
witnessed a "reemergence of mixed-race identity as a sign of beauty
and desi rabil ity i n popu lar cultu re." She also argues that m u lti racial
beauty wi l l be considered a "seductive symbol of America's hybrid
racial featu re, by figu ri ng hybridity as a sign of beauty rather than
of u n manageable conflict or violence."36 Ellis's description of his
characters' i nterracial sexuality i l l ustrates Koshy's argument. Earle
is neither a dangerous nor a pitifu l character; Janey, a white, rich
schoolgirl, trusts and shares with him even her depression after
she learns to appreciate his kindness and i nte l l igence. Thus, Earle
and Janey come to embody the l iberal ized social integration that
E l l i s advocates. Another significant point that Ellis addresses i n his
essay is this: "Today, there are enough you ng blacks torn between
the two worlds to finally go out and create our own [identity] . The
New B lack Aesthetic says you j ust have to be natural, you don't
necessari ly have to wear one."37 Earle's and Dorothy's behavior
and lifestyles are natu ral, and they do not need to pretend or wear
a mask to please the white world (a condition that is described
q u ite memorably by Pau l Lau rence Dunbar i n his famous poem
"We Wear the Mask").
Marti n Favor rightly notes that Platitudes presents black voices
that are new in black literature: Ellis is concerned with new
midd le-class black voices that have not gai ned sufficient attention
i n the history or tradition of African American l iterary expression.38
However, Tera H unter summarizes E l l is's avoidance of creating
certain types of i nauthentic voices as fol lows:
It [the New Black Aesthetic] re-appropriates black cu lture by
black artists for black people, stresses the importance of [their]
ind ividual expression without dispensing [with] social and political
responsi bil ity, draws on traditions across race and class boundaries,
and rejects bou rgeois preoccupations with portraying pristi ne
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Cosbyesque images.39
Sti l l, she questions E l l is's cred i bi l ity in establishing tru ly
representative black voi ces. She says, for example, that Ellis has
had l ittle personal connection with the larger African American
commun ity who lived through the pre-Civi l Rights era: he attended
an elite, predomi nantly wh ite university, he has not lived around
black people except his own fam i ly u nti l he went to Stanford
University, and he has proclai med h i mself to be an "al ienated
j u n ior intel lectual." Thus, H unter chal lenges E l l is's credentials to
discuss "an aesthetic that is homegrown i n black cu lture."4o I n his
response to H u nter's critique, E l l is states that although he has spent
most of his life around wh ite people, his education has given h i m
opportu nities to access books written by black artists, a n d programs
in African American studies have given h i m an aesthetic distance
necessary to understand his characters;41 thus, his education helped
to form his l iterary i deology and defi ne his l iterary production .42 I n
terms of El iot's dichotomy of "the tradition" and "the ind ividual
talent," E llis places great emphasis upon the position of the literary
arti st living in his own era and writi ng about h i s own ti mes, and less
upon perpetuating the paradigms that prevailed in earlier periods
of the literary trad ition .
With such an understanding i n mi nd, Eric Lott maintains that E l l i s
treats his material unfai rly b y i nvesti ng more attention i n Dewayne's
experimental agenda than in I sshee's traditional plan for the nove l .
I n the end, Dewayne's novel reaches a concl usion wh ile Isshee's is
left unfi n ished, and her joking criticisms of Dewayne's writi ng are
left without response.43 Although Platitudes parodies the writings
of both Ishmael Reed and A l i ce Wal ker, E l l i s shows a preference
for the former, and i n the end, both Dewayne and Isshee seem to
advocate an experi mental approach to creating their own private
lives, which runs in parallel with the experimental approach taken
by their characters Earle and Janey, whom they create in the i r
fiction . I n thei r private lives, both Dewayne and I sshee resist any
scenarios that the social and cu ltu ral mainstream wou l d create for
them, and they adopt a scenario that they create for themselves. To
replace the term post-postmodernism, Raoul Eshel man coi ns the
term performatism, to characterize conditions "in which subject,
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sign, and th ing come together in ways that create an aesthetic
experience of transcendency," in which new meani ng is created.44
Conditions in E l l i s's Platitudes affirm th is defi n ition . The ending of
E l l i s's novel ach ieves such transcendency, in which Dewayne and
Isshee create someth i ng new i n their lives and i n their fiction, just
as E l l is suggests that writers should in his essay, "The New B lack
Aesthetic." T.5. El iot defi ned the nature of the dialogue that exists
between the l iterary tradition and creative expression through
ind ividual talent for Modern ist writers, but he probably wou l d be
su rprised by E ll i s's innovative way of representi ng this dialogue so
l iterally in his post-postmodernist novel.
Platitudes succeeds i n parodying the mai n dichotomy of late
twentieth- century literary politics withi n African American literature
and the African American commun ity: the dichotomy between
the use of the tradition and the development of the individual
talent among people who l ive thei r lives creatively. However, such
critics as H u nter and Favor, who assu me that Dewayne actually
represents E l l is, defictional ize parts of the novel and read them as
autobiograph ical . H u nter stresses that "Ellis . . . tends to conflate
class status with class origi ns," and she questions whether the art
presented in Platitudes is "true to the black,"45 and Favor questions
how E l l i s's novel defi nes and reflects real ity i n terms of African
American experience and expression .46 In Dewayne's version of
the novel-with in-the-novel, Earle, l i ke E l l i s himself, is detached from
his African American heritage, except for one of his pasti mes-he
watches The Jeffersons on television, a situation-comedy focusing
on the lives of affl uent African Americans l iving in New York.
H i s experience with Harlem is accidental, and his exploration of
Harlem derives from distanced curiosity rather than from existential
necessity. For Earle, who comes from a middle-class fam i ly, Harlem
is a dangerously exotic place where he must put to use the black
behavior patterns portrayed i n the popu lar media: Earle says to
himself, "Cod, what a weird place. Mom 'lI kill me is she finds out I
ate up here," and "Stop fooling around and just look mean so they
won't know you're not from uptown."47 Dorothy lives i n Harlem,
but she feels scant connection with it and spends most of her time
with her white friends at school and i n up-town New York-and
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she herself h u ms the theme song of the TV-series The Jeffersons
on the subway. For Dorothy, Harlem is where she serves food to
customers while dream ing of escaping and becoming more "booj"
(bou rgeois) than her rich, white friends.48 Both Earle and Dorothy
want to attend prestigious u n iversities such as MIT and Stanford .
However, Eric Lott argues that there is a "gap between the hope for
such institutions and their actual paucity."49 I n h i s i nterpretation of
El l is's fiction, Lott notes that E l l i s's characters do not share the same
life experience and educational background that the majority of
African Americans have, so they represent at best only Ell is's own
ideological aspi rations and not the real istic aspirations prevai l ing i n
the black commun ity a s a whole. Thus, Lott tends to view E l l i s's text
as autobiography, but he also perceives that E l l is is hoping for the
"fu rther democratization of American cultu re,"50 i n which all races
wi l l have the same opportu n ities to pursue happiness and attai n
success a n d wealth, m uch a s Marti n Luther Ki ng, J r. projected in h i s
powerfu l speech "I Have a Dream." I n other words, Lott does seem
to acknowledge that, with his own i ndividual talent for writi ng,
El l is is bearing witness to the possibil ity of a new African American
mindset that many critics around h i m, possibly due to constrai nts
passed on by the trad ition, fai l to perceive, but Lott adm its this only
for the l ucky few, and not for the many. Without striving to fulfi l l
a dream, a dream seldom comes true. E l l is is not suggesti ng that
serious effort is not requ i red for advancement, but he does suggest
that defeatism and anger are not the only responses to adversity
in the society. Striving to real ize the dream is presented subtly i n
Earle's pol itical efforts to register voters for a mayoral campaign .
El l is, however, affirms i n his novel that the individual talent needs
to transcend the tradition, in life as wel l as in fiction.
I n Madhu D ubey's discussion of racial presentation i n U.s.
black cultural studies, D u bey states, " B l i nd to the ways i n which
class privi lege buffers the experience of racism and expands
the scope of i ndividual agency, E l l is i mp l ies that the principle of
bourgeois i ndividual i sm is equal ly avai lable to all members of the
race, regard less of class."51 Although racial and eth nic relations,
boundaries, and identities have been transformed sign ificantly
since the Reverend Dr. Marti n Luther Ki ng, J r., led a march across
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the Pettus Bridge in Sel ma, Alabama, Ti mothy J . Meagher maintains
that, i n the post-1 980s era, race remains socially, economically, and
political ly significant and that "racial division seem [s] as i ntractable
as it ever had been i n America."52 Because the racial gap between
black and white people was perceived to be so i ntense in the 1 990s,
the C l i nton adm inistration launched two i n itiatives to promote
cu ltural and racial u nderstandi ng: the National Endowment for the
H u man ities' National Conversation on American Pluralism and
Identity and the President's Comm ittee on Race.53 Viewed i n this
critical and pol itical context, Dewayne (or E l l is) either does not
notice or i ntentionally ignores this on-going racial conflict i n the
portrayal of his "cu ltural -mulatto" characters. Earle and Dorothy
both represent cultural mulattos whose black identities become
neutralized i n the white world and who choose to have l ittle
con nection with the eth nic trad ition that preceded them. They
have black skin, but they have made, it would seem, a "quantu m
leap" from ghetto frustration to bou rgeois happy-ever-aftering i n
a relatively painless way. There is nothing u n iquely black about
them, and in Dewayne's novel, it would make l ittle difference
if they were white characters, because Platitudes is more about
teenage romance, entrance i nto adu lthood, and youthfu l pursuit
of ambitions-common themes of contemporary adolescence
literatu re-than about a struggle to achieve one's own African
American identity or American dream in white America. E l l i s's
vision entai ls accepting the Civi l Rights Movement as having been
effective, and then movi ng forward.
Nevertheless, E l l i s does address "the conflict percolating i n the
black literary commun ity that concerns perceived disparities in the
reception of black male and female authors "(emphasis added).54
Thus, I sshee Ayam's attempt to revise Dewayne Wel l i ngton's novel
in-progress draws Dewayne into a dialogue with her, presenting two
different approaches to perceiving, experienci ng, and representi ng
the life of African Americans in the postmodern or post-postmodern
United States. Isshee's fi rst chapter, "Rejoice," for example, depicts
Earle as a respectfu l, obedient child of a poor-but-honest black
fam i ly l iving in Lowndes County, Georgia, and also in a different
historical period. She presents her scenario in contradistinction
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to Dewayne's depiction, in which Earle is a you ng-but-ambitious
urbanite. Isshee's novel is fraught with images of poverty and
social struggle: "[Baptist] thighs that shook with the centu ries of
inj ustice and degradation," "the long and stout d i rt road," and "the
schoolhouse."55 Dewayne's novel presents images of marginal
success and of the normal economic struggles of midd le-class
urban life. Thus, I sshee attempts to reposition Dewayne's black
characters into the traditional black molds and contexts found in
earl ier African American literatu re, removing Earle and Dorothy
from a city and p lacing them i nto a commun ity of strong black
women in a rural Southern area. Isshee's version of the novel,
with its poverty, rural setti ng, and class struggle, establ ishes the
conditions of the literary real ism or natu ral i sm that prevai led in
much early twentieth-century African American literatu re, whereas
Dewayne's urban and potential ly upward ly-mobile setting creates
conditions for an optimistic resol ution to the plot. Concern i ng
Dewayne's authorial voice, Favor asks a very sign ificant question:
"[I]s it the voice that the N ew B lack Aesthetic is looking for?"56
El l is, of cou rse, is sati rizing African American authors who "affect
. . . 'superblackness' [by trying to] dream themse lves back to the
ghetto."57 Nevertheless, Favor's question i s valid: Does E l l i s's voice
suggest more "fairy tale hope" than social and econom ic real ities
wi l l allow?
When characters are i ntroduced i n Platitudes, or i n the novel
with in-the-novel (by the same title), they stand as separate, isolated
ind ividuals with very l i m ited connections with each other, but as
they interact, they develop understanding and m utual appreciation.
Although Dwayne asks I sshee for help with his novel, he ignores
her advice and suggestions. Thei r dialogue, nevertheless, develops
into a relationsh i p that para l lels the one that forms between Earle
and Dorothy: as Dwayne overcomes his lack of self-confidence,
Earle becomes successfu l with women; when Isshee apologizes to
Dwayne for missing an appoi ntment, she makes Earle the hero of
her novel. In the end, the characters (Earle and Dorothy, as wel l as
the fictional authors who created them, Dwayne and I sshee) arrive
at harmony after learni ng to appreciate each other's individual ity.
The potential for sexual fecundity between Earle and Dorothy, as
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revealed i n sexual ly expl icit passages in the novel becomes the
potential for artistic fecundity between Dwayne and Isshee, which
is revealed i n Dewayne's need to create a fictional reconci l iation
for his characters: "He [Earle] is choki ng, trying to swal low h i s
tears, then shaki ly, convu lsively he breathes out a n d cries a n d cries
one conti nuous siren and she [Dorothy] cries too and they hold
each other, lock each other with their arms, their tears wetting
each other's cheeks."58 Dwayne, having narrated a tearfu l reu n ion
for h i s characters, final ly is ready to consummate his newly formed
relationsh ip with I sshee. Thus, romantic love becomes a device i n
t h e literature that helps new black artists (such a s those representi ng
Reed and Wal ker) to resolve their differences i n order to generate
something new in African American art. Behind Ellis's harmon ious
resol ution l ies the metaphor of America as the "melti ng pot," which
derives as an appellation i n l iterature from I srael Zangwi l l 's play by
that name, The Melting Pot, of 1 909. It is propel led by the Christian
precept that love is the key to a utopian futu re. It also derives from
T. S. Eliot's famous essay of 1 920, "Trad ition and I ndividual Talent,"
with which E lli s must have been very wel l acquai nted .59
In "Double Vision," Marce l l us Blount commends Ellis for his
abil ity to "insulate hi mself from thematic censure by man ipu lating
h i s poi nt of view i n order to make his characters bear the brunt of
h i s criticisms, instead of the real contemporary black writers and
white audiences whom they represent."60 At fi rst, however, Isshee's
blackening of her characters and plot and Dewayne's whitening
of h i s own characters and plot place thei r individual literary
approaches i nto opposition. As the title of E l l i s's novel suggests, each
fictional-author's approach, when practiced in isolation, creates
hackneyed platitudes. E l l is's new black artist must wed traditional
black fol kloric cu ltu re with mainstream general popu lar cu ltu re in
order to articulate a black voice that can speak representatively
for African American culture i n the post-1 980s era. One q uestion
raised by E llis's i n novations i n the structu re and style of his novel
has i mportant implications for African American cu ltu re, and for
all cu ltu re i n general, at the threshold of the twenty-fi rst century:
Does art imitate life or does life i m itate art? If art im itates life, then
Isshee's real ism or naturalism would seem to be val idated. If life
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im itates art, then Dewayne's opti mistic view appears to present the
approach of choice. E l l i s's ending suggests that individuals must
write their own scenarios as opportu nities present themselves. This
impl ies that a certain amou nt of freedom can be granted to the
wi l l, and perhaps that each moment in a life needs to be created
as i ndividual talent permits. Neither I sshee nor Dwayne lives life
according to the fictional models presented by Ish mael Reed or
Al ice Walker, and in the end, a new scenario m ust be invented to
accommodate new circumstances. This is necessary if the fictional
authors, such as Dwayne and I sshee, are to transcend the potential
platitudes that their lives otherwise m ight comprise.
I n Trey E l l is's artistic and i ntel l ectual man ifesto of 1 989, "The
New B lack Aesthetic," a movement which he sometimes abbreviates
to its acronym N BA, one of the most ringing l i nes concerning his
postmodern generation of black authors and artists is: "We're not
sayi ng racism doesn't exist; we're ju st saying it's not an excuse."6 1
From the larger context in which this sentence occu rs, readers
understand what it is that E l l is means by "not an excuse." Racism is
not an excuse for deb i l itating anger and rage in a new era in which
opti mism and opportu n ity are not only possible, but very evident.
A few paragraphs earl ier in the essay, E l l is posits two advantages
that his generation of the New B lack Aesthetic of the post-1 980s
has over black writers and artists of earl ier decades:
For the fi rst time in our h istory we are producing a critical
mass of col lege graduates who are children of college graduates
themselves. L i ke most artistic booms, the N BA is a post-bourgeois
movement driven by a second generation of middle class. Having
scraped their way to relative wealth and, too often, crass materialism,
our parents have freed (or compel led) u s to bite those hands that
fed us and sent us to col lege. We now feel secure enough to attend
art school i nstead of medical school .
Another great advantage w e have over the artists o f the
Seventies is that today's [of the 1 980s] popu lar culture is guided by
blacks almost across the board.62
These highly educated and highly motivated ind ividuals are
the black subjects that E l l i s chooses to treat in Platitudes, at least
through the vision of Dewayne, the pri mary author of his novel71
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with i n -the-novel that develops the col lege-bound characters
Earle and Dorothy. In spite of negative comment, they are among
the characters in black l iterature who escape the paradigms of
anger and rage that had characterized the l iterature of previous
generations, and they participate i n the opti mism and opportun ity
that propel led the careers of the almost hyper-educated Barack and
Michelle Obama i n the fi rst decade of the twenty-fi rst centu ry.63 As
Ellis rightly observes i n his prophetic essay of 1 989, the rise of the
Obamas is supported by the positive image of the black people
presented i n American popular cu lture: "the world is not only now
[in 1 989] accustomed to black faces i n the arts, but also h u ngers
for US." 64
E l l is uses satire generously to help Dewayne, and perhaps
Isshee, eventual ly, to move beyond traditional characters, who
were representative of i nte l l igent people hindered i n thei r social
and economic development i n the pre-Civil Rights era, and create
more accu rate role-models for the 1 990s and beyond. I n Platitudes,
E l l is satirizes the literary conventions that prevailed i n earl ier
decades of the tradition i n which he worked, even as he drew
u pon the positive i nfluences that allowed h i m to develop his own
remarkable individual talent i n the post-modern period. Critical
statements have been del ivered, suggesting that E l l i s's characters
are not true to the tradition . In some ways, this m ight be true, but
they tend to be true to their individual talents, and history seems to
be affi rmi ng the decision that E l l i s made for them.
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Sac red Hoop D reams :
Basketball in the Wo rk of She rman Alexie
David S. Goldste i n
U n i vers ity o f Was h i ngto n , Bothel l

The game of basketba l l serves as a fitting metaphor for the confl icts
and tensions of l i fe. It i nvolves both cooperation and competition,
selflessness and ego. In the hands of a gifted writer l i ke Sherman
Alexie, those paradoxes become even deeper and more reveal i ng.
In his short story collections, The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight
in Heaven and The Toughest I ndian in the World, his debut novel,
Reservation Blues, and his recent young adu lt novel, The Absol utely
True Diary of a Part-Time I n dian, Alexie uses basketbal l to explore
the i ronies of American I ndian reservation life and the tensions
between traditional lifeways and contemporary social real ities.
So central is basketball to the Lone Ranger and Tonto short story
col lection, in fact, that the paperback edition's cover depicts a
salmon-the Coeu r d'Alene I ndians are fishermen-flyi ng over a
basketbal l hoop.
Comm u nal experience typically trumps i ndividualism i n
American I ndian value systems, experience that often manifests
itself in leisure activities of North American Ind ians. Although
most contemporary anthropologists wisely hesitate to generalize
across hundreds of American I ndian societies, they do report, as
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do American Ind ian scholars and storytel lers, that the sacredness
of life, the balance or harmony of relationsh i ps among h u mans
and between h u mans and natu re, and the cu ltural central ity of
stories characterize most I ndian groups. Certainly the writi ngs of
American I ndian authors l i ke M ichael Dorris, M. Scott Momaday,
Lesl ie Marmon Si l ko, and Louise Erdrich return often to such
themes.
It is no wonder, then, that such val ues inform the leisure
pu rsu its of American Indians, at least as i nterpreted by its artists
l i ke Alexie. Indeed, as Dan iel McDonald and Leo McAvoy point
out, the connection between leisure and other aspects of life are
less starkly drawn in most American Indian societies than they are
in Euro-American society. This i nterrelationsh ip between l ife and
leisu re manifests itself qu ite thorough ly i n Alexie's work, especial ly
in h i s treatment of basketbal l . As j ust one example, a character
named Simon i n a story titled, "The Fi rst Ann ual All-I ndian
Horseshoe Pitch and Barbecue," jokes that basketball shou ld be
thei r new rel igion, noti ng, "A bal l bouncing on hardwood sounds
l i ke a drum" (1 47). And i n "Saint J u n ior," a story in The Toughest
I ndian in the World, the narrator tel l s us that the protagonist had
participated i n "many of the general American I nd ian ceremonies
l i ke powwows and basketbal l tou rnaments" (1 83), u n i ronically
i mplyi ng equivalence between the two.
So i mportant is basketball to Alexie's literary cosmos that the
narrative voice i n his poem, titled, "Why We Play Basketball,"
apparently speaking on behalf of all Indians, or at least Alexie's
own Spokanes, dramatica l ly insists,
It is j ust a game
we are told by those
who cannot play it
u n less it is play.
For us, it is war . . . . (71 1 )
Although equati ng sports with war i s hardly a new l iterary
gestu re, Alexie gives the i mpression- that the con nection for him is
l iteral, not figu rative.
Alexie's poem also suggests that basketball helps I n dians make
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sense of their dai ly l ives and their place in the larger world:
I n basketball, we
find enough reasons
to believe in God,
or someth ing smaller
than God . . . . (71 1 )
The narrative voice states that I ndians play basketball because
"we want to / separate love from / hate, because we know / how
to keep score" (71 2)-the game, l i ke a story, reflects life back to
us, giving it mean i ng. Final ly, the voice draws a parallel between
the bal l and the tribe itself: "These hands hold the bal l . / These
hands hold the tri be" (71 2). In one short poem, Alexie thus uses
basketbal l to evoke epic themes of war, God, and peoplehood,
themes that also run th rough his longer works.
In The Absolutely True D iary of a Part-Time I ndian, his National
Book Award-wi n n i ng novel for young adu lts, Alexie's protagonist,
an adolescent I n d ian n icknamed Junior, l itera l ly and figuratively
leaves his reservation to attend high school i n the nearby wh ite
town. An outsider in every way, J u n ior earns a place on the wh ite
high school's basketbal l team, and the cou rt becomes the stage
upon which he struggles between his loyalty to his people and his
reservation on the one hand and, on the other, h i s com m itment to
escape the cycle of poverty and hopelessness on the reservation.
Recal l i ng the reservation's eighth-grade footbal l team's 45 to
o loss to their opponents from the white town, J u n ior says, "Of
course, losing isn't exactly fu n . Nobody wants to be a loser" (49).
To J u n ior, losing a game signifies losing at life. He speaks of loss
again later after reading Euripides's play, Medea, in which the title
character asks, "What greater grief than the loss of one's native
land?" J u nior responds,
I read that and thought, "We l l, of course, man.
We I ndians have LOST EVERYTH I N G .
. . . We only know how to lose and be lost." (1 73)
B ut when J u n ior's h igh school basketball team routs the
reservation team, and J u nior holds his former best friend, the
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reservation team's top shooter, to fou r poi nts, J u n ior realizes h i s
victory means his friend's, a n d his tribe's, defeat. As a sign o f J u n ior's
com i ng of age, he also understands that he can live in m u ltiple
worlds, from the tri be of Spokane I ndians to the "tribe of teenage
boys," the "tribe of poverty," and, "the tribe of basketball players"
(2 1 7). Fitti ngly, the novel ends with a rapprochement between
J u n ior and his best friend, whereupon they play one-on-one "unti l
the moon was h uge and golden and perfect i n the dark sky" (229).
"We didn't keep score," J u n ior adds (229). I n J u n ior's maturing
mind, basketbal l no longer serves only to disti ngu ish the wi nners
from the losers. In his more complex cosmology, J u n ior's concept
of basketbal l transcends the bi nary and becomes a metaphor for a
capacious, complex, and joyful world.
In The Absol utely True D iary, as i n all of his works, Alexie
aggressively remi nds us that American I nd ians l ive thei r l ives i n
t h e contemporary world. His unfl i nchi ng depiction o f reservation
poverty, based, as he has said, on his own memories, makes
basketbal l a natu ral form of recreation on the reservation . Basketbal l
is popu lar on reservations for the same reason it is popu lar i n other
disadvantaged pockets of America: it costs virtual ly noth ing to
play. I n The Toughest I ndian in the World, the narrator of the story
"Sai nt J u n ior"-perhaps the same J u n ior in The Absol utely True
Diary-says that a character named Roman Gabriel Fury "knew
that basketbal l was the most democratic sport. All you needed to
play was something that resembled a bal l and someth ing else that
approximated the shape of a basket" (1 5 6). However, Alexie resists
the essential izing and reductionist notion that I ndian behavior
and beliefs can be so neatly general ized. His use of basketball as
metaphor is complicated and nuanced .
Some of the stories suggest that the basketball players on the
Spokane Indian Reservation i n eastern Washington-where Alexie
hi mself grew up-value service to thei r team above personal
achievement or victory over an opponent. J u n ior Polatkin, a
character who recurs in several stories i n The Lone Ranger and
Tonto Fistfight in Heaven. says that their reservation basketbal l
team-iron ically cal led the Wel lpinit Redski ns-had good players
but rarely won: "We always had two or three of the best players
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in the league, but wi nning wasn't always as i m portant as getting
drunk after the game for some and for [sic] going to the wi nter
powwows for others," he says (206).
Other stories, however, featu re players who are reservation
legends for their individual magic on the court. In "The Only
Traffic Signal on the Reservation Doesn't Flash Red Anymore," for
example, the narrator, Victor, says:
There's a defi n ite h i story of reservation heroes who never
finish h igh school, who never finish basketball seasons.
Hell, there's been one or two guys who played j ust a few
min utes of one game, ju st enough to show what they cou l d
have been. A n d there's the famous case o f Si las Siri us,
who made one move and scored one basket i n his entire
basketball career. People sti l l tal k about it.
"Hey," I asked Adrian. "Remember Si las Siri us?"
"Hel l," Adrian said. " Do I remember? I was there when
he grabbed that defensive rebou nd, took a step, and flew
the length of the cou rt, did a fu l l spin in m idair, and then
dunked that fucking bal l . And I don't mean it looked l i ke
he flew, or it was so beautifu l it was almost l i ke he flew. I
mean, he flew, period." (47)
Laughing, Victor states, "A reservation hero is a hero forever"
(48). Yet the characters sad ly observe that the hero, l i ke hope
on the reservation, rarely transcends bleak real ity: Sirius died of
diabetes before making his comeback. Having al ready complicated
the simpl istic notion that individual heroics have no place i n
American I ndian life, Alexie then twists the knife, confronting the
complementary real ities of both legend and material l i fe. Victor
asks, " B ut what happens when our heroes don't even know how
to pay their b i l ls?" (49).
Alexie uses basketbal l to conj u re poignancy in other stories, as
wel l . In "I ndian Education," written in the form of brief diary entries
from fi rst through twelfth grade, the narrator, J u n ior, writes of the
first time he picked up a basketbal l i n fifth grade saying that "it
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felt good, that bal l in my hands, all those possibil ities and angles"
(1 75). Later, though, in eleventh grade, he writes this entry:
Last night I missed two free th rows which wou ld have won
the game against the best team i n the state. The farm town
high school I play for is nicknamed the " I ndians," and I 'm
probably the only actual I ndian ever to play for a team with
such a mascot.
This morn i ng I pick up the sports page and read the
head l i ne: I N DIANS LOSE AGAI N .
G o ahead and tel l m e none of this i s supposed to hurt me
very much.
With a si ngle newspaper headline with a double meani ng
I n d ians losi ng once more in the game of hoops and in the game of
life-Alexie pushes basketball to mean far more.
In Reservation B lues. which stars Thomas B u i l ds-the- Fire
from The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven, Alexie uses
another basketbal l allegory to help provide insights i nto hi mself,
his father, and the larger Spokane culture. With his father asleep,
dru n k, on the kitchen table, Thomas begins to tel l his guests, sisters
named Chess and Checkers, about his father's fal l from greatness.
He tel ls them that his father, the Washington State H igh School
Basketbal l Player of the Year in 1 956, was so good that he was
a reservation hero, of whom the tribe began to expect m i racles.
Thomas says, "Someti mes they' l l stop a reservation hero in the
middle of the street, look i nto his eyes, and ask him to change a
can of sardi nes i nto a river of salmon" (97). Once his father started
dri n ki ng, though, he did not stop, conti n ues Thomas.
Soon, Thomas lau nches what becomes a conti nual story of
his father, Samuel B u i lds-the-Fi re, and his fel low Spokane, Lester
Fal isApart, who end up chal lenging the brutal tribal pol i ce to a hoops
game after a confrontation. The court becomes a battleground.
The tale, which readers encounter i n instal lments throughout the
novel, becomes not only a method of characterizing Samuel as
wel l as Thomas through his memories of his broken father, but
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also a thematic th read ru n n i ng through the plot l i ke a poi nt guard
weavi ng through defenders to the key. As the face of authority on
the reservation, the tribal police are depicted as violent traitors
to their fellow Ind ians, and the skirmish q u ickly takes on epic
meaning.
The narrative returns episod ically to the great game over the
space of more than twenty pages, as Samuel and Lester fi rst take
the lead (1 03), then lose it to the tribal pol i ce (1 1 3), regai n it (1 1 7),
and again slip beh ind (1 2 1 ). Final ly, down by one point, Samuel
makes a legendary jump shot i n a passage that recal ls the theme
of flying hu mans i n Ton i Morrison's Song of Solomon and other
African American texts: "Samuel flew. He had dreamed of flying
before. But there he was, flyi ng for real . Flying true . . . . Samuel laid
the bal l gently over the rim" ( 1 2 6). The narrator then h its the reader
in the gut with the simple declaration, "Samuel missed the shot"
(1 26). This story is no Hoosiers, in which the underdog tri umphs.
Ulti mately, the chapter ends with Chess saying to Thomas, "You
never told us who won that game between you r father and the
Tribal Cops."
"Who do you th i n k?" Thomas asked. "Who you think won
that game?"
(129).
The text offers no defi n itive answer, but it seems clear that one
can expect another head l i ne to read, " I N D IANS LOSE AGAI N ."
Alexie leaves the gap i ntentional ly, forci ng readers to reach thei r
own concl usions regardi ng the Indians' chances i n the game of
basketbal l and, by extension, i n the game of l ife.
Again, however, Alexie thwarts simple i nterpretation. At the end
of the novel, the Catholic priest, Father Arnold, who, despite his
hu man fau lts, stands as a force for good on the reservation despite
being white, leads the Catholics to a basketbal l championsh i p
victory over a rival church on the reservation. When an opponent
h i nts that Father Arnold spent too m uch time practicing at the
expense of his parish, a member of the church retorts, " [W] hat the
hell do any of you know about bei ng Catholic? You have no idea
how hard it is" (2 93). I ndeed, as the readers know, Father Arnold
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had had to muster enormous self-control to mai ntai n his cel i bacy
after Checkers begins to fal l in love with h i m . The chal lenge of
mai ntai n i ng i ntegrity in the face of external chal lenges is not, Alexie
impl ies, the sole territory of the American I ndian.
I n the remarkable 1 998 fi lm, Smoke Signals, whose screenplay
he wrote based on the stories in The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight
in Heaven, Alexie further develops the basketball metaphor. Smoke
Signals focuses on two less-promi nent characters i n Lone Ranger,
Victor joseph and Thomas B u i l ds-the-Fire, who embark on a road
trip from the Spokane reservation to Phoen ix, where Victor's
estranged father, Arnold, has died. I n a flashback that fleshes out
a story that Arnold's gi rlfriend tel l s Victor after Victor arrives to
claim h i s father's body, Arnold stands alone on a cou rt outside h i s
trai ler i n t h e desert. Looking at the ball, he begins a monologue to
h i mself, which is worth quoting at length:
Everyth i ng i n the world can fit inside this bal l . God and the
Dev i l, cowboys and I ndians, husbands and wives, fathers
and sons.
And how does it all fit? It's about magic, man . It's about
faith . It's about holdi ng this bal l in one hand, and in the
other hand, you're holding the hearts of everybody who's
ever loved you .
You know, th is o n e ti me, m e a n d m y son, Victor, we was
playi ng this two-on-two basketbal l game against these
jesu its. Man, those jesuits were in their white col lars, i n
their black robes, and they was pretty dam n good. B y the
way those priests were playi ng, I coulda sworn they had
at least seven of the twelve apostles on their side. I mean,
every time I tried to shoot the ball, this storm of locusts
wou ld come flying in and bl i nd me. I was shooting in the
dark, I tel l you ! But my boy, Victor, he was magical. He
cou ldn't miss. Those jesuits didn't have a prayer of stopping
him fair and square. But Victor, he was only about twelve
years old and he was ki nda small, so those jesu its were
beating up on him pretty good. They were beating up
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on him and chanting at him l i ke Victor was possessed or
somethi ng. And maybe Victor was possessed, by the ghost
of j i m Thorpe or someth i ng, because he had th is look in
his eyes that was scary. It was mean. "Come on, Victor," I
shouted. "We're playi ng the Son and the Father here, but
these two are going to need the Holy G host to stop us!" I
mean, the score was tied up and the next basket wi ns, you
know? So, the jesu its had the ball, and th is big redheaded
jesuit drove in and knocked my boy over, you know? just
blood ied Victor's nose a l l up. All that jesuit cou ld say was
"Forgive me." Can you believe that? But my boy, Victor, he
was tough . He just wi ped that blood on his sleeve, picked
up the bal l, and took it to the hoop. He flew, man, he
flew, right over that jesu it. Twelve years old and he was l i ke
some kind of indigenous ange l . Except maybe his wi ngs
were made from TV din ner trays! Ha! B ut my boy, Victor,
he was the man that day. He took that shot and he won
that game. It was the I nd ians versus the Christians that day
and for at least one day, the I ndians won ." (86-87)
But when the story flashes forward to the present, Victor tells
Arnold's girlfriend, Suzy Song, that he ha d m issed that shot. H i s
father had l ied to make his s o n look better. So, with Arnold's tale,
the audience first believes that the I ndians won that symbolic
victory that day, only to be di si l l usioned. B ut because Alexie layers
cyn icism with hope, we recognize, as does Victor h i mself, that
Arnold loved h i m i n his own way. He was proud enough of h is son
to l ie about his son's fai l u re that day.
As Victor struggles to reconcile his desire to be loved by his
father with his resentment of his father's abandonment of the
fam i ly, he at fi rst refuses to enter his father's trailer to sort through
the belongings. "There's noth ing i n there for me," he says (93). B ut
Suzy makes h i m a bet: " Hey, how about this? If I make a basket,
then you have to go insi de. Deal ?" Victor takes the bet, and the
ci nematographer, Brian Capener, captures in slow motion Suzy's
beautifu l, gracefu l shot, the bal l floating through the n ight sky l i ke
a sun (a simi le, i n fact, that Alexie uses i n Lone Ranger). She makes
the shot, and Victor, after fi rst tryi ng to renege, enters the trailer,
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symbolically enteri ng his father's world, a fi rst step toward his
psychic reconci l iation.
Suzy then tel ls him his father's greatest secret, the one that
drove him from the reservation: H is father had accidentally started
the fire that kil led his friend Thomas's parents. By com i ng to terms
with his father and the truth of his past, Victor reconnects with his
own roots, growing closer to the memory of his father and to his
irritating friend, Thomas Builds-the- Fire, whose parents Arnold had
accidental ly ki l led so many years earlier.
An i nteresti ngly parallel scene takes place i n "Saint J u nior," a
story i n the The Toughest I ndian in the World vol ume. Although
a mediocre, semi-professional basketbal l career hau nts the
protagonist, Roman Gabriel Fu ry, the story tenderly depicts his love
for his wife, Grace Atwater. At the end of the story, Roman tries to
melt the snow on the half-cou rt outside their reservation home by
l ighti ng kerosene he had pou red on the snow (a scene that recu rs
i n h i s poem, "Why We Play Basketbal l "). When Grace comes out
to see h i m, she reveals that she is weari ng noth ing beneath her
coat.
"You make the next shot and you can have all of th is," she
said.
"What if I miss?" he asked.
She closed the coat tightly around her body.
"Then," she said, "you'll have to dream about me all day."
"Hey," he said, his th roat suddenly dry, his stomach sudden ly
nervous. "We've got to be to work i n fifteen m i nutes."
"Hey," she said. "It's never taken you that long before.
figure we can do it twice and you' l l sti l l be early."
Grace and Roman smi led.
"Th is is a good life," she said.
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He stared at her, at the basket, at the bal l in his hands. Then
he lifted the bal l over his head, the leather softly brushing
agai nst his fingers, and pushed it toward the ri m .
The bal l floated through t he air, then, magical ly, it caught
fire. The bal l burned as it floated through the ai r.
Roman and G race watched it burn and were not
surprised .
Then the burning bal l hit the backboard, rol led around the
rim, and fel l th rough.
G race stepped toward her h usband. Sti l l burni ng, the bal l
rol led to a stop on the frozen ground. Roman stepped
toward his wife. Ceremony. (1 87-88).
The bal l, a spot of warmth in the cold, white snow: the
basketbal l represents hope and joy as m uch as it suggests a world
of disappoi ntment and arbitrary chance.
And here we see it all come together: the connection to the past
with a foot i n the present, the b l u rry dichotomy of the real and the
imaged, fate and self-determi nation, the awake and the dreami ng,
harmony with natu re and with others, self-identity balanced with
membership in a fam i ly and a tri be-all brought together through
the rotating planet of a basketbal l, and, significantly, through tel l i ng
stories about basketbal l . Alexie knows, as i rrepressible Thomas
Builds-the-Fire knows, stories are everyth i ng.
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Black Mayo rs in Non- Majo rity Black
( Medium -Sized) Cities :
Unive rsalizing the Inte rests of Blacks1
Ravi K. Perry, P h . D.
C lark U n iversity

I ntrod uction

The natu re of pol itical representation of B lack constituents' i nterests
from thei r elected B lack representatives is changing in the twenty
fi rst centu ry. I ncreasi ngly, African Americans are bei ng elected to
pol itical offices where the majority of thei r constituents are not
African American . Previous research on this q uestion tended
to characterize B lack pol iticians' efforts to represent thei r Black
constituents' i nterests i n two frames: deracialized or racial ized
(McCorm ick and J ones 1 993; Cruse 1 990). However, the advent of
the twenty-fi rst centu ry has exhausted the uti l ity of that polarization.
B lack pol iticians no longer find expl icit racial appeals appropriate for
thei r electoral goals, given the changing demographic environment,
and greater acceptance of African American pol iticians in h igh
profile positions of power. B lack pol iticians also increasi ngly find
that a lack of attention to racial disparities faci ng constituents with i n
their pol itical bou ndaries does not effectively address why certain
groups l i ke Blacks are disproportionately and negatively affected
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than others, across a range of issues. Rather than conti nue to make
efforts to represent B lack i nterests with i n those two frames, B lack
pol iticians have begun to universalize the i nterests of B lacks.
U n iversalizing Black interests as i nterests that matter for the
good of the whole is increasi ngly the adopted governi ng strategy
of twenty-first centu ry African American pol iticians elected to
offices where the majority of thei r constituents are not Black. As
a resu lt of the greater acceptance of African American politicians
in h igh-profi le political offices and changing demographics over
the cou rse of two decades, this new approach has been made
avai lable to Black pol iticians who wish to represent Black i nterests
even given thei r Wh ite constituent majority - the emergence of
the u n iversal izing of B lack i nterests as i nterests that matter to all
constituents. This i s a departure from previous approaches that
advocate issues that transcend and de-emphasize race (McCorm ick
and Jones 1 993).
U n iversal izing the i nterests of Blacks, as many Black pol iticians
have done si nce the turn of the centu ry, though controversial, is a
u n i que approach many such politicians employ to represent the
interests of African Americans, without al ienating support from
the majority of thei r constituents. U niversalizing the i nterests of
B l acks i n a B lack pol itician's attempt to represent thei r i nterests
is different from deracialization. It is unique in that these B lack
politicians, in thei r representation of B lack i nterests, have often
noted, for example, the racial disparities present, given the issue
they support. This approach, wh i le resu lting i n varying electoral
levels of success for some Black pol iticians, has a particular benefit
to a Black politician's successfu l govern i ng. Had, for example, these
politicians employed a deracialization strategy, they, by defi nition,
wou l d have not emphasized race.
McCorm ick and Jones defi ne deracialization as "conducting a
campaign i n a stylistic fash ion that defuses the polarizing effects of
race by avoiding expl icit reference to race-specific issues" (1 993,
76). While the working defi nition of deracial ization is l i m ited to an
electoral strategy, its appl ication to a B lack pol itician's governing
strategy is not too far-fetched. One cou ld replace the 'conducting a
campaign' phrase with 'governing an adm inistration,' for example,
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and receive a simi lar result. If this understanding is accepted,
then it can be argued that many B lack politicians no longer 'avoid
expl icit reference to race-speci fic issues.' Rather, i n thei r attempt
to represent Black i nterests, B lack politicians i ncreasi ngly note of
racial disparities where appropriate and craft their rhetoric in a
stylistic fashion that warrants non-Blacks not to feel th reatened.
Yet, McCorm ick and jones also note that a deracialized
approach "at the same time emphas[izesJ those issues that are
perceived as racial transcendent."1 While the McCormick and jones
defi nition emphasizes the avoidance of race specific issues and the
advocacy of issues that transcend race, the defi n ition does so with
the u nderlying assu mption that the topic of race is not d iscussed .
The entire effort, then, is made on the part of the Black politician
to "enhance effectively the l i ke l ihood of white electoral support"
to maintain or capture public office.2 The main difference in the
approach of Black politicians in the twenty-fi rst centu ry is often the
reason beh ind the approach. The effort is not solely being made
to wi n public office and gai n the necessary Wh ite votes. Rather,
the approach is consciously designed to represent B lack i nterests
given the majority Wh ite constituency (Ford 2009).
Some of the components of deracial ization are undoubted ly
present i n the approach to universal ize Black i nterests . For example,
in what scholar j .Q. Wi lson cal ls a nonth reatening image (1 980,
2 1 4-254); McCorm ick and j ones emphasize the need for Black
pol iticians to project a safe portrayal to Whites to obtain a greater
l i keli hood of win n i ng Wh ite support. However, given the greater
acceptance of African Americans to high-profi le pol itical offices,
the meaning of a nonthreatening image has changed si nce the
McCorm ick and Jones writing. Thus, while B lack politicians, who,
in the twenty-fi rst century, may make efforts to represent B lack
interests and do not wish to lose the support of some Whites, they
often do have the support of l iberal Wh ites i n thei r efforts (Cu n n igen
2006; Nelson 2006). Hence, projecting a nonthreatening image
toward all Whites is not a concern of many B lack mayors. Rather,
the electoral concern has shifted to how can B lack politicians
1 Ibid.
2 Ibid.
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represent Black i nterests and convi nce enough Whites that those
interests are not represented at the expense of their interests.
Corroborating th is trend has been an array of elections of African
American mayors of non-majority Black cities. For example, in the
state of Ohio, Col umbus, Toledo, Dayton, Cincin nati, Youngstown,
and Cleveland all elected Black mayors in the twenty-fi rst centu ry.
O utside of Ohio, many major cities with a h istory of Black mayors
conti n ued to elect them, such as, Washington, D.C ., Atlanta,
Georgia, New Orleans, Louisiana, and Baltimore, Maryland.
Other cities with less of a history of B lack mayors, elected some
as wel l, B uffalo, New York, Tal lahassee, Florida, Phi ladelph ia,
M i ssissippi, and Mobi le, Alabama. This trend suggests Wh ites
have an increasing wi l l i ngness to vote for Black candidates when
they feel as though thei r i nterests are not threatened (Haj nal 2007,
1 60). I n other words, when African American mayors are perceived
as p u rsuing the i nterests of the majority and not the i nterests of
particular racial constituencies, (e.g., Blacks) Wh ites are more l i kely
to support them i n the voting booth .
N oticeably, this development excl udes mention of the i nterests
of the mayor. For example, for a reasonable number of cases,
sign ificant scholarship has not yet identified if B lack mayors who
garnered large amounts of White support in thei r election pursu its
by uti lizing a deracialization strategy, conti nued to pursue the
i nterests of the majority, once elected. To the extent that scholars
have found B lack mayors do, a behavioral/psychological political
analysis has yet to demonstrate if they did so preferential ly. This
matters because it addresses the role shared racial experience plays
when Black mayors consider activities to represent the i nterests of
African Americans i n non-majority Black cities.
An attempt to i ntroduce these and related questions, th is article
analyzes the question of how, if at all, the representation of B lack
i nterests is being pursued by Black mayors. Specifical ly, I seek to
briefly exami ne and identify under what conditions do the elected
B lack mayors of non-majority B lack medium-sized cities actively
pursue pol icies and programs designed to improve the qual ity of
life of B lack residents.3 Th is research question is derived from two
3 It is i m po rtant to acknowledge that 'active p u rsu it' does not equal i nfluence or
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propositions. Fi rst, as a racial m i nority that has long been socially,
pol itical ly and economically margi nal ized, Blacks historical ly have
experienced disproportionate disparities i n housi ng, education,
and i ncome. As a resu lt, the election of a B lack mayor is viewed
by B lack residents as an opportu n ity to see city government work
in their interests and to address these i nequ ities. Consequently,
African Americans embrace the election of one of their own with
high expectations.
High Expectations

When the first wave of Black mayors won office i n the 1 960s
and 1 970s, expectations ran high. Scholars who have studied
former mayors Carl Stokes, Richard Hatcher, Kenneth G ibson,
David Dinkins and others have noted that reafty reality (Moore
2002; Lane 2001 ; Curvin 1 972; Bi les 2001 ; Thompson 2006; Reed
1 999; Nelson 2006; Preston 1 990). Hence, across the country, the
election of B lack mayors raised the expectations of B lack voters.
African-American voters viewed B lack mayors as modern-day
Messiahs who, once in office, wou l d dramatically alter the Black
commun ity's social and economic predicaments. As Maynard
Jackson, Atlanta, Georgia's fi rst B lack mayor, commented, "The
level of expectations of black people when a black mayor is elected
is so i ntensely emotional u nti l it is al most exaggerated. It may be
impossible for any h u man bei ng to satisfy the level of expectations"
(Bayor 2001 , 1 81 ). In short, and as Nelson and Meranto (1 977, 339)
concluded, "The election of a black man as mayor of a major
American city bui lds up extraordi nari ly h igh expectations from
his black constituents." The advent of the twenty-fi rst century has
found those expectations to remai n constant (McLin 2 008; Ford
2008).
necessarily tel l u s about the outcomes. N evertheless, evidence of 'active p u rsu it'
w i l l provide i nsight i nto how active B lack mayors are i n the govern i ng process
inside the i r adm i n i strations and on which i ssues. F u rthermore, an exam i nation
of differences i n mayors' actions i n terms of l evels of active p u rsu it given u n i q u e
governmental structu res wi l l provide new evidence about B lack mayors' pol icy
and p rogrammatic priorities on issues rel evant to their B l ack residents. I n addition,
it will help to provide a more thorough u nderstanding of mayoral constrai nts and
how B l acks' i nterests are represented i n non-majority B lack u rban contexts.
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Demog raph i c Trends

The article's second proposition derived from the research
question is based on population trends. Demographic changes
in many American cities are steadi ly reversing the popu lation
dynamics that brought about the election of this nation's fi rst
African-American mayors. The 2000 U.s. Census indicates that
major cities are losing B lack popu lation, wh ile gaining Lati nos and
Wh ites (Frey 2006; B rooki ngs 2001 ; Frasure 2007). Washington,
D.C ., Los Angeles, Cal iforn ia, San Francisco, Californ ia, Seattle,
Wash i ngton, New Orleans, Louisiana, Atlanta, Georgia, and
Newark, New Jersey are examples of cities with significant decli nes
in B lack populations.4 Some of these cities, Washington, D.C.,
for example, have been governed by Black mayors for decades.
However, shou ld this trend continue, ambitious Black pol iticians
wi l l i ncreasingly find themselves running for the office of mayor in
cities which do not comprise a majority of African Americans.
Theoretical Expectations

Shared Racial Experience

The pri mary expectation guiding this research is that B lack
mayors wi l l be i nvolved in actively pursu ing Black i nterest issues.
This expectation is fou nded i n scholarsh ip on Black representation
i n other pol itical contexts. In the congressional l iteratu re, there
are several factors that have been shown to i nfluence members'
personal policy i nterests (Hall 1 996). For example, despite
4 "Gentrification Changing Face of New Atlanta," N ew York Ti mes, March 1 1 ,
2 0 0 6; " N ew York City Los i ng B lacks, Census Shows," New York T i mes, Apr i l 3,
2 0 0 6; " B lacks Say Life i n Los Angeles I s Losing A l l u re," N ew York T i mes, Jan uary
8, 1 995; "The Census Shows G rowth in Atlanta's Pop u l ation," New York T i mes,
March 2 1 , 2 0 0 1 ; "Atlanta Mayor: S h r i n k i ng B lack Pop u l ation Cou rt H u rt Social
Pol icies," Cox N ews Service, J u ne 2 , 2007; " D.C. May Be Losing Status As a
Majority- B lack City; Wash i ngton Post, May 1 7, 2007; "San Francisco Hopes to
Reverse B lack Fl ight," U SA Today, August 2 6, 2007; "Central D i strict: Change Is
I n evitable, But Forsaking Past is Regrettable," Seattle T i mes, November 6, 2 002;
"Study: N ew Orleans Cou ld Lose 80 Percent of B lack Populati on," Associated
Press, Jan uary 2 6, 2006; "Major Cities Rapidly Losing B l ack Population: Co u ld
Have Major Negative I m pact on B lack Pol itical Power," Taylor Med ia Services,
September 2 5, 2007; " B lack or African American Popu l ation: 1 990-2000 New
Jersey M u n i c i pal ities" Accessed via
http://www.wnj p i n .state.nj . u s/OneStopCareerCenter/LaborMarketl nformationl
I m i 2 5/pI94/cnty/black. P D F. Retrieved 2009-06-20
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increased diversity in the B lack com m u nity, Black members of
Congress share the experience of bei ng a member of a h i storically
margi nalized group (Wi l l iams 1 998) and B lacks generally (B lack
mayors i ncluded) have a shared memory of oppression (Wi l l iams
1 998, 1 92). Therefore, it is expected that shared history of
racial ized experiences wi l l manifest i n Black mayors' policy and
programmatic efforts and incline B lack mayors to have a personal
interest i n actively pursuing policies and programs that are designed
to i mprove the qual ity of l ife of Black residents.s
Final ly, the congressional l iteratu re provides another cue as to
why it is expected that Black mayors wi l l actively pursue B lack
interests in non-majority B lack cities. For example, Gamble (2007)
notes how many B lack congressional members nationwide carry a
heavy burden as they are often expected to represent not only their
districts, but also "black America" (Clay 1 992; G u i n ier 1 994, 47).
Additional ly, Fenno (2003, 7) found that African American members
of Congress often perceive thei r B lack constituency extending
beyond their geographical districts, to incl ude B lacks nationwide,
what some scholars have labeled surrogate representation.
Arguably, the same may be true for B lack mayors, especially those
in the h igh-profi le role of being the first Black mayor of their city.
Hence, the confluence of life experience, feeling of con nectedness
to the group 'African American,' and comm itment to represent
B lack i nterests, even with i n patterns of surrogate representation,
makes B lack mayors more l i kely to have strong personal i nterest i n
representi ng B lack i nterests.
Critics of Shared Racial Experience

The argument for uti l izing the assu mption of shared racial
experience as a basis to predict B lack politicians' behavior has its
critics. Gamble (2007) found that "theories that focus on shared
experience ignore individual differences and the m u ltiple and
cross-cutting identities among members of marginalized groups,
5 Additional ly supportive scholarsh i p s uggests that African American mayors
m ight actively pursue B lack inte rest policies in non-maj ority B lack cities because
of their feel i ng of con nected ness to othe r African Americans ( Dawson 1 994).
Other research has found that many B l acks have that con nection because of
social, pol itical, and economic differences between themselves and Wh ites
(Tate 1 993, 2 1 -2 9).
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locki ng group members i nto essentialized identities and fixed policy
perspectives" (Ph i l l i ps 1 995). Additionally, some u rban scholars
have argued that contemporary B lack mayors face more chal lenges
than B lack mayors first elected in major cities (Ne lson 2006).
Hence, even with shared experience and h istory, B lack mayors,
faced with greater chal lenges and a majority Wh ite electorate may
not be wi l l i ng or able to actively pursue B lack i nterests .
Med i u m-S ized Cities

This research briefly exami nes select cities in the U n ited States
that are medium-sized and appl ies the representative efforts by
B l acks mayors to universalize the i nterests of B lacks with i n that
context. With the exception of few scholars (e.g., Bowers and Rich
2000), u rbanists have long ignored the public policy i mpact of
B lack mayors in medi u m-sized cities, especially as it relates to thei r
representation o f Black i nterests. Yet according to the U.S. Census
B u reau, many Americans live in medi u m-sized cities, cities with a
population of less than 500,000:
C ity Populations i n the U n ited States

N umber of Cities

Population Bracket

2 63

Ove r 1 00 000

228

1 00 000-5 00, 000

2 03

1 00 000-3 00 000

60

3 00, 000-8 m i l l i o n

Thus, l i m iting studies of Black mayoral governance to cities of
500,000 or more ignores generalizab i l ity for many i n the popu lation
who l ive i n cities of 1 00,000 or more.
Although, medium-sized cities are not often studied in u rban
pol itics, thei r study may help predict mayoral action given trends
i n other cities. To date, scholarship that has focused on mayors of
medium-sized cities, has exami ned their leadership styles generally
(Svara 1 987, 1 990, 1 994), the i mpact on Black social change over
time (Button 1 989), or leadership i n respect to a specific issue
(Bowers and Rich, Eds., 2000).6 While the authors take great ski l l i n
6 Peter B u rns' Electoral Pol itics I s Not Enough (2006) s u rveys the responsiveness
of med i u m-sized c ity governments to m i n ority i nterests. W h i l e the focus is on
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structuring rigorous research that explains the stylistic approaches,
structu ral conditions, and si ngular issue responsiveness over time
under which the mayors win elections and govern, omitted is a
detailed analysis of responsiveness to the concerns and issues of
Blacks' qual ity of life.
Th is is i ncreasi ngly sign ificant as Black mayors govern cities that
are the size of cities i n which most of the world's u rban popu lation
resides. The Department of Economic and Social Affairs of the
Un ited Nations Secretariat World Popu lation Prospects 2005
Revision found that, "almost half of human ity l ives in cities" and
"smal l cities, that is, those with a popu lation of fewer than 500,000
people, were the place of residence of about fifty-one percent
of all u rban dwellers in the world in 2005. Thus, the majority of
u rban dwellers lived in fai rly smal l u rban settlements."? Their 2006
revision was even more compe l l i ng - projecti ng that by 2030,
eighty-seven percent of residents of the U n ited States wi l l be urban
dwellers. Cu rrently, in the U n ited States, nearly fifty percent l ive i n
smal l a n d med i um-sized cities. Therefore, t h e actions o f mayors
who govern with i n these city contexts arguably have relevance to
a larger number of people than studies l i m ited to larger cities.
The Hu man Relations Approach Toward Govern ing

With a focus on medium-sized cities i n the U n ited States and
consideri ng the changing demograph ics, this article encourages
mayors and scholars to think beyond the B lack-White, 'us vs. them'
dyad . I nstead, with examples from two mayors, the hope is to
envision the development of pol icies that can both i ntegrally serve
the constituencies with the most need (including, but not l i m ited
to Blacks) and everyone simu ltaneously. Adapting what scholar
Cornel West suggests i n Race Matters (1 993) is a human relations
approach to solving the pervasive problems that plague Blacks in
many American cities is i mportant in a mayor's effort to actively
pu rsue, and implement policies and programs designed to i mprove
med i u m sized cities, the analysis is based on i nterviews of pol iticians and civic
l eaders beyond the mayor's office.
7 U n ited Nations' Department of Economic and Social Affa i rs
Population D ivision accessed via http://www. u n .o rg/esa/pop u lation/u n pop.htm.
Retrieved 2009-06-2 0
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the qual ity of life of Black residents. The human relations approach
is best defi ned as govern i ng d i rected with an expl icit appeal to
people's common humanity.
For West, a new framework is needed that views B lacks and their
presence i n American life a s American. Such a framework shou ld
"begi n with a frank acknowledgment of the basic hu man ness and
American ness of each of U S ."B Other scholars have also cal led for a
fu l l i ntegration of Black Americans' social and economic problems
i nto the patchwork of American society (Cu nn igen 2006). While
West's and Cunn igen's observations, hereby labeled a hu man
relations approach, are conceptual i n natu re, they can be appl ied
to B lack mayoral representation of Black i nterests i n non-majority
B l ack cities. The hypothesis generated is that i n their efforts to
represent B lacks by universal izing thei r i nterests in the non-majority
B lack context, Black mayors may find success i n appealing to the
shared and common, human condition of l ife experience. This
approach may allow the mayors to actively pursue Black i nterests
without their majority White constituency feeling threatened that
thei r interests are taking a back seat.
Add itional ly, this h u man relations approach, if embraced by
mayors, cou ld have a di rect racial benefit without the specter of
preferential treatment. Notably, this approach contrasts with the
'best way' suggested by some scholars to help the disadvantaged
(Wi lson 1 990). The human relations approach, on the other hand,
has the potential to help scholars understand how a Black mayor
can actively pursue pol icies and programs that work to improve
the qual ity of l ife of Black Americans i n the twenty-fi rst centu ry.
Elected i n cities with comparable demograph ics to the nation's fi rst
B lack mayors, many Black mayors in the modern era govern i n
t h e non-majority B lack context with favorable race relations vis
a-vis the nation's fi rst Black mayors. With a new century of B lack
mayors came a change in perspective as to how to garner support
for pol icy and program development i n the i nterests of B lacks.
B lack Mayors and the Representation of Black
I nterests

There is a large body of scholarsh ip on the governing of Black
B l b id, B.
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mayors and their B lack comm u n ities (Nelson 1 982; Woody 1 982;
Piliawsky 1 985; Stone 1 989; Sonenshei n 1 993; Orr 1 999; Reed
1 999; Rich 1 999; Moore 2002; Bowers and Baker 2000; Perry
1 996; Grenell and Gabris 2000; Thompson 2006). Much of the
l iteratu re, however, focuses on single-issues, such as education, or
housi ng development, for example.
Wh i le scholars recogn ize the structural l i m itations B l ack mayors
face (Reed 1 999; Kel ler 1 978; Nelson 1 992; Nelson and Meranto
1 977; Preston 1 976; Nelson 2006), they also have found that even
given such constrai nts, they can i mpact pol icy. U rban scholars
have attempted to ferret out those conditions that are more l i kely to
lead to B lack and Wh ite mayors having an i mpact on local pol icy.
Pressman (1 972) i ntroduced a model that focused on the financial,
pol itical, and personal resou rces avai lable to a mayor and found,
however, that there are sign ificant i nformal attributes or resou rces
at a mayor's disposal that, when used effectively, can make up for
the l i m ited 'formal' authority of some mayors.
On the other hand, several B lack mayors have been able to
make some substantive changes for African-American residents
with in the formal constrai nts of the mayor's office. A number of
these mayors did not enjoy many of the preconditions laid out by
Pressman (1 972). Harold Wash ington's ten u re in Chicago is a vivid
example. Washington is generally recogn ized as having put in
place pol icies that -- had he not faced an u ntimely death -- cou ld
have potentially helped Blacks i n Chicago. Though Washington
enjoyed Pressman's preconditions such as mayoral j urisdiction to
create social welfare program m i ng, and a fu l l ti me salary as mayor,
in many efforts he lacked support from a key govern ing body, the
Chicago city cou nci l . Wash i ngton also inherited a city without a
financial surpl us.
Nevertheless, as J udd and Swanstrom (1 994, 3 84) note of his fi rst
term, Washington was able to "create a more open and participatory
atmosphere in city government" by including n u merous agencies
and com mun ity organizations i n his office's consu ltations about
social policy, housing and economic development policy. Many of
these groups were predomi nantly African American in composition.
As Mier and Moe (1 991 , 77) fou nd, a critical feature of Washi ngton's
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plan for economic development i nvolved m i nority participation .
The n u mber of mi nority firms receiving city contracts i ncreased
from n i ne to sixty, in a th ree-year period u nder Washi ngton.
jones (1 978, 1 1 6) observed a si m i lar network of support for
Maynard jackson i n Atlanta after his adm i n istration's creation of
an office of contract compliance. The resu lt of this pol icy change
was that mi nority partici pation in city contract work rose from two
percent soon after jackson took office to thi rteen percent near
the end of his fi rst term. Noticeably, jackson faced opposition,
especially from Atlanta's Wh ite busi ness el ite. However, jones
notes that jackson rebuffed some criticism and attempts at stal l i ng
the project, and others l i ke it, i n large part because of active groups
who assisted his efforts. jackson's success i n reordering some
of Atlanta's mun icipal priorities toward the benefit of the Black
comm u n ity was a large resu lt of ideologically congruent, active
group participation. Accordi ng to jones, mayoral constrai nts and
l i mitations make it difficult for B lack mayors to reorder "existing
priorities." Nevertheless, "a more equ itable share for the black
comm u n ity with in existi ng priorities is possi ble."
Nelson (1 982, 1 91 ) writes about Carl Stokes' abi l ity to garner
funds for the construction of 5,496 low to moderate income
housi ng u n its by the end of his second term, despite the resistance
from city cou nci l . Even in the face of "threats," Stokes "assisted
black businesses by i nitiating a pol icy that encouraged competitive
bidding by black firms for city contracts." Nelson credits Stokes'
"activist-entrepreneur style of leadershi p." In short, many scholars
have concl uded that there is room for a B lack mayor, even in a
non-majority Black city, faci ng considerable financial and political
opposition, to actively pursue pol icies that are designed to improve
the lives of B lack residents. I n general, the l iteratu re speaks to the
l i m itations of Black mayors to affect change in pol icy, but also
to the possi bil ities, with i n such constrai nts, that are available to
mayors. Whether they adopt a leadership style of Stokes' "activist
entrepreneur" approach or enjoy much of Pressman's preconditions,
B lack mayors are capable of producing such change for B lacks. As
Reed (1 999, 98) eloquently summarizes, "it is not necessari ly the
case that those [Black mayoral] regimes are so tightly hemmed
1 00
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in by absol ute paucity of fiscal resou rces that they have no
span for i ntervention." To create more favorable conditions to
implement such policy, we have seen that B lack mayors benefit
largely from sol iciting the support of active groups who share
their administration's goals. These supportive groups may be a key
determi nant of a Black mayor's success at such efforts.
The I n dependent Variables

Based on the l iterature, I was able to generate the fol lowi ng
propositions about conditions under which B lack mayors of non
majority Black cities are more or less l i kely to actively pursue
pol icies and programs designed to improve the q ual ity of life of
B lack residents:
More Likely

Proposition 1 : Elected i n l i beral cities (Brown ing, Marshall and
Tabb, 1 984); Proposition 3: I n stitutional and formal powers of a
strong-mayor system (Svara 1 994; Pressman 1 972); Proposition 4:
African-American predecessor(s) (Nelson 2006); Proposition 6:
Large Wh ite middle class population (Stone 1 989); Proposition 7:
Active, mob i l ized and organ ized B lack com m u n ity (Nelson 2006,
Burns 2006); Proposition 8: B lack City Cou nci l Members (Jones
1 976; Karnig and Welch 1 980); Proposition 9: Major Newspaper
Endorsements (Tate 2004; B u rns 2006); Proposition 1 0: Large
proportion of Lati nos.
Less Likely

Proposition 2 : E lected i n racial ly divided election campaign
(Metz and Tate 1 995, Perry 1 996); Propositions 5: Large working
class Wh ite population (Huckfeldt and Kohfeld 1 989).
This article details B lack mayors' active pursuit of B l ack
interests by un iversal izing the i nterests of Blacks. The evidence
for the u n iversalizing claim is derived from the appl ication of the
propositions and additional factors that may i mpact Black mayors'
efforts to address B lack i nterests to the mayoral adm i n i strations of
two B lack mayors in Oh io. The selected case stud ies of med ium 
sized, non-majority B lack cities of Dayton and Toledo, Ohio and
the focus on the tenu re of the Toledo's first B lack mayor, Jack
Ford (2002-2006) and Dayton's third B lack mayor Rhine Mcli n
1 01
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(2002-present), are tested examples that support the fi ndi ngs of
u n iversal izing Black i nterests withi n th is article.
Dayton and Toledo, Ohio

The selection of Dayton and Toledo Ohio as case studies
was significant. Dayton, i n southwest Ohio, has an estimated
popu lation of 1 55,461 (45% Black), and Toledo, in northwest Ohio,
has an estimated popu lation of 3 1 6, 85 1 (26% B lack). Hence, the
two cities are comparable i n population to a nu mber of cities in
which many Americans l ive. Second, the cases of Dayton and
Toledo are representative of a wave of B lack mayors elected i n
other cities i n Ohio i n the twenty-fi rst centu ry. A s the fol lowi ng
table indicates, most every major city in the state of Ohio elected
a Black mayor in the twenty-fi rst century:
2 1 st Centu ry B lack Mayors in O h i o

G iven t h e noted demographics of the two cities a n d the
regional electoral context i n which Ford and Mclin governed, their
efforts may be representative of options available to other mayors
interested in representi ng Black i nterests in cities with simi lar
demographics.
Changing Local Demog rap h i cs and t h e i r I m p l ications
for B l ack M ayoral Politics

Changes i n the u.S. population i n the last two decades have
eroded or are potentially erodi ng a key variable i n the election
of B lack mayors - a B lack population majority. With cities losing
B l ack popu lation while gai n i ng Wh ites and Latinos, the conditions
u nder which Black candidates run for mayor i n many U .s. cities
is qu ite different from the experience of the fi rst elected B lack
mayors . For example, Washington, D.C. lost sixteen percent of
its B l ack population since 1 990. Si nce 2000, the Black popu lation
decreased by six percent. Yet, duri ng the same time period, the
District experienced i ncreases i n Wh ite population, with a fou rteen
percent increase since 2000. As of 2007, the District had a B lack
popu lation of fifty-five percent as compared to a Black popu lation
over seventy percent in 1 980.9
9 Was h i n gton Post, " D.C. May B e Losing Status As a Majority- B lack City" May
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Term (s)

Mayor

City

Notes

1 999-present

M i chael Coleman

Col u m b u s

City's fi rst B l ack
mayor.

2 002 -2006

Jack Ford

To ledo

City's fi rst B l ack
m ,,,m r

2 002 -present

Rh i n e Mcl i n

Dayton

City's fi rst female
mayor

2 006-present

Mark Ma l l ory

C i n c i n n ati

City's fi rst pop u larly
e lected B lack mayor

2 006-present

Fra n k Jackson

C l eveland

City's th i rd B l ack
mayor

2 006-present

J ay Wi l l iams

You n gstown

City's fi rst B l ack
mayor

Atlanta, Georgia also experienced a loss of B lack popu lation .
Since 1 990, the Wh ite popu lation increased six percent, totaling
thirty-seven percent of the population. Black population during the
same period decreased nearly twelve percent, to fifty-five percent
in 2006. Between 1 990 and 2006, the Latino population also
increased to 2008 levels approaching six percent. According to
Atlanta mayor, Shi rley Fran kl i n, the Black popu lation shifted from
nearly a two-th irds majority of seventy percent i n 1 980 to less than
sixty percent post 2000.10 These data are suggestive of trends where,
if they continue, ambitious Black candidates for mayor wi l l find their
electoral coal itions comprised of i ncreased numbers of Wh ites and
Latinos in areas where Blacks have domi nated for decades.
A decline in B lack popu lation across many cities is not the
entire story, however. In some cities, the total share of B lack
population has increased as many Wh ites moved out, whi le the
White population in other cities decli ned (Brookings I nstitution
2001 ). The Wh ite/B lack dyad concern ing population suggests
varying shifts - some cities lose B lack population wh i l e gai n i ng
Wh ites; others cities lose Wh ite and B lack popu lation. I n either
event, the compe l l i ng story is the fl uctuation of Wh ite and B lack
populations in many U .s. cities, coupled with an i ncrease in Lati no
popu lation - although only marginal in some cities. One of the
1 7, 2007.
1 0 "Atlanta Mayor: S h r i n ki n g B l ack Pop u lation Cou ld H u rt Social Pol icies," Cox
News Service, J u n e 2, 2007
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most i mportant observations, then, is a loss i n the share of the
percentage of the total population for African Americans for many
cities - whether or not B lack popu lation decli nes -- but especially
so, when it does.
Accord i ng to the u.s. Census B u reau and su rvey reports,
Newark, New Jersey had a Black population of nearly sixty
percent i n 1 990, yet by 2 008 the B lack population decli ned to
fifty-three percent. Rising crime and Black middle class exodus
out of the city l i m its has been cited as a possible reason for the
decli ne. New Orleans, Louisiana is another example, where, in
part due to the 2005 H u rricane Katrina, Black popu lation decli ned.
A su rvey commissioned by several state agencies and reported
in the New York Times indicated that the city pre-Katrina had a
B l ack population of sixty-seven percent, and post- Katri na, the
population in 2008 was approxi mately forty-six percent. Some
scholars cite Blacks' exit to the suburbs as the reason for n umeric
decline (Frasure 2007). For example, B lacks i n Wash ington, D.C.
are said to be moving into suburbs such as Pri nce George's Cou nty,
Maryland, whereas Atlanta, Georgia's B lacks are said to be moving
i nto suburbs such as Stone Mou ntai n and Decatur. Thus, wh ile the
reasons for decline i n Black populations across many cities vary,
the fact of the decl i ne i n Blacks' share of the popu lation remains.
As a resu lt, given the changing demograph ics i n many cities, it
is expected those Black mayors wi l l soon govern cities with non
majority Black popu lations, if they do not al ready. Thus, one reason
why it is important to study two medium-sized non-majority B lack
cities and their Black mayors' efforts to address B lack i nterests is
to contribute to our u nderstandi ng of t he implications of these
national trends. G iven the entrenched h istory of Black politics i n
many cities nationwide, even with the pending shift to non-majority
B lack status, those mayors wi l l l i kely be expected to continue to
actively pursue Black i nterests.
At issue, is how, if at all, the representation of Black interests
is changi ng. The demographic trends indicate that researchers may
no longer be able to count on descriptive characteristics as a proxy
for a Black politician's promotion of B lack interests. With many
cities changi ng from Black majority popu lations to Black minority
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populations, Black mayors wi l l increasi ngly find themselves having
difficu lty j ustifying promotion of Black interests, at the exclusion
of White and Latino i nterests, for example. Given the increasing
diversity of America's popu lation, the ski l l of advancing one group's
interests becomes more complex, especially when it comes to White
v. Black or Black v. Latino relative to the allocation of resources.
Assess ing B l ack Qual ity of Life

I n an effort to better code and define particu lar mayoral efforts
as su bstantively mean ingfu l attempts to improve " B lack qual ity of
life," I developed a political typology that can be used to classify
a given mayor's activities. The placement of activities within a
particular category structu res the range of representative efforts
from the largely descriptive to the sem i nally substantive. This range
serves as the frame for descri bing what constitutes quality-of-life
improvements. I have conceptual ized five essential categories. For
any given mayoral effort, a value of one is low, indicating that the
mayor made only a relatively symbolic attem pt to improve B lack
qual ity of life, wh ile a value of five is high, since activities placed
in category five are presumably the more difficu lt to pursue. Each
category provides a context descri bing how a mayor m ight achieve
his or her goals and i ndicates how he or she has prioritized pol icy
decisions through adm i n i strative management.
1. The Politics of Shared Racial Experience. Evidence of
mayoral responsiveness and recognition of B lack constituent
concerns is man ifested in symbolic gestu res situated with i n the
context of shared racial experience. One example in which a
mayor expresses his or her shared racial experience with h is or
her constituents is Harol d Wash i ngton's 1 983 campaign slogan,
"It's our turn" (Kleppner 1 985, 1 55). Another m ight be the mayor's
officiati ng i n the marriage ceremony of his B lack constituents
(Lane 2001 , 61 ). Noticeably, in these examples, the mayor and
his constituents are drawn together by B lack Americans' common
experience of slavery and institutionalized racism, not by thei r class
or other life attributes. It i s difficult to measure how strongly such
shared B lack experiences are reflected i n a mayor's active pursuit
of certain policy priorities, however. With i n this context, B lacks
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are also diverse, and there are obviously ind ividual differences in
how m uch i ntensity B lack mayors wi l l exercise i n addressing B lack
constituent i nterests.
2. Access and Opportunity: The Policy Incorporation of Black
Interests. Evidence of Black mayors' attempts at incorporating and

mob i l izing Blacks most notably i ncludes their appointment and
h i ring of qualified African Americans i n visible, significant positions
across the spectrum of city government. In the example of h i ring
practices, the B lack mayor is presu mably making a political and
economic contribution to the lived experiences of qualified African
Americans. Establishing employment opportu nities for some Blacks
is an expression of shared racial experience, particularly when
B l acks were not given the same level of access and opportun ity
in prior or subsequent administrations of Wh ite mayors. A mayor's
active pursuit of h i ri ng and appointi ng qualified B lack men and
women, then, makes a difference for politics and power.
3 . The Politics of Constituent Service. I n this context, evidence
of a B lack mayor's active pursuit of pol icies and programs that
are designed to improve the qual ity of life of Black residents is
more concrete. Constituent services i ncl ude the bu l k of m u n icipal
service, i ncluding but not l i m ited to, neighborhood street-cleani ng,
pavi ng, and development, trash removal, snow plowi ng, tree stump
removals and i mproved street l ights and signs.
4. Programs for Black Middle-Class and/or Low-Income Residents.

Evidence in this policy or programmatic arena is mu lti layered, as
the beneficiaries might extend beyond the Black community. I n
the allocation of city contracts, for example, are contracts awarded
according to the city percentage requirement by the city's good faith
goals? Does the mayor monitor the al location of the contracts in a
way that is fair and equitable to ensure mi nority contractors have
access and opportunity to apply?l1 I n a commun ity where African
1 1 For example, accord ing to Mier and Moe ( 1 991 ), Harold Wash i ngton i ncreased
the contracts awarded to m i nority firms in the city of C h icago from 9 to 60 i n
a th ree-year period. H owever, w e have no idea t o what extent t h i s meets a
city ord i nance or good faith goal that req u i res a certai n percentage of m i nority
partici pati on i n the contracting process. Without that clear u nderstand i ng, the
stated i ncrease d u r i ng those three Wash i ngton years cou ld be substantively
mea n i ngfu l or simply symbolic. It cou l d be significant, for example, if m i nority
contractors received the average of the total dollar amount relative to the i r
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Americans are disproportionately poor, moreover, what programs has
the mayor introduced that may have broad appeal and at the same
time strongly meet the particu lar i nterests of Blacks? Pol icies that are
designed to provide neighborhood redevelopment and renovation,
for example, such as H U D's HOPE VI programs, may have broad
appeal to low-i ncome residents and at same time sign ificantly meet
the interests of B lacks. This area of policy concern might largely
be considered community development. B rown (2007, 26) is an
example of scholarship that focuses on such social welfare-defined
policies and programs.
5. Substantive Management Priorities. Final ly, mayors may
actively pursue expensive social welfare pol icies and programs
that work to i mprove the qual ity of life of African Americans. These
pol icies and programs may improve access to health care, (such as
the i ntroduction of a health care network for the u n insured or a
citywide smoki ng ban), or they may i nclude increased employment
opportu nities for mi nority youth, or the substantive support of the
financial and academic status of the city's public school system.
Each category i n the typology reflects a different level of
responsiveness to Black citizens' i nterests. The typology provides
a structu red mechanism from wh ich to evaluate the extent and
breadth of mayors such as Ford and McLin and their active pursuit
of pol icies and programs that work to i mprove the qual ity of life of
Black residents.
Eval uating the Propositions

Earl ier, I generated ten propositions derived from the l iterature
review that are designed to gage the conditions under which Black
mayors wou l d actively pursue the i nterests of Blacks i n non-majority
Black cities. My analysis of the mayoral efforts of Ford and Mclin
identified that some of these propositions were confi rmed, while
others remai ned unconfirmed. Moreover, findi ngs were unearthed
that were not origi nally expected.
Confirmed Propositions

The evidence from the case studies of Dayton and Toledo
supports three propositions. Proposition th ree, that B lack mayors
proportion with i n the city's population.
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who have the institutional and formal powers of a strong-mayor
system are more l i kely to actively pursue policies designed to
i mprove the qual ity of life of B lack residents, was demonstrated.
Wh ile both Ford and McLin pursued Black i nterests, Ford did so
more substantively, and it seems th is difference was due to the
presence of the institutional and formal powers of a strong-mayor
system in Toledo but not in Dayton.
Proposition six, that Black mayors who govern i n cities with
a large White middle-class popu lation are more l i kely to actively
pu rsue pol icies designed to improve the qual ity of life of B lack
residents, was also confi rmed. Toledo had a h igher household
median income and higher Wh ite med ian fam ily income (in 1 999
dollars) than Dayton, Ohio. Wh ile the fi ndi ngs do not tel l us whether
it was th is variable that determi ned Ford's greater pursu it of B lack
i nterests, the fact of the larger Wh ite middle-class popu lation in
the city where the mayor was found to have more actively pu rsued
B lack i nterests i s notable.
F i nal ly, proposition eight, that Black mayors who serve on city
councils in which African-Americans are a majority or a su bstantial
m i n ority are more l i kely to actively pursue pol icies designed to
i mprove the qual ity of life of B lack residents, was confi rmed.
When Ford was mayor of Toledo, the city counci l had th ree B l ack
members, two elected from districts and one elected at- large. The
presence of B lack members of council had a sign ificant i mpact on
the passage of the few mayoral agenda items that needed council
approval, though Ford did also needed the support of Wh ite
l i beral members of cou nci l . For McLin, the city com m ission had
two additional B lack cou nci l members, though one was not an
avid supporter of her 2001 election. Additional ly, on some issues,
the B lack comm ission members did not support McLin's agenda,
whereas two l ibera! White members did. Hence, the presence of
Black cou nci l members is a necessary but not a sufficient condition
for mayors of non-majority B lack cities to actively pursue Black
interests.
Fou r Add itional Findi ngs

In addition to the confirmation of th ree propositions, four
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additional fi ndi ngs were determined to be significant. The fou r
major conditions under which a B lack mayor o f a non-majority
B lack city actively pursues pol icies and programs that work to
improve the qual ity of life of African Americans are: the presence of
a strong mayor form of government, the presence of ideologi cal ly
congruent council members, the existence of effective busi ness
relationshi ps, and a mayoral personal ity and style that is beneficial
to commun ity members' perception of the mayor.
The finding of the importance of a strong-mayor form of
government confi rms much previous research. The fi nding is
sign ificant i n the case studies; it confirms the importance of mayoral
structu re in medium-sized cities, as wel l as the l i m itations of a weak
mayor system, the system of government u nder which most B lack
mayors govern .12 The fi nding also helps to explain the consequences
of high expectations. If a majority of B lack mayors govern with in a
system where the mayor is structu ral ly unable to make significant
strides to meet B lack expectations, B lacks may conti n ue to grade
Black mayors less favorably than their Wh ite predecessors.
The fi nding that ideology tru mps race to some extent i n
respect to cou nci l members' support of mayoral agenda items i s
sign ificant because i t demonstrates the usefu l ness of the pol itical
representation debate i n political science l iteratu re. One school
argues that race tru mps party (Tate 2 004), wh i le the other argues
that party trumps race (Swain 1 996). The fi nding in Toledo and
Dayton, however, was that the presence of m i nority counci lors
mattered, but not as an end of itself. Rather, mayors needed
the support of ideological ly congruent councilors of other racial
groups to ensure enough votes to pass agenda items. Thereby, the
findi ng, i n part, confirms both of the opposing arguments with i n
the political representation debate.
The finding that the presence of effective busi ness relationships
1 2 For more i nformation, see "The Futu re of Local Government Ad m i n i stration:
The Hansell Sympos i u m," Was h i ngton, D.C.: I nternational City and Cou nty
Management Association, 2002 ; and Svara, J. " Effective mayoral leaders h i p
i n cou n c i l -manager cities: Reassessi ng t h e fac i l itative model," N ational Civic
Review, J u ly 2003 Vol u m e 92 Issue 2, Pages 1 5 7 - 1 72; Statement regard i n g
t h e n u m be r o f B lack mayors i n weak mayor systems is based on N ovember
2008 data from the National Conference of B lack Mayors website i n d icating the
nu mber of B lack mayors of cities with popu latio n over 50,000.
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plays a significant role in whether or not a B lack mayor advocates
for B lack i nterests in non-majority Black cities confi rms earl ier
scholarsh ip which found that the busi ness commun ity was i ntegral
to a B lack mayor's success (Stone 1 989). Additionally significant is
the fi nding that B lack mayors who are not perceived to have an
u nderstand i ng of busi ness wi l l be l i m ited in thei r abi l ity to finance
desi red city programs or a re-election campaign . The fact that the
business commun ity, including un ion leadership, can be a large
contributor to mayoral campaigns in medium-sized cities with
u n ion cu ltu res l i ke Toledo and Dayton is i mportant, as it pinpoi nts
the electoral and govern i ng coal itions necessary for substantive
change: both coal itions benefit from having busi ness members
playi ng active, supportive roles.
F i nal ly, the fi nding that the mayor's personal ity style and
approach toward governing plays a significant role i n efforts to
i mpact Black qual ity of life i s significant because it confirms previous
scholarship on the roles and different types of mayors, given varyi ng
governmental power structu res (Kotter and Lawrence 1 974; Svara
1 994). Additional ly, the fi nding suggests that the extent to wh ich a
B lack mayor is able to advocate for Black i nterests is largely with in
the mayor's own control. While structural impediments are often
insu rmou ntable with i n a term or two, a mayor does have the abi l ity
to affect the way he or she is perceived by others.
The Focus on Common H u ma n ity: U n iversalizing the
I nterests of B l acks

Jack Ford and Rhine Mclin are found to be examples of mayors
who did not explicitly advocate for race policies. However, neither did
they seek the fulfi l lment of race-specific policies by deemphasizi ng
race (or replacing a racial label with the 'urban' label) - through
deracialization.13 Rather, Ford and Mclin are examples of twenty-first
century Black mayors of non-majority Black cities who were successfu l
in thei r active pursuit of policies and programs designed to improve
the quality of life of Blacks because they noted the racial significance
1 3 For an example of how the Deracialization approach was and is used by
scholars to exp l a i n the pol itical behavior of B lack elected officials see McCorm ick
I I and Jones (1 993 : 66-84) and for a more recent exami nation see Persons (2007,
92-94).
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of supported pol icies and programs where appropriate.1 4
The Universalism and Targeted Policy Debate

The question of how best to implement social welfare and u rban
public pol icy i n itiatives has most recently been debated in terms
of initiatives' un iversal or targeted impact and has received much
scholarly attention.15 Sociologist Wi l liam J u l ius Wi lson and political
scientist/sociologist Theda Skocpol are often cited as supporti ng a
un iversal istic approach to public policy i mplementation (Midgley,
et al 2000; G reenstein 1 99 1 ). Economical ly based, universally
appl ied social programs, Wi lson argues, wi l l address racially
disparate problems i n i n ner-city com m u n ities and the "substantive
inequal ity" that wou l d remain if the pol i cy focus was l i m ited to
race-specific policies and means-tested goals and objectives.1 6
Consequently, u n iversal istic pol icies and programs can have
targeted benefits for African Americans in the u rban contextY
Focusing largely on Social Secu rity and Med icare, Skocpol
(1 991 , 1 995) has agreed with Wilson that social welfare and urban
public policy programs requ i re u n iversal istic benefits. Hence,
scholars who champion the universal ism approach toward social
welfare and urban public policy programs that may benefit particu lar
constituencies l i ke Blacks allege that policymakers' efforts shou ld
1 4 A thorough analysis o f Ford and Mclin's policy actions and program
developments on behalf of B lack i nterests is deta i led in my d i ssertation .
1 5 See, for example, G rogan and Patas h n i k 2 0 03; Anttonen 2002; Manza 2000;
Mkandaw i re 2005; Barnett, et al 2004; Bake r and Feldman 2004; Dynarski
2002; Roberts 1 996; S kocpol 1 99 0, 1 99 1 , 1 995; W i lson 1 987, 1 99 1 , 1 996;
G reenstein 1 99 1 ; W i l k i n s 1 989; Massey and Denton 1 988, 1 989, 1 994; Massey
and Eggers 1 990; B oger 2 000; Hasenfeld 1 997; M i dgley, et a l 2 000; Rosanvallon
and Harshav 2000.
16 I b i d, 1 46 .
1 7 I n t h e u rban context, Stone's ( 1 989) regime theory perhaps is comparable.
Regime theory assumes a pol itical economy perspective and maintai n s that
class is the lead i ng variable to consider in u rban pol itics. It fol l ows, then, that
proponents of regime theory may favor a class-based approach to solve u rban
social problems, i nc l u d i ng those which disproportionately plague B lack u rban
constituencies. However, Stone's view is not u n iformly fol l owed . For example,
the views of scholars such as Nelson (2000) and Kraus (2004), who find that the
approach does not adequately add ress the racial variable prevalent i n the u rban
context, are perhaps most comparabl e with scholars l i ke G reenste i n ( 1 991 ) who
finds u n iversal policies to add ress national social problems th rough public policy
are l i m ited .
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be guided by fundamental val ues and moral obligations that are
alleged to be monol ith ically u nderstood or accepted .
Not all scholars agree with Skocpol and Wilson.18 For example,
G reenstein (1 991 ) argues that Skocpol makes incongruent
comparisons between u n iversal programs that provide entitlements
to targeted programs that do not. Greenstein finds that Skocpol
overstates the success of universal programs by "using programs
for the elderly as her pri mary example and descri bes how Skocpol
compares programs that provide entitlements for the elderly
with programs that are not focused on the elderly and "are not
considered earned benefits."1 9
Opponents of Universalism: Universalism within Targeting or
Targeted Universalism

Simi lar to G reenstein's proposal to combine the targeted and
universal approaches i n an effort to substantively address social
welfare pol icies, powell (2008) has argued that universal laws and
policies do not effectively address the needs of B lack and u rban
comm u n ities. powell argues for targeted u n iversalism in race
pol itics, i n which argu ments are made in way that is racially i nclusive
rather than polarizing. powell's reference to "targeted un iversalism"
is simi lar to Skocpol's notion of "targeti ng within un iversal ism,"
wherein extra benefits are di rected to low-i ncome groups with i n the
context of a u n iversal policy design (Skocpol 1 991 : 41 4; Midgley et
al. 2000; G rogan and Patashnik 2003).20 As an example of targeting
withi n universalism, Skocpol cites the hypothetical development
of a fam i ly secu rity program as an extension of pre-existi ng social
secu rity programs for the elderly (429).
powell's (sic) targeted un iversal ism has a different focus. He
descri bes why universal, race-neutral policies are i neffective in
race pol itics:
18 For example, see Wilkins (1 989), Massey and Denton (1 988, 1 989, 1 994), and
Massey and Eggers (1 990).
19 G reenstein, 444.
20 The i nverse of 'targeting with i n u n iversalism' is 'un iversalism with i n targeti ng,'
"a pattern that can arise whenever a targeted program's threshold of means-tested
i ncome is set h igh enough that a sign ificant n u mber of people from mainstream
backgrou nds q ual ify" (G rogan and Patas h n i k 2003; G i l be rt 2001 ). An example of
such a program, cited by G rogan and Patash n i k, is the rel iance of senior citizens
i n n u rs i ng homes on Med icaid.
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Pol icies that are designed to be universal too often fail to
acknowledge that different people are situated differently.
For racially margi nalized populations, particu larly those
who live in concentrated-poverty neighborhoods, there
are m u ltiple rei nforcing constrai nts. For any given issue 
whether it is employment rates, housi ng, i ncarceration, or
health care - the cha l lenge is to appreciate how these
issues i nteract and accum u late over time, with place as the
l i nchpin holdi ng these arrangements together. U n i versal
pol icies that are nominally race-neutral and that focus
on specific issues such as school reform wi l l rarely be
effective because of the cumu lative cascade of issues that
encompass these neighborhoods.2 1
Thus, powe l l argues for the necessity of a pol icy and
programmatic approach that acknowledges that any social
problems affect more than j ust Blacks, yet sti l l requ i re targeted
implementation .
I n addition, proposed remedies, such as affirmative action,
shou ld examine a broader array of factors than race alone.22
powell's "targeted universalism" is a strategy that ach ieves what
racial ized politics attempted i n the 1 960s and 1 970s with, for
example, programs focused on u rban renewal. I n a new era i n which
scholars at least question how a preference for diversity i n the job
sector may negatively i mpact Blacks (Jaynes and McKin ney 2003),
powell (2008) recogn izes that racial ized efforts are i neffective and
that un iversal interests deny the specter of race.
powell's concept of targeted u n iversal ism is a political strategy
and governing approach that recognizes the need for a universal
platform that is simu ltaneously responsive to the needs of the
particular. By extension, then, targeted u n iversalism is a rhetorical
strategy and also potentially a public policy program development
strategy wherein policy output is determ i ned i n part by how a
program effectively can be described as benefiting all citizens, yet
2 1 john a. powell, " Race, Place and Opportu n i ty" The American Prospect,
September 22, 2008
22 " Revisiting 'The Rage of a Priv i l eged Class," Ellis Cose, Newsweek, February
2, 2009
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with a targeted focus toward the problems of specific groups.
powe l l cites Los Angeles mayor Antonio Vi l laraigosa and
Chicago mayor Harold Washington as examples of public officials
who actively uti lized the approach successfu l ly: both of these
men "bu i lt broad-based multi-racial, mu lti -c lass coal itions and
succeeded by keeping both race and class issues in focus . . . There
has never been-at least in 20th Centu ry America-a progressive
pol itical movement built solely on class. To i nocu late such efforts
from divisive race-baiting, there must be discou rse to inspire whites
to l i n k thei r fates to nonwh ites" (powell and Menendian 2006).23
What powell considers targeted un iversal ism I characterize as
Toledo Mayor Jack Ford's and Dayton Mayor Rhine Mclin's efforts
to universalize the interests of B lacks. In these attempts, the mayors
garnered Wh ite support for seemi ngly racial ized i n itiatives. In the
context of cities with simi lar demographics, simi lar evidences of
these mayors' efforts may be found in other cities. If fol lowed, the
B lack mayors' reelection may be th reatened, as McCormick and
Jones (1 993, 78) note, however, at the very least they have i n itiated
a discou rse on racial equal opportu nity that potentially can affect
the city cu ltu re for years to come.
As proponents of targeted universalism have argued, though,
while an opportunity for positive discourse may develop out of
a targeted universalistic approach, the approach has significant
problems. As Young (1 990) has indicated, notions of what is universal
are understood insofar as they stand in contrast to background
assumptions that are particular, or non-universal. When it comes
to universal public policies and how best to implement them,
however, often such policies, even if targeted under the framework
of universalism, tend to be perceived as racially polarizing.
23 I cannot defi n itely describe the examples of the mayors' efforts powe l l l i sts.
H owever, Was h i ngton's neighborhood improvement program i n C h icago and
Wi l l iam A. Joh nson, J r.'s s i m i lar program in Rochester appears to be examples
of u n i versal programs that benefited a l l city neigh borhoods, but also provided
resou rces to B lack neighborhoods as wel l . For more i nformation of Washi ngton's
neigh borhood efforts, see Clavel and Wiewel ( 1 9 9 1 ) . For more i nformation on
Johnson's neighborhood efforts, see Clavel (2007). I n both texts, the authors
cite how the u n iversa l neigh borhood programmi ng, l i ke Johnson's creation of
Neighbors B u i l d i ng Neighborhoods, i m p roved the qual ity of l ife i n the city's
m i no rity neighborhoods.
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President Johnson's aforementioned War on Poverty programs are
one example: though these programs were promoted in universal
language, many White citizens felt their tax dollars were being spent
to benefit Black people. Some scholars have noted, moreover, that
Aid to Famil ies with Dependent Chi ldren, a un iversal program, came
to be perceived as predomi nantly for the B lack urban poor (Gi len
1 999). Even though B lacks were disproportionately excluded from
the program when it was first established, demographic changes and
changes in the development of media led many Americans to bel ieve
poor Blacks were the dominant group affected by poverty. Thus,
according to some scholars, most universal programs are de facto
targeted or particu lar, either because of how they are perceived or in
terms of how their benefits are i mplemented (see Lieberman 2001 ,
227-28). In the final analysis, then, it appears that particu larly at the
implementation stage, targeted universalism can become racial ized.
What remains is that the practice of universal izing the interests
of Blacks is not the same th i ng as deracial ization, and as a result, is
conceivably a better option for mayors, even if its targeted focus is
not perfect. The u n iversal izing approach is different, as the process
incl udes B lack elected officials that take the i nterests of Black
constituents, develop particu larized pol i cy actions and program
developments, and popu larize them by rhetorical ly advocating for
these interests i n a way that does not deemphasize race or al ienate
all Wh ites. The context i n which this process functioned in the
case stud ies was one i n wh ich the mayors emphasized citizens'
common human ity. Hence, in addition to noti ng the significance
of race while supporting certain pol icies and programs, the mayors
carefu l ly tapped i nto the common h uman ity of city residents
th rough strategic rhetorical frami ng, mai nly in State of the City
addresses and related speeches. As a resu lt, the mayors received
support for thei r causes i n neighborhoods and groups not thei r
own . Their approach is a good example of how to mai ntain some
White electoral and govern ing support in a non-majority B lack city
wh ile at the same ti me, advocating for B lack i nterests.24
24 The alternative approaches to u n iversal izing the interests of B lacks are
raci a l i zation and deraci a l i zation. H owever, the u n iversal i z i ng approach is l i kely
the most effective of these th ree options. The rac i a l i zation approach is largel y
i neffective not because it fai l s t o prod uce substantive resu lts b u t rather, d u e
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Wh i le McCorm ick and Jones (1 993) note that Wh ite support
is necessary to implement a B lack elected official's race-specific
pol icies, the variable of pol itical ideology is omitted in their analysis.
As the case studies with i n this article showed when B lack elected
officials defuse race in their pursuit of public office, yet not in thei r
pol icy implementation after they win, Wh ite l i berals may support
a B lack mayor's B lack interest agenda items. I n the modern era,
shared ideology between a Black pol itician and a Wh ite politician
may tru mp Whites' supposed race-based opposition to Black
friendly policies. Ford and Mclin's abi l ity to court White support
for their efforts on mi nority contracting and housi ng, respectively,
stand out as examples of Wh ite support for programs and pol icies
that had the effect of i mproving Black qual ity of life.
Though the racial ization approach may be more effective
at substantively addressing B lack i nterests (Cruse 1 990), the social
and pol itical cli mate of the twenty-first century largely makes the
effective uti lization of that approach impossible. Moreover, while
the deracialization approach is l i kely the most popu lar among B lack
elected officials, it has been shown, at least in the case of Atlanta,
to have l i m ited effects on disadvantaged Blacks (Sjoquist 1 988;
Stone 1 989; Jones 1 990). Additionally, the approach i n herently
assu mes that Whites i n general are against race-specific policies,
which ignores the ideological congruence of some Wh ites and
B lacks. In other words, l iberal White policy makers and voters
have su pported the i mplementation of Black programs di rectly
through public pol icy or indirectly by supporting a Black candidate
whom they perceived might implement such pol icies (Brown i ng,
to a cu ltu ral and demograph i c sh ift that has occu rred si nce the 1 970s. The
deracialization, or race-neutral, un iversal perspective, s uggests that race-specific
issues are polarizing in campaign rhetoric and governance and that race-specific
rhetoric m ust be defused and avoided by pol itical actors. I argue that t h i s
approach is i ncreasingly exhausted as wel l . The fact that this approach attempts
to transcend race-specific pol i cy in favor of mob i l i z i ng a d iverse coal ition of
el ectoral and governing support suggests that it places any d i rect attention to
racial d i sparities and m u n icipal prob lems that may disproporti onately affect one
race more than another out of bounds. Yet deracial ized pol icies often manage to
help the B lack com m u n ity only to a l i m ited extent. For examp le, the approach, to
which is famously attributed the rise of the B lack middle class and B lack pol itical
governance i n Atlanta, has noticeably had l ittle effect on the city's poorer B l ack
com m u n ity (Sj oq u i st 1 988; Stone 1 989; Jones 1 990).
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Marshal l, and Tabb 1 984, 220). Hence, whi l e Ki nder and Sanders
(1 996), Feldman and H uddy (2005), and others have noted Wh ites'
"racial resentment" of race-specific pol icies, some Wh ites who
can be defined as ideologically l i beral have in fact supported race
specific pol icies and program mi ng.25
The Genesis of the Humanity-Based Approach

Cornel West arguably began the common- h u manity, h u man
relations theoretical reason i ng for public pol icy in Race Matters
(1 993). West argued that a new framework was needed i n order to
effectively engage i n a serious discussion of race i n America. He
noted that, "we must begi n not with the problems of black people,
but with the flaws of American society" (6). To that end, West
suggested that the new framework must i nclude reference to our
common h u man ity and he commented that any serious discussion
of race i n America should not be l i m ited to the B lack experience.
West suggested that to ignore race would be peri lous, but
he also understood that expl icit racial appeals had exhausted
themselves in favor of a process that invokes the shared human
experience. Th us, he argued that a new framework must recognize
the role of race while not exploiti ng it. I n h i s esti mation, what is to
be done is to
admit that the most valuable sou rces for help, hope, and
power consist of ourselves, and our common history . . .
25 Other scholars have noted how Wh ites may find themselves su pporti ng
B lack programs. Steel e ( 1 990) and Harvey and Oswald (2000), for example,
found that Wh ites' gu i lt can l ead to thei r support of p rograms, pol icies, and laws
that support B lacks. Feldman and H uddy (2005), though, have more recently
noted the con nection between racial resentment and ideology, fi n d i ng that
"conservatives are more l i kely than l i berals to hold h i g h l y i n d ividual i stic beliefs"
and that "the re are fu ndamental differences i n the character of racial resentment
for l i bera l s and conservatives" ( 1 78). In the final analys i s, however, they mai nta i n
that "it is d ifficult t o conclude that resentment constitutes a clear measu re
of ideology among conservatives." That fi n d i ng is based on the fact that the
authors fou n d no evidence that "resentment was more closely tied to val ues l i ke
individual ism and l i m ited govern ment for conservatives than for l i berals." Yet the
authors did find that conservative ideology "appare ntly [hadJ ideological effects
on opposition [to a col l ege scholarsh i p program that is targeted at specific racial
groupsJ." Conseq uently, w h i l e the correlation between racial resentment and
prej u d i ce remains undeterm i n ed, it remains the case that conservatives oppose
race-specific policies and p rograms more than do l i be rals.
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We must focus our attention on the public square - the
common good that undergirds our national and global
identities. The vital ity of any public square u lti mately
depends on how much we care about the qual ity of our
l ives together. The neglect of our public i nfrastructu re,
for example . . . reflects not only our myopic econom ic
policies, which i mpede productivity, but also the low
priority we place on our common life."26
Perhaps without knowi ng it, West wrote the handbook for
twenty-fi rst-centu ry Black mayors in non-majority Black cities
in respect to how they might use the power of their positions to
i mpact the su bstantive qual ity of l ife of Blacks.
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I ntrod uction

It is common to interpret African politics i n tribal or eth nic terms.
I n the case of N igeria, the dom i nant pol itical behaviour can be
defi ned, on the one hand, in terms of "incessant pressures on
the state and the consequent fragmentation or prebendal izing of
state-power" (Joseph, 1 991 :5). On the other hand, such practices
can also be related to "a certain articulation of the factors of class
and ethnicity" (ibid). For a better understand i ng of the essentials
of N igerian pol itics and its dynam ics, it is necessary to develop
a clearer perspective on the relationshi p between the two social
categories mentioned above and thei r effects on such issues as
pol itical corruption and poverty.
I n order to do the necessary formulation that we pointed out i n
the foregoi ng, we need to know a bit about t h e history o f Nigeria's
birth. Designed by alien occupiers, th rough the amalgamation of
diverse eth nic national ities in 1 91 4, N igeria, as it is, cannot be
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cal led a nation-state. Although N igerians are often encou raged to
th i n k of the cou ntry before thei r diverse ethnic origi ns, this seems
to be an unattai nable desire. Such a desi re, if accomplished, wi l l
make N igeria a unique African nation. However, behind the fa<;:ade
of eth nic politics in Nigeria, there are such other vested i nterests as
class and personal considerations. Undoubted ly, all these combine
to u nderm ine the autonomy and functional ity of the state i n N igeria.
This, accord ing to Abd u l Razaq Olopoenia (1 998:5), is so because
"when the basis of social groups and thei r i nterest-group politics is
ethnic fractionalization, a shared view of the i mperative objectives
of the power of the state wi l l be difficult to establ ish".
Successive administrations in N igeria have grappled with the
chal lenge of overcoming the problems posed by this threat to
democracy and development. Sadly, the net effect of the politics of
eth nic fractionalization and its attendant consequences, especially
pol itical corruption, is the neglect of the mass of the Nigerian people.
Hence, the cou ntry, which is ranked as a "developing nation"
by the World Bank, United Nations (UN) and other i nternational
agencies, lacks the characteristics of a tru ly developing economy.
I argued somewhere else that "despite the over $200 bill ion that
the cou ntry has generated from the exportation of crude oil since
the late 1 950s, more than half of its citizens live i n abject poverty"
(D.A. Yagboyaj u, 2005:69). The people lack access to clean water,
electricity, health facilities, transportation, communications and
are largely u nemployed because of the i nefficient and ineffective
management of sensitive public institutions. Majority of Nigerians
are, therefore, disenchanted, wh ile some others have confronted the
various i l legiti mate and i l l egal regimes that existed i n the country's
enti re civi l-mil itary political cycle. And in response, the various
administrations dealt either lightly or heavily with such expressions.
While some cajoled, others harassed, i nti m idated or, even, crushed
by maim i ng or elimi nating the brains behind such opposition.
In the l ight of the foregoing, this paper seeks to examine the
exploitation of eth nic pol itics by the political and power el ites in
N igeria. Notably, it wi l l critically analyze the seizure of the state
by the privi leged few who; i n a civil ian administration, should be
the representatives of the people, and under m i l itary rule, claim to
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intervene in order to correct certain anomal i es caused by an i nept
civi l ian adm inistration. I n essence, it wi l l discuss the endemic natu re
of political corruption and diversion of developmental funds, which
have contributed to the soari ng level of h u nger, unemployment
and poverty that characterize contemporary N igeria.
Having done with the i ntroductory aspect of the paper, the
rest of the work is divided i nto fou r parts. These are namely,
Defin itional and Conceptual I ssues; Characterization of the State
and Pol itics in N igeria; Matters Arising i n the Fou rth Republ ic; and
Concluding Remarks.
Defi n itional and Conceptual Issues

The main concern of the paper i n th is section is the clarification
of some relevant terms and concepts. These i nclude eth nicity,
pol itical corruption and poverty. Such terms as "tri be", "i nter
tri bal", "eth n ic" and "eth nic national ities" are, however, used
interchangeably in the paper because of thei r closeness in mean ing
and i nterpretation. Perhaps the commonest explanation of what an
eth nic group means is that which says that it comprises people
with a common ancestry. In other words, this refers to people
who can trace their pedigrees to one ancestor. Apparently, most
defi nitions and explanations on the term, by social scientists, seem
to draw from th is perspective. Max Weber (1 968:3 89), for instance,
describes the eth nic group as "those h uman groups that entertain a
subjective belief i n their common descent".
However, more importantly and of greater relevance to this paper
is its attribute which provokes deep emotions, "especially among
people who belong to the same group within a bigger political
commun ity" (Yagboyaj u, op cit). It is, for instance, not un usual to
find members of a particular group evaluating other groups i n terms
of the standards of the former's own group. G . K. N u ku nya (2003 :2 1 )
describes th is a s "the subjective ascription of positive o r negative
attributes or characteristics to certain eth nic or tribal groups". I n more
specific terms, it means ascribing positive attributes to one's tribe or
ethnic group and negative ones to others. When such attitudes are
brought into the pol itical arena, it is cal led ethnic politics.
Obviously, such attitudes pose debil itating th reats to nation
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building and national i ntegration. And, in the case of N igeria,
with about 250 eth nic nationalities, the politics of ethn icity has
contributed more than any other factor to mutual fear of dom i nation
and general suspicion that have pervaded the landscape. We shal l
discuss more of this later i n the paper.
It may be usefu l to begin our explanations on the concept
of political corru ption by borrowing from the folklore method of
explai n i ng corruption. It describes corruption as a kind of behaviour
which deviates from the norm actually prevalent or desi red i n a
given context. I n this sense, many of the popular explanations of
scholars on the subject are usefu l and informative. Per Bai ramian
(1 995 : 3 0), for instance, defi nes "someth ing corrupt" as "receiving
or offering some benefit as a reward or inducement to sway or
deflect the receiver from the honest and impartial discharge of
his duties". For Andrei Shleifer and Robert Vishny (1 993 :599), the
"sale of govern ment property for personal gai n by public officers"
constitutes corruption. The foregoing explanations, no doubt are a
bit narrow for obvious reasons. A more encapsulati ng defi n ition is
that given by Morris Szeftel (1 998:22 1 ). He defi nes corruption as
the "misuse of public office and public responsibil ity for private
(personal or sectional) gain". Apparently, all these explanations
and many simi lar others can be placed u nder Fem i Odeku nle's
(1 991 :1 3) broad classificatory model which i ncl udes "economic/
commercial corruption", "administrative/professional corruption",
"bu reaucratic corruption" etc. Although most of these types of
corruption have u nique featu res, they often overlap.
In specific terms, political corruption can be defi ned as:
any act of a political elite, civilian or military, or any other
highly placed public official, aimed at changing the normal
or lawful course of events especially when the perpetrator
uses such a position of authority for the purpose of a
personal or group interest (such as acquiring wealth,
status or power), at the expense of other interested parties

(Yagboyaju, Op. Cit).
Our operational defi nition of pol itical corruption is q uite
instructive. It crysta l l izes the abuse of public office and such other
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privi leges by public officials for thei r own personal benefits or for
those of some other narrow i nterest groups that they may represent.
It takes different shapes and dimensions, which incl ude i ntimidation,
cajol i ng and, even, elimi nation of any form of opposition to the
various i l legiti mate and i l legal adm i n i strations that have been in
place since pol itical i ndependence in N igeria.
The two main concepts discussed i n the foregoi ngs are,
undoubted ly, at the core of the i nti midati ng chal lenge posed by
poverty i n contemporary N igeria. B ut before we analyse this, we
need to have a clear u nderstand i ng of what constitutes poverty.
According to the World Bank and U n ited Nations ( U N ), in 1 990
and 1 995 respectively, poverty has various manifestations which
incl ude "lack of income and productive resou rces sufficient to
ensure sustai nable l ivel i hood, or prevent h u nger, maln utrition,
i l l health, l i m ited or lack of access to education and other basic
services". Others incl ude the prevention of "increased morbidity
and mortal ity from i l l ness, homelessness, u nsafe and degraded
envi ronment, social discrimination and exclusion" (ibid).
Several other view poi nts have extended the explanations on
poverty beyond the level of lack of sustainable livelihood, that is
so common, to that of disempowerment. A popu lar explanation in
this respect is the one offered by J . Friedmann (1 996:1 61 - 1 72). He
argues that the issue of poverty as it relates to disempowerment
can be viewed from three angles, namely "social, pol itical and
psychological". He expatiates on the various di mensions thus:
Social disempowerment refers to poor people's relative lack
of access to the resources essential for the self-production
of their livelihood; political disempowerment refers to poor
people's lack of a clear political agenda and voice; and
psychological disempowerment refers to poor people's
internalized sense of worthlessness and passive submission
to authority.

Although the foregoing explanations on the subject of poverty
may be clear enough, they are i nsufficient in measuring the level
and other challenges of poverty. Undoubtedly, this latter aspect of
the subject matter of poverty, is i mportant for some reasons. One
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of such reasons is that it shou ld enable developmental efforts to be
channeled to the right groups and locations.
In line with the foregoi ng, J. Foster, et al (1 984:761 -765) explain
that the most frequently used measures i ncl ude:
(iJ the head count poverty index given by the percentage
of the population that lives in the household with a
consumption per capital less than the poverty line; (ii)
poverty gap index which reflects the depth of poverty by
taking into account, how far the average poor person 's
income is from the poverty line; and (iii) the distributional
sensitive measure of squares poverty gap defined as the
mean of the squared proportionate poverty gap which
reflects the severity of poverty.

I ncidental ly, th is position on the methods of measu rement
buttresses some past efforts, while it is also supported by other
more recent ones. I n these respects, S. Aluko (1 975), E.C. Edozien
(1 975) and M . L . Ferrei ra (1 996) are quite relevant. Similarly, the
U n ited Nations Development Programme ( U N D P) applies the
H u man Poverty Index (H PI) and Capabi l ity Poverty Measu re (CPM)
for the same pu rpose of measuring poverty level.
For instance, UNDP adopted the H PI i n a 1 997 report, which
covered th ree di mensions of poverty i n N igeria.
These are namely:
Survival deprivation: measured as percent of people not
expected to survive to age 40;
Deprivation in education and knowledge: percent of adu lts
who are i l l iterate and;
Deprivation in economic provisioning: a weighted average
of percentage popu lation without access to safe water and health
services, and percentage of underweight children under five years
of age.
I n more specific terms, the composite i ndex showed that over
the period 1 990 - 96 "the intensity of deprivation and poverty in
N igeria was about the average for sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) and
was fu rther away from the best perform ing SSA country (Mau riti us)
than was to the worst performer (N iger Republic)".
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In effect, the foregoi ng, according to Olopoenia (1 998:9), means
that "the higher a cou ntry's H PI the more i ntensive is the degree
of deprivation and hence poverty". In other words it means that
Nigeria, i n spite of its "phenomenal earni ngs from the exploration
and exportation of crude oi l, its great hu man resou rces and other
extensive potential ities, is sti l l predom i nantly poor" (Yagboyaju, op
cit). Undoubted ly, this position of th i ngs depicts the character of a
country that is yet to properly penetrate its society, and one which
is also confronted by the chal lenge of democratic consolidation.
We can have a better u nderstanding by analyzing the character of
N igeria itself.
Characterization of the State and Pol itics i n N igeria

It may be appropriate to ask whether there is a nexus between
the character of a state and such contending issues as ethnic
pol itics, pol itical corruption and poverty. Certainly there is a di rect
connection between the character of a state and the latter issues.
In the case of N igeria, the character of the state cannot be
discussed without referring to its colonial begi n n i ng. H i storical ly, it
was formed by the amalgamation of different ethn i c nationalities,
which may not have been possible without the superior fi re-power
and diplomacy of the B ritish colonial authorities. I n simple terms,
the N igerian state was an al ien or artificial creation . This also
means that the state, right from its birth, lacked some sign ificant
legiti mati ng ideals.
In line with its forcefu l creation, it was not surprising that
authoritarianism became a defi n i ng characteristic of the state.
This, in addition to the fact that the colonial government hardly
took any interest i n social welfare, contributed to the raising of
eth nic consciousness to more dangerous levels. Apparently, this
was partly because some of the eth nic groups, u n l i ke the colonial
government, contributed in various ways; l i ke education and social
services, to the development of their indigenes.
Although ethnic consciousness may not be necessarily bad,
various forms of abuse of the eth nic factor manifested with ti me.
Some of the most disturbing have been analyzed by various
scholars. These incl ude K.W.J . Post (1 973), Peter Ekeh (1 975),
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Richard Joseph (1 991 ), Claude Ake (1 996) and U kannah I kpe
(2000). A common l i ne i n the argu ments and explanations of these
scholars is anchored on the gradual emergence of such featu res as
cl ientel ism, prebendal ism, patri monialism and godfatherism in the
operation of public affairs in N igeria. The dangers associated with
the featu res highl i ghted above incl ude nepotism, adm i n istrative
inefficiency, pol itical corruption, poverty and political i nstabi l ity.
I n a more concise form, Ake (op cit) sum marizes the foregoi ngs
as the pol itical questions n the character of the N igerian state. This,
he argues, has the fol lowi ng di mensions:
•

•

•

•

A form of pol itical competition in which people seek
pol itical power by all means, legal or not, with the result
that politics is debased to warfare and the political system
tends to break down.
The prevalence of eth nic and sectional loyalties which
prevent the emergence of national identity and col lective
pu rpose.
A political leadership al ienated from the masses and which
maintains power without mandate and accou ntab i l ity.
Pol itical instabi l ity often manifest in disorderly and violent
changes of the government in office.

Curiously, forty-eight years after its political i ndependence
i n 1 960, the N igeria state is also negatively characterized by the
social class factor. As this become more visible, it is also more
deductible to argue that the N igerian pol itical el ite and bourgeoisie
may have fought the colon ial system not only to change it, but,
probably, also to i nherit it for its own economic benefits. With its
i n itial economic weakness, this group rel ied on politics and "used
mass mob i l ization to come to power" (Ake, i bid).
Relatedly, the pervasiveness of state power in Nigeria, which
makes its presence felt in al most all aspects of l ife, also makes its
capture qu ite important. Amazi ngly, this is largely personalized and,
expectedly, grossly abused by successive regimes in the cou ntry.
For a better understandi ng, we can apply two paradigms to
explain this abuse. Fi rst, Fran k Parki n's (1 982) conceptual ization of
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social closu re is relevant. According to him, social closure is:
The process by which social collectivities seek to maximize
rewards by restricting access to resources and opportunities
to a limited circle of eligibles. This entails the singling out
of certain physical attributes as the justificatory basis of
exclusion. Virtually all group attributes - race, language,
social origin, religion - may be seized upon provided it
can be used for the monopolization of specific, usually
economic opportunities . . . its purpose is always the closure
of social and economic opportunities to outsiders.

Secondly, and probably, more appropriately, the World Bank
i l lustrates th is practice by its conceptual ization of the term, state
capture. According to the World Bank (2000:xv), state captu re is:
The actions of individuals, groups, or firms both in the
public and private sectors to influence the formation of
laws, regulations, decrees and other government policies
to their own advantage as a result of the illicit and non
transparent provision of private benefits to public officials.

The most i mportant lessons to be drawn from the foregoi ngs are
two. Fi rst and foremost, eth nic consciousness and, by extension,
eth nic politics, is mostly exploited by the N igerian pol itical and
power elite, especial ly i n contemporary times, for their own selfish
and economic i nterests. Secondly, because the state is not able
to mai ntain the position of an impartial public institution, it has,
over the years, gradually lost its functional ity and moderating role.
This, i n effect, means that it is u nable to properly mediate the
competition of political contestants and social classes; with the
result that the privi leged few conti nuously live in opulence, while
the masses suffer abject poverty.
We are now wel l placed to u nderstand the dynamics of socio
political and economic events, which have contributed to the
endemicity of political corruption and soaring level of poverty, as
we discuss matters arising in the present Fourth Republic.
M atters AriSing i n t h e Fou rt h Repu b l i c

Although so m uch has been documented on the negative effects
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of the an nu l led resu lts of the 1 993 presidential election in N igeria,
it is not surprisi ng that it reverberates whenever the chal lenge of
democratic consolidation, in the country, is bei ng discussed. Th is,
among other reasons, is that the an nu l ment appeared to be the
greatest th reat, since after the civi l war, to the conti nued existence
of the country as a si ngle entity.
I ndeed, the J u ne 1 2, 1 993 election debacle, which started as a
national issue, but which later had an eth nic colou ration, was the
most i mportant among the major factors and forces that operated
on the country's political scene in the mid and late 1 990s. The
struggle for the revalidation of the result of that election did not
enjoy enough support from outside the winner, the late Chief M . K.O.
Abiola's South-West ancestral home. Even with the "partici pation
of some prom i nent Northerners, such as Adamu Ciroma, Balarabe
Musa, Shehu Sann i, Dan Suleiman, Colonel Abubakar Umar (rtd),
and a few others, in th is struggle" the passivity of the general ity
of the Northerners created a negative impression" (Yagboyaju,
Ibid). What th is appeared to be, was that the average Northerner
was u nperturbed because Abiola's victory meant more political
relevance for his Yoruba eth nic group. This was i n spite of Abiola's
transversing phi lanthropic gestu res and expansive business l i n ks
which, expectedly, should make him acceptable across the cou ntry.
Therefore, it was not surprisi ng that the Yoru bas, Abiola's kinsmen,
insisted that General I brahim Babangida, a Northerner, cancelled
the election resu lt just because the former was not from the Hausa/
Fulani dom inated Northern zone of the cou ntry.
B ut, beyond this, there was another factor, which was,
probably, known to the critical and analytical minds alone. And
this was undeclared personal i nterest of the then m i l itary President,
Babangida, to hang on to power for as long as he desired. Although
u nspoken, this i nterest was, probably, a major reason why the
activities of the proponents of "Babangida must stay i n office" were
not checked by the then m i l itary ruler. However, the unrelenti ng
efforts of pro-democracy activists and other professionals
contributed, i n no smal l measu res, to the stepping-aside of the
latter i n November 1 993 . The I nteri m National Govern ment ( I N G),
a contraption left beh ind by the Babangida regime, was also forced
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to resign shortly after.
Amazi ngly, this m u lti-ethn ic, divisive and conflictual natu re
of the country, which also evoked memories of the pre civil war
days of 1 967 was handled i n a way that did not lead to another
major crisis. However, rather than seize this great opportu nity for
the pol itical development of the cou ntry, the succeeding General
Sani Abacha m i l itary regime acted otherwise. The late Abacha, a
Northerner, outlawed the then existing two pol itical parties, cal led
for the establishment of new ones and plotted a transmutation plan
for h i mself. This plan ended with the death of Abacha in June 1 998.
Wh i le his death may have brought some rel ief to the country's
pol itical landscape, the mysterious death of Chief M . K.O. Abiola,
shortly afterwards, renewed the apprehension i n the country.
These operating forces and factors, therefore, provided the
immediate background for some crucial decisions taken by the
General Abdu lsalami Abubakar m i l itary regime that took over
after Abacha's death. Among other issues the regime contended
with, three appeared more prom inent. These were, namely the
nagging problem of shari ng and rotating pol itical power among
the ethnic groups, the sagging i mage of the m i l itary and the age
long struggle for gen u i ne democratic rule in the cou ntry. It was
noticeable, for instance, that even the m i l itary, whose privi leged
members benefited from its unduly long stay in power, knew that
the entrenched nature of rule by successive m i l itary regimes proved
exceedi ngly dysfunctional. For instance, Adekanye (2005:8) argues
that the long stay "brought about not only a considerable distortion
in the organisation's rank structu re, hierarchy, system of disci pline,
and espirit de corps, but also a complete replacement of the ideals
of asceticism, comm itment to duty and patriotism, with money
making and sheer careerism".
Apparently, i n conformity with an aspect of most transitions from
authoritarian rule, the then disengaging Abubakar mil itary regime
and the cartels of el ite group interests engaged i n some negotiated
arrangements that led to the emergence of the then President
Ol usegun Obasanjo in 1 999. Although the choice of Obasanjo, a
Yoruba from the South-Western part of the cou ntry, shou ld have
ordi nari ly pacified this ethnic group; which was more affected by
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the controversial annulment of the 1 993 election result, some other
factors sl ightly affected it. Fi rst, Obasanjo did not identify with the
struggle for the revalidation of that election resu lt. Secondly, as a
retired Army General, he was, most probably, chosen to protect the
vested interests of the mil itary. I ncidental ly, Obasanjo is the only
Yoruba (Southwesterner), mil itary officer among the various mil itary
rulers the country had between 1 966 and 1 999.
Based on the foregoing reasons and other simi lar ones, it may
be appropriate to argue that the mere rei ntroduction of civi l ru le, the
i nauguration of the Obasanjo administration and its replacement,
after eight years, by the U maru Yar'Adua-led administration can not
automatical ly eradicate certain divisive tendencies that have,
over the years, emanated from N igeria's ethnic oriented politics.
Rather, the chal lenge of managi ng the diversity of ethno-religious
and cu ltural factors grows higher with the freedom of expression
and association granted by l i beral democracy and participatory
governance. Certainly, this is a cross-cultural trend from which
N igeria cannot be excluded.
In the l ight of the foregoi ng, it is not surprising that pressu res
from the demands for recognition and attention from the different
eth n i c national ities contin ued unabated. Even the South-West, the
zone that largely benefited from the power rotation arrangement,
at the inception of the Fourth Republic, also clamoured for the
convocation of a national conference for the resol ution of the
national question. The comments made by Ch ief Emeka Anyaoku,
former Secretary-General of the Commonwealth at that poi nt i n
time were, therefore, instructive. According to him:
The pressures are already manifesting in a variety o f forms.
In the Niger Delta region of the country we have had
agitations and violent campaigns resulting in significant loss
of live and a measure of insecurity of the oil industry. In
parts of the country especially the South-West zone, we
have had calls and demonstrations for a sovereign National
Conference with the aim of looking for a new basis for the
co-existence of the country's different ethnic nationalities.
And in the South-East zone, we see reports of complaints
of alleged marginalization by the Federal Government (The
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Guardian, December 22, 2000, p. 7J.

Undoubted ly, these inter-tri bal and eth nic pressu res and the
conflicts, which they generate occasional ly, are disturbing and
worrisome. B ut, the intra-ethnic and comm u nal clashes that have
been witnessed i n many parts of the country, si nce the retu rn
of civi l ru le in 1 999, are more alarmi ng. Some avai lable records
show the dangerous di mensions of such comm u nal clashes in
the North-Central states of Benue, Taraba, Kaduna, Plateau,
Nassarawa, Bauchi and Adamawa between 2000 and 2002 . I n
fact, the violent nature of these confl icts between commun ities,
who had h itherto co-existed peacefu l ly, was the focal point of the
then President Obasanjo's ope ni ng speech at a three day retreat
on conflict resol ution, in J anuary 2002 . I n spite of this and several
other simi lar efforts, i ntra-state and com mu nal clashes were the
major factors that were pronou nced when, in 2003, emergency
ru le was declared in Plateau state.
If the conti n uously decl i n ing fee l i ng of belonging, from the
ordi nary citizens, to the Nigerian state, i s traceable to thei r ethnic
attach ments and other pri mordial sentiments, what then accounts
for the i ntra-ethnic clashes? Can it be the econom ic i nterest of the
power and political el ite that we analyzed in a preceding section,
or any other vested i nterest? Accordi ng to Sam Egwu (2006:1 0),
the underlying explanation for this "can be fou n d in a n u mber
of factors that are embedded i n the very natu re of the N igerian
pol itical economy". The one that i s d i rectly related to our own
focus, out of these factors as l isted by Egwu, l i nks the use of state
power by the political el ites for pri m itive accum u lation. What we
are sayi ng, in effect, is that pol itical confl icts, violence and such
others i n N igeria have sh ifting boundaries, and are only determi ned
by the political el ites who choose the appropriate strategy in the
struggle for power.
I n summary, the di mensions and forms that this politicization
of ethnicity take incl ude:
•

•

North/South dichotomy which can be useful in the analysis of
political violence at the national level.
Inter-ethnic conflict which can be useful at both national and
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local (state) level, arising from the history of inter-group relations
and the whole question of domination and exclusion in the
exercise of power.
• Intra-ethnic conflict which can be useful in local conflicts. It can,
however, be also as significant as inter-ethnic animosity. Among
the Yoruba (Egba, Ijesha, Owo, Ekiti, etc; among the Igbo (Orlu,
Onitsha, Enugu East, Enugu West, etc), for example.
• Religious cleavages in some instances tend to reinforce ethnic
and regional divisions because of overlap between ethnic and
religious boundaries (Egwu, i bid).

In l i ne with our thesis on the nexus between the pol iticization of
ethn icity and perpetration of pol itical corruption i n the cou ntry; it
may be usefu l to cite instances, during the present Fourth Republic,
where pol iticians and other pol itical el ites from different eth nic
backgrounds were i nvolved i n salacious deals. Fi rst, right from 1 999
through the two terms of the then Obasanjo administration, and up
ti l l after the i nauguration of the Third National Assembly i n 2007,
legislators at the national and local levels l iterally fought for huge
al lowances, salaries and other benefits that do not correspond with
the present economic real ities i n the cou ntry. Yet, they belong to
different eth nic groups and, sometime, pol itical parties.
Secondly, the n u merous financial scandals i n the National
Assembly, com mencement of the Fourth Republic have cut across
ethno-rel igious boundaries. These i ncl ude the contract scandal
that led to the removal of the late Dr. Chuba Okadigbo, Senators
G benga Aluko, Khai rat Gwadabe and a few others, as Senate
President, Comm ittee Chai rman and members respectively i n
2 000; t h e bribe-for-budget approval scandal, which i nvolved the
then Education Minister, Professor Fabian Osuji, Chief Adolphus
Wabara, then Senate President and other members of the Senate
Comm ittee on education i n 2005; the National Identity Card
Project scandal, which led to the removal of Chief S.M. Afolabi,
one time I nternal Affairs Minster, some PDP stalwarts and other
officials i n the State Assemblies, Executive Councils and other
public institutions since the ministry; and several other cases
l i ke the ones that i nvolved Mr. Tafa Balogun, one time I nspector
General of Police; the dismissal of Rear Adm i rals Francis Agbiti and
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Babatunde Kolawole, sen ior officers of the N igeria Navy, in 2004;
and many others.
But, of more relevance to our discussion were some cases that
involved State Governors. For instance, D.S. P. Alamieyesiegha of
Bayelsa state, one of the states i n the troubled N iger Delta region,
was removed for corruption in 2006. Although the process of his
removal was criticized for being selective and patchy, it was sti l l
manifestly clear that the h uge special al locations for Bayelsa, just
l i ke such other states in the region as Edo, Rivers and Delta were
not judiciously appl ied . The widely reported i nvestigations of
Ch iefs Lucky Igbinedion, Peter Od i l i and James I bori, immediate
past Governors of the latter states respectively, also justify our
position here. These instances highl ighted above are, no doubt,
just few of the n u merous ones across the country, but they are of
a pecu l iar nature. This pecul iarity draws from the fact that they are
all states from the oil -rich N i ger Delta region where a prudent and
eq u itable application of resou rces may have, probably, reduced
the tension and th reat to national security that have characterized
the activities of eth nic m i nority and m i l itia groups, over the years.
On a h igher scale, however, the n u merous allegations of
corruption against Chief Obasanjo, the i mmediate past President;
if they are eventually establ ished, may have graver consequences
for the country's democratization process, its national u n ity and
the ru l i ng PD P's special zoning arrangement which produced the
incumbent Vice President, Goodl uck Jonathan, from the eth nic
minorities of the N iger Delta region. This is particu larly so because,
by implication, it can be appl i ed to ju stify a l l the allegations of
bribery that were leve l led against the former President on the
botched attempt to i l legal ly e longate his ten u re, in the twi light of
his stay in power.
Rei ated Iy, the fl uidity of the party system and "the associated
complexity in the political pacts and a l l iances of the ru l i ng el ite"
(Egwu, op cit), also defi ne the natu re of the politicization of ethn icity
and the accompanyi ng abuse of privi leges in the cou ntry. This, for
instance, is characterized by two contradictory tendencies. Fi rst,
is the mu lti-polar tendency that is refl ected i n the emergence of
a mu ltiparty system during periods of electoral pol itics; as was
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the case in the Fi rst, Second and the present Fou rth Republics.
Secondly, there i s the usual tendency for political re-alignments
after a party has been declared winner. It is usually the fusion of
promi nent members of the losers parties with the victorious party,
or the formation of two broad coal itions of competing political
el ite. Apparently, one recurri ng negative feature of the party system
is its winner-takes-al l character. And this, i n conformity with Pau l
Col l ier's (2007) analysis of "performance pol itics and identity
pol itics", worsens deprivation and poverty.
For a better u nderstandi ng, Col l ier's analysis on these types of
pol itics emphasises that:
Performance pol itics is associated with gen u i ne democracy
in which free and fai r elections are the norm . The system
ensures, among other thi ngs, that all those q ual ified to vote
can obtain voters cards; and voters are guided by issues
and pri nciples, not personal ities.
In contrast to this, i n identity politics, citizens are reminded
of thei r differences. Their loyalty to a party is mai ntained,
i rrespective of the performance and reputation of the party.
Governments, on the other hand, deliver patronage to
loyalists rather than services to the general ity of the people.
Although there are elements of identity politics in some
developed democracies too, they are not significant to the extent
of making profound i mpacts on the systems. For instance, in the
U n ited States of America (USA) where issues of ethnic m i norities
also generate concern, the victory of Barack Obama, as the
presidential candidate of the Democrats, is enough to show that
performance eventually over-shadowed senti ments. And, for
Obama h i mself, change and better service delivery to all, have
been the watch words. Certai n ly, all of these make the difference
in the developed world. Nonetheless, the final outcome of the US
presidential elections in November 2008 poses a great chal lenge
to that country's political life.
In N igeria, poverty level is worseni ng as unemployment is
soari ng. This negates reports by such international agencies as the
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Paris Club and World Ban k, which asserted economi c growth, i n
the country, i n recent ti mes. Even if t h e claim o f macro economic
growth is ju stifiable, there is no correspondent h u man capital
development. Wh ile the qual ity of education, health and other
social services is dwi n d l i ng all over the cou ntry, the agriculture,
general merchandising and other simi lar sectors which, h itherto,
provided employment for the ordi nary citizens have become very
unattractive. I n a simi lar vein, the crush ing effects of the various
economic reforms i n itiated by the i mmediate past Obasanjo
administration, and partly contin ued by its successor, have also
contributed to the hardsh ip experienced by the masses. Amazingly,
government has also not deemed it fit to review the salaries of
ordi nary workers in the public sector. Si mi larly, it is yet to fu l ly
resolve the perenn ial problem of pension arrears i n the cou ntry.
Finally, a particularly worrisome aspect of the issue of poverty
in Nigeria has to do with the cou ntry's apparent i l l-preparedness
for the impending global food and financial crises. The net effect of
this is that more and more N i gerians wi l l, most probably, be pil loried
into doci l ity, wherein they wi l l further lose i nterest i n partici pati ng
in public affai rs. In effect, democrati c rule and its consolidation are
further exposed to threats as exploiters and predatory rulers shall
continue to predom inate the pol itical landscape.
Concl uding Remarks

The extensive literature on the politicization of ethnicity in
Nigeria, part of which we consu lted i n the foregoing discussion,
confirms the abuse of public office and the accompanyi ng privi leges,
through such practices as cl ientelism, patrimonialism, prebendal ism,
godfatherism and cronyism, by the political elite and other high
ranking public officials. Although ethnic consciousness may
necessari ly not be negative, its application for some narrow vested
interests has, over the years, worsened various socio-pol itical and
economic problems. Among these, political corruption and poverty
stand out. I ncidental ly, they are both serious threats to national
integration and the democratization process in the country.
I n our own opi nion, this situation may deteriorate except u rgent
and concerted efforts are made in the fol lowi ng d i rections:
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•

•

•

Convocation of a plebiscite or a referendum on the preparation
of a people-oriented constitution to replace the present one.
Restructuring of the present components of the federation in
such a way that local governments and other sub-un its, that
are closer to the ordi nary people, are granted more powers.
Restoring the autonomy and fu nctional ity of public institutions
by separati ng them from the personal ities of office holders.
Encou ragement of more and more enl ightened N igerians in
partici pating i n public affai rs, right from the grassroots.
Renewed encou ragement of such institutions as the National
Football Team, National Youth Service Corps (NYSC), N igeria
Army, etc.
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